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Create a new Indoor World with the newest ideas.
Armstrong introduces a bright new era in floors

SOLARIAN

It shines without waxing

It's new and exciting for your home from Armstrong—creators of the Indoor World.

Most waxes won't adhere to new surface

Not only does Solarian not need waxing, it hates waxing as much as you do. Just as an egg won't stick to the new, coated frypans, most waxes won't stick to the Mirabond wear surface. More important, neither will spills or tracked-in dirt. Once over lightly with a damp mop and Solarian comes up gleaming!

An end to heel-mark problems

Even those ugly black heel marks are no problem. You'll have a lot fewer to begin with. And when one does turn up, you can wipe it right off the Mirabond surface.

After several years of wear, there may be a slight lowering of gloss in high-traffic areas. You probably won't find it objectionable. But if you should ever need it, your Armstrong retailer can supply a special Solarian Floor Finish which you can use as you would any floor polish to maintain the shine the way you like it.

Ask your Armstrong retailer to demonstrate Solarian's remarkable qualities and show you its variety of sparkling designs and colors. For more information direct from Armstrong, see the box at the bottom of the following right-hand page.

Tested in homes like yours

Armstrong has successfully tested this new floor in the busy kitchens of real homes like yours for two years. With just occasional sweeping, damp-mopping—and no need to wax—these floors are still bright and shining.
Chandelier Ceilings:
the new height of elegance

Now for all your most elegant rooms—your living room, dining room, master bedroom—Armstrong has created Chandelier Ceilings. We’ve given them richer, more interesting textures and we’ve removed the old-fashioned “v-grooves” from between the tiles. So seams are a lot less noticeable. And the rich, warm texture flows smoothly from wall to wall. The Barbary design shown is acoustical (as are most Chandelier Ceilings), so it absorbs noise.

Like all Armstrong ceilings for the home, Chandelier Ceilings are made for easy installation by the do-it-yourselfer. And the cost of Chandelier Ceiling elegance is surprisingly low: for a 12’ x 14’ room, less than $84. For more information about Chandelier Ceilings, see the box at right.

Solitaire:
new carpet luxury underfoot

Step into a new kind of carpet luxury. Solitaire by Armstrong—the “much-more” carpet. It’s much more lush than the usual shag. It’s much more thick. It’s much more rich. It all adds up to a carpet with much more character and substance—and a carpet that’s a shade more formal. Solitaire is one of the newest additions to Armstrong’s growing line of fine carpets. The entire collection includes shags, plushes, sculptured and patterned carpets in hundreds of colors. Incidentally, in choosing an Armstrong carpet, you needn’t worry about which brand or type of fiber is best. We’ve carefully selected the best fiber for each carpet and labelled it “Armstrong Approved”. So both fiber and carpet are backed by one familiar name—Armstrong.

To find out more about Solitaire, or any Armstrong carpet, see the box at right.
The classic Italian: new Legacy by Thomasville

Introducing Legacy—an impeccably crafted new collection of classic Italian furniture from Thomasville. Legacy faithfully captures both the elegance and opulence of the Old World. Notice the graceful contours, the intricate detailing, reminiscent of centuries-old craftsmanship. Pecan woods are especially chosen for refined grain character; and rich overlays of olive ash burl on drawers and door panels add unique design variety. And the glowing finish is hand-rubbed to a satin sheen.

Every piece of this exciting new collection of dining room, bedroom, and occasional furniture is designed and crafted with "that Thomasville look".

For more information on Legacy, and other fine Thomasville furniture, see the box below.

Now what about making your Indoor World exciting-new, Armstrong-new? We have a lot more products and ideas that can make a beautiful difference in your home, and we'd like to tell you more about them. For a full package of literature covering Armstrong floors, ceilings, carpets, and Thomasville furniture, write Armstrong, 7112 Maple Ave., Lancaster, PA 17604.
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Medici. The newest Gorham Sterling Original.


To complement new Medici Sterling, Gorham has created the Lorenzo de' Medici design in fine, translucent China. And de' Medici Crystal; full-leaded, hand-blown and hand-cut. Both from Gorham's new collection of China and Crystal table fashions.
When the Queen of England wanted bone china for her wedding table, she chose Aynsley.

The Queen had her choice. And she chose Aynsley. It's that good. Take Henley, it pictures the perennial bloom of an English garden of flowers. $28.95 live piece place setting.

Man has been called Homo sapiens because of his wits, Homo faber because of his skills. Now during this holiday season I also like to think of him as Homo celebrans, the only party-giving creature on earth. In our land nothing excels the unadorned celebrations of Christmas, Hanukkah, and the New Year. As our part in this general jubilation I have in mind three parties I would like to give.

The first is my usual, afternoon children's party but with a difference. Mothers will be invited, of course, but whenever possible I am going to include grandmothers, too—more rewarding for all concerned than "show and tell time" with anecdotes and a wallet of snapshots. There will be no age limit at either end, even if I have to borrow a playpen or two or some porto-cribs and see to it that some of the eldest are fetched. And zwieback to sandwiches, it will be finger food all the way. For the youngest ones I'm planning to dress up the usual kiddly cliché by slicing a decrusted sandwich loaf into longitudinal thirds, spreading one layer with jelly and one with peanut butter and/or marshmallow goo, then putting the loaf back together and slicing it vertically. Heroes made from full-sized loaves of Italian bread, cut into manageable portions to be eaten from paper plates, are great for the older young. For the fully adult, why not one of those French prise loaves? You cut the top neatly off a big round bread, cut out the inside carefully, slice it into six wheels and spread as three giant sandwiches—one layer with pâté perhaps, one with a chicken mixture, one with potted shrimp. Finally you cut the big circles into small rectangles with curved ends, fit them back into the shell, top them with the upper crust and serve as a surprise package. The drinks will be easy. For the youngest, individual cartons of milk and lemonade to drink with straws. For the hero set, the usual sodas or a wild mixture of juices, sodas, and sherbets made into a punch. For the likes of us, tea with a side offering of rum for those who like it that way. To take home, gingerbread men in varying sizes, decorated to suit each guest if you can afford the time, but at least fancifully.

Next on my schedule is what I like to think of as a three-star, three-C celebration, an after-supper Christmas classic—carols, cookies, and coffee. We ask musical friends who are willing to bring their own instruments to orchestrate and enrich the singing. To encourage everyone to participate, carols from all over the world are copied down and duplicated (we add new ones each year). The cookies—a weak word for the international delights I like to provide—range from kourabiedes (Greek shortbread), springerle, florentines, pfeffernusse, sand tarts, lebkuchen, langues de chat, fortune cookies, and almond cakes to meringues, macaroons, and molasses drops. Some I buy from local ethnic bakeries, some come imported in tins, some I make myself—a glory of cookies filling platters set in strategic places to sweeten the singing. Plain coffee may be had at the coffee bar but we also set out the makings for Irish coffee; for cappuccino; for Jamaican coffee

Continued on page 12
You don't order Ronrico instead of Bacardi just to be different. You know which rum has the bright taste.

Ronrico. The Super Rum.
LA-Z-BOY® — Dramatically RED

Symbol of Quality for
- LASTING BEAUTY
- CLEANABILITY
- LONG WEAR

in Upholstery Fabrics
Traditionally Comfortable . . .

Christmas after Christmas after Christmas

The holidays are exciting and fun. They are also a time for relaxing. Once you've finished with the hustle and bustle of shopping, you'll enjoy the head-to-toe comfort only your La-Z-Boy® can provide. Just lean back and relax the way you have always wanted to. If red isn't your special color, you may select from a spectrum of long-wearing DuPont soft-textured nylon fabrics. Your particular La-Z-Boy® style will add real beauty to that favorite room of yours . . . Christmas after Christmas after Christmas.

La-Z-Boy® Sofette®, complete with individual footrests, provides independent side-by-side reclining.

LA-Z-BOY
RECLINA-ROCKER®

LA-Z-BOY® CHAIR CO., Dept. HG-R571, Monroe, Michigan 48161

Please send me FREE Reclina-Rocker® and Sofette® color literature.
Christmas, simplified.

Simply circle the beautiful Oneida stainless pattern you want to see under the tree and hide this page where your husband can find it.

50 piece services for 8. At fine jewelry and department stores.

Oneida Silversmiths
Burmese Glass

A reproduction of one of the rare glass treatments of the 19th century, handmade in fine Fenton tradition. Each delicately hand-painted piece is personalized by the artist's signature.

THE FENTON ART GLASS COMPANY, WILLIAMSTOWN, W. VA. 26187
with cinnamon, dark sugar, and rum; and for café brûlot and Russian chocolate (half and half). A come-and-go, dress-as-you-please, eat-and-drink-when-you-wish affair, a three-C party is a lovely means of sharing your tree and your joy with any number of old friends, and offers a relaxed welcome to newcomers.

My third proposition is a buffet for a dozen or more friends, which might be described as a medium-is-the-message dinner, the menu spelling Christmas unabashedly. Star attraction is a suckling pig garnished according to the conventional rubrics, cranberry necklace et al. To keep him company: ring molds of spinach soufflé studded with pimiento circles suggesting an edible wreath; largish potato balls bathed in butter, some in chopped parsley, some in paprika like succulent ornaments; Christmas toasts—bread cut with tree and bell cutters then buttered and browned lightly in the oven; a Noël dessert of ice cream balls covered with coconut and sprinkled with dragées, served with rich, red Melba sauce.

There’s no end to the possibilities and complexities of holiday decorations, but you can make a simple centerpiece of luminous loveliness by floating red flowers—carnations, camellias, or poinsettias—in an attractive shallow, capacious dish and interspersing them with tiny, twinkling lights. Flam'buoyants—little wicks that are fed by a light slick of vegetable oil on the water—burn a party length of time. Another effective, uncomplicated center of attention for the dining room table can be created by massing many sizes and many shapes of fat candles on a discreet tray or cookie sheet masked judiciously with box or holly. It’s wise to set the tray on hot pads and to have a little water in the bottom to guard against excess heat or drip. Votive lights in many colored cups on a mirror or set among a variety of greens are simple enchantment, too.

The holiday season can be both cozy and munificent, giving you a chance to observe homely family customs and at the same time to use the fanciest and best of your possessions. Given a choice, what better best than Royal Limoges’s “Compeigne” china—milk white porcelain banded with burnished gold, bordered in velvety black, and hand-painted with Redouté-like roses. Paradoxically this pattern is both lushly simple and plainly exquisite. It is beautiful enough on its own for a corner cabinet display, but the unexpected use of black gives it enough character to go with any style of silver or glass.

Have you ever thought:

Of saving interesting Christmas cards, packaging them in categories—flora, fauna, birds, bees, etc.—for friends who are découpage fiends?

Of getting together a waltzing, tango, and polka party to beat the winter doldrums? Or to raise funds perhaps, or as an antidote to the exigencies of much contemporary dance music?

Of retiring a stationery die you’ve used for years and daring something new? There’s a fresh look to hand-written invitations, too.
A decorator treasure at everyday prices.

You've scoured the stores. So you know. Bedspreads with hand screened imported linen prints can be pretty expensive.

Not this time! This exquisite Sears bedspread is a marvelous buy. It's beautifully made. The imported linen facing is quilted onto a firm white cotton back. Thickly filled with Sears own Dura-Puff® polyester. With corded seams, blindstitched hems.

The colors glow with beauty, the pattern is inspired by antique crewel embroidery. And both bedspread and matching pinch-pleated draperies are easily dry-cleaned.

See Sears unique linen bedspread collection. Now at larger Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores, and in the catalog.
Girls who like Grande Baroque sterling, crystal chandeliers and Louis XV armoires can now have a Baroque tea party.

You'd never be happy with just a piece of furniture. That's why you prefer antiques. You love every curve and graceful line of this armoire. And the rich ornate carving. Because you're all for elegance. Particularly, in your silver.

Everything that describes Grande Baroque sterling flatware is also true of this Baroque silverplated tea set. Because the same elegant, lavish look has been captured. Imagine how beautiful your table will look with Grande Baroque flatware and this matching Baroque tea set. See your Wallace dealer soon. That's where tea is being served.

Have a Dickens of a Christmas.
Give J&B Rare Scotch.
The Magnificent Impostor
by Berkline.

The rocking recliner that doesn’t look like one. Go ahead. Put it in the bedroom. Unless you tell them your friends will never know. Because it looks like it belongs. Only you know you can sit down. And curl up. And stretch out. Anytime you want to. Just one from the Mayfair collection by Berkline. See them at a dealer nearest you. Send 25¢ for a color brochure to The Berkline Corporation, P.O. Box 100, HG-4, Morristown, Tennessee 37814.

I have a regular check list of things to do to prepare for winter. It seems to me that each year something new is added. The extras are usually in the nature of seasonal repair or replacement.

First on the list is getting the cars ready, before the last minute rush sets in at the garage. We have our snow tires checked, put antifreeze in the radiator, and weigh down the back of the car with some sandbags. The extra pounds provide better rear-end traction and we can use the sand, if need be, on icy patches in the road. Of course, we keep a small shovel in the luggage compartment along with a scraper, whisk broom, and burlap sacks, which can be very helpful under the rear wheels if we get stuck.

Next come the storm windows. Every winter I bless the triple track aluminum storm windows and screens, because it only takes minutes to switch from summer to winter use. We also add extra plastic sealer around the French doors as they leak cold air when the wind comes in from the northeast.

Then comes cleaning and storing our summer clothes and getting out the winter ones. I put two baskets in the coat closet to hold all the warm winter gloves and mufflers. The family collection of hats, caps, and hoods go up on the top shelf.

Last, but certainly not least, we have the furnace serviced and replenish our firewood and kindling for the fireplace. About every four years the chimneys are cleaned to keep them working safely and efficiently.

At long last, the return of the bean stringer! I haven’t seen one for ages and had come to the conclusion they’d stopped making them. And then I found one in our hardware store—the Krist bean stringer. At one end of it is a sharp blade that nips off the end of the bean. Then, holding the stringer upright, you push the bean through the little funnel in the middle and it comes out minus strings and neatly Frenched for quick, crisp cooking. I would guess the stringer cuts bean preparation time in half.

I enjoy my pretty little salt grinder so much, I think I’ll give several as Christmas presents. I bought mine in a kitchen shop and we all like having the coarse natural salt on the table. You can get the natural sea salt in gourmet and health food shops. Some grocery stores also stock it.

Before a bank of ash gets built up this fall, Tom and I decided to give the fireplace a facelift. We brushed out the sides and back, went over it with a dampened whisk broom to clear away the build-up of fine ash and dust, and cleaned the old black fireback. Then we polished the brass andirons, fender, and fire tools until they glowed. The final step was a thorough waxing of the hearth. When the bricks were mellow and shining, we filled the wood basket and built a crackling fire. The ashes were easier to sweep up with the hearth freshly waxed.

At long last, the return of the bean stringer! I haven’t seen one for ages and had come to the conclusion they’d stopped making them. And then I found one in our hardware store—the Krist bean stringer. At one end of it is a sharp blade that nips off the end of the bean. Then, holding the stringer upright, you push the bean through the little funnel in the middle and it comes out minus strings and neatly Frenched for quick, crisp cooking. I would guess the stringer cuts bean preparation time in half.

I enjoy my pretty little salt grinder so much, I think I’ll give several as Christmas presents. I bought mine in a kitchen shop and we all like having the coarse natural salt on the table. You can get the natural sea salt in gourmet and health food shops. Some grocery stores also stock it.

Continued on page 20
Available direct from the publisher. New edition of the world famous Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Plus Britannica Junior included FREE of extra cost.

And introducing Britannica's Pre-School Library included FREE.

You get all volumes now...pay later on easy Book a Month Payment Plan.

Yes, the latest edition of Britannica—the greatest treasury of knowledge ever published—is now available on a remarkable Cooperative Offer. Under the terms of this truly amazing offer, you may obtain the latest edition of Britannica Junior at no extra cost when you choose Encyclopaedia Britannica. Also included, free, the new Britannica Pre-School Library—First Adventures in Learning. This complete program will be placed in your home NOW. You pay later on convenient budget terms. It's as easy as buying a book a month.

The Britannica Pre-School Library—First Adventures in Learning—is now available from Britannica. It was designed especially to help provide every child with better pre-school preparation. This Pre-School Library offers a wealth of exciting and colorful new materials which acquaint the smaller child with the world in which he lives through simple words, pictures, and signs.

Britannica Junior is a big, 15-volume set written, illustrated, and indexed especially for children in grade school and junior high. Carefully matched to school subjects as a homework reference, it's rich in picture interest, and is easy to read and understand. And it leads right into Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Offers Thousands of Subjects of Practical Value. The new edition of Britannica has special articles on household budgets, interior decorating, medicine, health, home remodeling, child care and much more—useful information that can save you many dollars.

New Edition is Profusely Illustrated. The new Encyclopaedia Britannica offers over 22,000 magnificent illustrations—thousands in vivid color. But it does not merely show "attractive pictures"—it is the work of 10,400 of the world's great authorities.

Essential for Homework. For students, Britannica is indispensable. It is the finest, most complete reference published in America. It helps develop the active, alert minds that bring success in school and later life.

May we send you, free and without obligation, our new Preview Booklet which pictures and describes the latest edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica? We'll also include details on how you can receive Britannica's Pre-School Library and Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia—free of extra cost on our Cooperative Plan. For details on the complete program, just mail the attached postage-free card today.

FREE! Mail card now for special new Preview Booklet and complete details on this remarkable offer.
A book for the kitchen usually means a cook book but the one I just bought for my own kitchen relates indirectly to cooking. It is *New Ways in First Aid* by Joel Hartley, M.D. (Hart, $7.50), and I was so impressed with it I bought three extra copies as Christmas presents for friends’ kitchens. If you’ve always thought of first aid as something needed mainly on camping or boating trips, just consider the accidents that can happen closer to home: burns, cuts, electric shocks, fractures from falls, and dozens of others.

Each mishap is covered in Dr. Hartley’s book by clear, pithy, easy-to-read-in-a-hurry instructions for what to do until the doctor comes. And the techniques are the latest and most approved, which is to say they are considerably more up-to-date than what you learned in the first-aid course you took at sixteen. For instance, you can forget that old-fashioned procedure of slathering a burn with butter. “All burns,” says Dr. Hartley, “… are best treated by the immediate and continuous application of cold water.” And in connection with wounds: “There is a common tendency to disinfect wounds. Don’t do it.” For a wound of any size, wait for the doctor, he says. The book also includes a satisfyingly specific check list for a home first-aid kit. Dr. Hartley, who is in practice in New York City, is clinical professor of orthopedic surgery at Mount Sinai School of Medicine.

I rediscovered Vernax the last time I visited my parents. Now made by the Hagerty company, it’s still the original mixture of beeswax and natural oils that are required to feed and protect wood. You apply Vernax every few days to restore furniture and paneling. After the luster returns and the protective wax is well rubbed in, use it only as needed to preserve the patina. It seems to me that the Vernax finish helps protect furniture from spills and wear.

Did you ever want to tone down overly shiny brass hardware and didn’t know how to go about it? Sometimes things like hinges, window fittings, or doorknobs are too shiny-new to blend with their surroundings. Well, Dorothy Miller found some lovely old red lacquer panels in an antique shop and took them to be made into a screen. Her only disappointment was the set of blindingly bright hinges holding the panels together, which detracted from the mellow old lacquer. Her cabinetmaker told her to get a fine paintbrush and carefully paint a coat of pure ammonia on each hinge daily for four days. The brass retreated obediently into the shadows.

Our house plants are thriving despite the fact that the furnace has been on day and night for several weeks now. I think one reason they’re doing so well is that I have them where they get maximum light and minimum heat—well away from the radiators. Another reason is that I have a special way of watering house plants. I water them much more frequently than in summer, but only enough to keep them damp. To keep humidity around the plants, I use a fine mist sprayer on all foliage every day. I’ve tried several sprayers but the one I’m partial to is called the ASL Spraymist, a lightweight sprayer with a noncorrosive tank that holds a pint of liquid. A light squeeze of the trigger handle produces a powerful stream of fine mist. I have other uses for the sprayer—window washing with ammonia water, dampening laundry.
WINSTON'S DOWN HOME TASTE!
So Real. So Rich. So Good.

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should.
Collectors find on Royal Adderley English Bone China

$30 each*

These Black & White Scotties of dated and limited-edition English Bone China surpass all previous specialty bottlings.

They are not ordinary earthenware ceramics, but authentic Royal Adderley English Bone China from Britain's legendary craftsmen.

Each ten-inch Scotty holds a full fifth of light, smooth Black & White Scotch, easily dispensed and happily included in the price.

A true collector's find. A superlative gift. Every Bone China Scotty is hand-decorated and comes handsomely and individually wrapped.

Available at better liquor stores, or write for information to: The Fleischmann Distilling Corporation, 625 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

*Variances will occur depending on state and local taxes.
If you were to buy a dishwasher today, would you know which one to buy?

A good start would be to look at a dishwasher that’s made by a professional dishwasher company. Look at us, for example. We’re the oldest and largest maker of commercial dishwashers in the world. And we’ve been making KitchenAid dishwashers for the home over 20 years.

Throughout the years, KitchenAid has earned a fine reputation. Because of its reliability and day-in, day-out performance. And it’s built to last.

For one thing, there’s the motor. We’ve made our KitchenAid ½ horsepower motor, the biggest in any home dishwasher, even more reliable. So reliable, in fact, we’ve put a five year warranty on it. If it should fail, we’ll replace it at no cost to you during the first year; you’d be charged only for labor during the next four years.

Why is the KitchenAid Superba popular? Because it offers what women want most in a dishwasher. It features Soak Cycle*, which automatically soaks dirty pots and pans right inside the dishwasher.

And SaniCycle is another feature you’ll appreciate. SaniCycle preheats the final rinse water up to 80°F to give your family extra health protection.

Another thing to look for in a dishwasher is loading capacity and convenience.

KitchenAid is more than an average dishwasher so it holds much more than an average dishwasher load. The top rack adjusts to 9 separate positions to make room at the top for deep bowls, and to accommodate tall platters in the bottom rack. And both racks pull all the way out so loading is easy.

A company that makes commercial dishwashers has to know how to get dishes really clean.

KitchenAid washes so thoroughly, there’s no hand-rinsing the dishes before you machine-wash the dishes. Even with a plate that has egg on its face.

For safe, thorough drying of crystal, fine china, good plastic, and silverware, KitchenAid uses a separate heater and fan that circulates hot, sanitized air over, under and around each piece. There are no hot spots, unlike dishwashers that only have a heating element and bake dishes dry.

KitchenAid maintains that the inside of a dishwasher should stay as beautiful as the outside. So the inside of every KitchenAid has two coats of premium porcelain enamel plus an overglaze to protect the wash chamber from scratches, food acids and strong detergents.

KitchenAid gives you the most complete line of dishwashers to choose from: built-ins, front or top-loading portables, and dishwasher-sink combinations. Look in the Yellow Pages for your nearest KitchenAid dealer. Or send this coupon:

KitchenAid Dishwasher Division, Dept 1DA-12
The Hobart Manufacturing Co., Troy, Ohio 45373

Please tell me more about KitchenAid dishwashers and disposers.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
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Choose an elegant accent by Henredon for your home.

A wonderful array of occasional furniture has been drawn from Henredon's finest collections. Each is a classic example of its kind. Versatile. Unique. Like this exceptional Queen Anne secretaire, and handsome commode in campaign style. The secretaire has a place for anything from family treasures to stationery. Formed with walnut and yew wood veneers, an heirloom of tomorrow. The commode — impeccably crafted from walnut veneer and solid pecan — would command attention in any room. Each would make a lovely addition to your home, or a very special gift for someone you love. For a portfolio showing more than 300 elegant accents for your home, send $1.00 to Henredon, Dept. HG 12-71, Morganton, North Carolina 28655. We'll include the name of your nearest dealer.

SOME NOTES ON GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

A gentleman's guide to giving the swell smells

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

What other present could a man find for a woman that would give her all these things . . . a new sense of self—a pang of pure pleasure—a kind of nerve—a recall of some wonderful time of her life—a way of expressing buried qualities—an extension of her own unique sensuality?

But how can you match that sweet smell to this particular woman? You can, because all the good, the great, the really swell smells begin where sweet leaves off and offer the shock of instant recognition. When a woman meets the ones she can't do without, she almost falls into them, feeling "This is where I live." And there's your crucial clue. A visual, tangible one. So this Christmas why don't you let the place where she lives and the way she lives there tell you the kind of fragrances she might very well jump into. . . .

IF SHE LIVES IN A CLEAR CONTEMPORARY HOUSE all glass and gleam and leathers and shining surfaces, she might be drawn to a smooth, shining, knowing perfume such as Germaine Monteil's Germaine. And relate specially to the Germaine soap, faceted, cut, and colored like tremendous emeralds.

IF HER S IS A REALLY COUNTRY COUNTRY HOUSE, soothing and sunny with fireplaces in all the rooms, wide windows where the long white curtains sometimes stream out in the breeze and flowery English chintz as far as the eye can see, you can tell that she's a romantic. She will not only find Guerlain's Chamade her message but be absolutely turned on by the new white enameled spray bottles traced all over in a clear, winsome toile de Jouy pattern in eighteenth-century blue.

IF SHE LIVES IN A HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY that just happens to be in the country where all the walls are dark, funky colors and there are wild Tibetan rugs on the dark floors and leopard paper in a bedroom, she is obviously a born-free person and would react to a scent that's as strong and deep and free of the past as Estee Lauder's Estée.

WHEN HER PLACE CENTERS AROUND A TERRIFIC KITCHEN all gray flagstone floors and dazzle of copper, reassurance of strong old beams, good wood polished, she must like to cook and probably likes to eat. There's a very apt kind of smell for her with a quality that some parfumeurs call "edible," the

Continued on page 26
You know a tender body is a nicer body.
So does he.
So do we.
That's why Sardo is more than just a simple bath oil or bead.
Sardo is pure, rich moisturizing oils in a tenderizing formula nobody's ever been able to copy.
In fact, 2 out of 3 women in a national survey said they felt softer and smoother after just one Sardo bath.
Imagine how tender you'll be if you use Sardo regularly.
Sardo Bath Oil.

Sardo.
The body tenderizer.
CONNOISSEUR SOAP SAMPLER, $9.75
Contains 7 choice latherers in a delightful variety of scents, shapes and colors from all parts of the globe.

MAGNUM SOAP SAMPLER, $18.75
All those above, plus 8 additional fascinating specimens from our classic soap assembly.

VEGESPERM SOAP SAMPLER, $15.00
9 different scented cakes—bath size—of our renowned, long lasting, French milled soaps—each containing Vegesperm.

CUCUMBER SAMPLER, $10.00
Contains our celebrated Cucumber cold cream, Cucumber night cream with Elderflower, Cucumber face lotion, Cucumber emulsion and Cucumber toilet soap.

SUPER-CUCUMBER SAMPLER, $18.75
All the Cucumber items listed above, plus Cucumber bath soap, Cucumber talc and Cucumber bath oil.

Each sampler is nested in an Old-Style Apothecary Box colorfully tied with yarn.

GOOD LOOKS continued from page 24

tangibly delicious Ritual by Charles of the Ritz.

IF SHE SHARES AN IMPERSONAL APARTMENT with other stewardesses, you know she’s dreaming of how she can get out. Give her Xanadu by Fabergé, it’s a Far Country, an entirely Other Place, her own fantasy trip. Send it in a perfumed oil that comes in a fantasy oil can so that she drops on Xanadu drop by drop.

WHEN SHE HAS ALL HER FAMILY PORTRAITS IN A SMALL APARTMENT and quite a lot of quite good mahogany furniture from the Federal period, it would be a very good bet that she will be soothed beyond measure by Joy. And driven into ecstasy by the tremendous classy milk white bottle of Joy’s Milk Bath that is of course like bathing in rose petals.

IF SHE LIVES IN A PAD IN THE EAST VILLAGE, is quite snobbish against the Establishment, and you’re afraid that she’ll put you down for anything you might think of, you can turn the tables on her and surprise her with Shiseido’s Zen that happens to be terribly attractive as well as existential or Capucci’s delightful Graffiti. Yes, you can win.

SHE HAS DARED ONE REALLY RED ROOM—the walls, the rug, the dashing cylindrical furniture, the velvet sofa that snakes through it, all red. At first it frightened you, however now that you’ve seen the point, you enjoy it. But what to give her? Certainly nothing meek and mild and yet she doesn’t need any more flamboyance. The absolutely suave answer is Chanel #5, the perfume that knows how to behave well anywhere and was invented by the one who invented Chanel Red.

SHE LIVES IN A LIGHT HOUSE—not a tower on the coast with a light in its top but a place that’s all pale—whitened walls, sand-colored rugs, woods so light they’re almost no color and windows that let in all the light any particular day provides. She’s now planning for a dining table, marvelously designed in Lucite, that seems to be floating in air weightless. For her, Nina Ricci’s L’Air du Temps exists. It is so quick and light that she can wear gallons of it—it’s a totally contemporary idea with carnations lingering through it.

SHE LIVES IN A BILLY BALDWIN HOUSE, a place like a garland, designed by the man whose affectionate way with flowers makes many of his places seem like a Dufy painting that’s come alive. To stress this feeling that everything is going right and everyone is enormously pleasant, you could give her that famous globe bottle with the little wreath of flowers on it that holds Houbigant’s Quelques Fleurs. Surely her, with no identity crisis here.

HER HOUSE IS A BIG BARN WITH A SERIES OF EMERGENCIES caused by dogs, children, strangers, happenings. This is then a difficult situation for her to come to terms with—her natural tendencies being toward law and order. However, she is relaxing to meet each day. So give her something to bolster her true inner life. Norman Norell’s Norell is so smooth and polished you just know everything will turn out all right in the end.

HER LONG RAMBLING SHINGLED HOUSE IS BY THE SEA and you can see it and sense it all the year round in storm and in shine or flooded with sunrise and sunset. The colors here are weathered blues and grays and beiges and there’s some

Continued on page 28
The End of the Naked Bathroom.

It begins with Sears washable bath carpet.

If Sears has its way, no bathroom in America will ever go bare. Because a naked bathroom isn’t very nice to step into. But Sears Cloud Supreme Carpeting is.

Soft, deep, fluffy as a cloud, it’s made of long-wearing 100% DuPont nylon pile. So it’s 100% machine washable and dryable. It’s even backed with a thick foam cushion for extra softness underfoot. And Cloud Supreme is so easy to install yourself. All you need is an ordinary pair of scissors.

Choose from fourteen beautiful colors. At a beautiful price. Under $30 does it for the average five-foot by six-foot bathroom. With a whole wardrobe of color coordinated accessories.

Towels. Shower curtains. Bath rugs. Lid and tank covers. Available at most Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores and through the catalog.

Sears Bath, Slumber and Linen Shop.
GOOD LOOKS continued from page 26

deep rose. Although it actually is, the house doesn’t look planned but as if it has been washed up on the beach along with the shells and the driftwood. For her Max Factor’s Aquarius—it is blue and it smells blue. Give her something Aquarius for every bathroom in the house, and send them to her in a lobster pot, of course.

HERS IS ONE OF THOSE WILD ABSTRACTIONS ON THE DUNES AT EAST HAMPTON, a summer house that seems to be a mixture of sculpture and the End of the World. A marvelous place to live with staircases that go across the windows and other windows at every twist and turn. Naturally, you wouldn’t give her anything that wasn’t absolutely elemental, so you can safely give her Rainbath by Neutrogena—best way to bathe in the elements.

IF she lives ON THE GO and the nearest thing she can call home is a favorite old hotel or the front seat in first class on a certain exotic airline, give her something that smells like the most loving kind of security, a jug of Yardley’s Lavender. And a bunch of those gigantic lavender bath soaps will cozy up a bath anywhere anytime.

SHE SLEEPS IN TURQUOISE. While her living room is all cloudy colors and an easy scattering of straw-colored pieces and green plants of all heights and widths, her bedroom is a mingle of fierce Oriental colors. The bed is a canopy and the windows are all cushioned in colors, places where she can sit and read and see the snow fall. Outwardly cool—those grays—she is obviously deeply drawn to Strange and Other. She should savor a tremendous bottle of Prince Matchabelli’s Abano—the bath oil to use for a personal scent and to drop into the water whenever she washes her hands.

IF SHE HAS DONE IT ALL HERSELF with things she discovered in the Thrift Shop or rescued from the sidewalk, then painted in delicate and interesting colors, you know that inside her is a rich girl longing to get out. What might be exactly right is Revillon’s Detchema, a sort of brainy luxury, a mixture of Dom Pérignon and a First Edition of Swann’s Way.

HER PLACE IS FULL OF MEMORIES, there’s her grandmother’s four-poster bed, the sewing table she found on a Bucks County vacation, the chandelier of blown glass morning glories she carried on her lap all the way across the ocean from Portugal and the Irish Whiskey she always serves because she discovered it in her most romantic period. And of course in the bookcases that trellis half her walls are all the funny little ones from her childhood, especially Beatrix Potter which she likes to reread. She will surely recognize Valentino’s madly personal My Own as her own.

SHE LIVES IN A TINY VICTORIAN HOUSE IN GEORGETOWN that’s full of modern paintings and brilliant little parties. Why not let her communicate brilliantly in this particular setting with Givenchy’s expressive Ill.

If she lives in a white house, wouldn’t it be a lark to send her one of the pleasantries that the lady who lives in the biggest white house of them all likes a lot. That’s Corday’s Fame to wear gracefully.

---

At last, a shower just for you. It’s completely controllable. You can hold it in your hand; adjust its spray. Or use it as a wall shower at any height you prefer. Bathe with complete freedom as you have never bathed before. Shower without wetting your hair. Pamper yourself with soak and spray tub baths for that soothing, relaxing satisfaction so welcome to your body and nerves. Add an Alsons Personal Shower to your bath. 22 models to select from. Available with brush and bidet attachments, wherever finer home products and plumbing goods are sold.

America’s freshest new bathroom ideas.
ANY MICROWAVE GIVES YOU SPEED...

Only THERMADOR gives you these fabulous extras:

- BROWNING ELEMENT IN ALL MODELS
- COOKS IN SHALLOW METAL PANS
- STAINLESS STEEL INTERIOR
- BLACK GLASS DOORS

The magic of microwaves lets you cook a meal or a snack in a fraction of the usual time. It can mean a whole new lifestyle for today's family. Thermador Microwave Ranges in combination with the self-cleaning oven (shown) and singly for built-in installation.

Now the portable Thermatronic: Model MC11 is Thermador's handy portable Microwave Range. It's the only portable with a browning element. Move it easily to any room in the house... or patio... wherever there's an electrical outlet. 120 volts. Ideal for gift giving anytime!

For complete details write:

Thermador
The Elegant Difference
5121 District Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90040

Surveyed by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and found to conform to current voluntary industry standards for microwave leakage control when operated and maintained in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

ANTIOQUES

BY LOUISE ADE ROGER

GERMAN CHEST

We inherited this German fruitwood chest with black trim. The brasses have flying insects pulling a plow or chariot. When was this chest made?

A.H.F.—Chicago, Ill.

Your chest of drawers is in the Early Biedermeier style, around 1820 to 1830. As in your chest, this style often displayed a classical simplicity devoid of decoration that forecast the clean lines of the Modern Movement. The oval brasses with handles of the bail type stamped with popular mythological patterns are typical and now highly prized.

ENGLISH TEAPOT

This teapot was given to my mother forty years ago by her great-aunt, who said it was then over 100 years old. The colors are rich and beautiful. There are no identifying marks. Can you give me any information about it?

E.P.V.—Black Mountain, N.C.

Your English teapot belongs to a class of Leeds pottery, dating from after 1790, painted with designs in high temperature mineral colors. It is one of the so-called “Gaudy” patterns that enjoy great popularity in America.

ENGLISH CANTERBURY

I received this stand about a year ago. How was it used? Does it have some special name?

S.S.—Clearfield, Utah

In the early nineteenth century, a stand such as yours was made to hold bound volumes of music and was called a “Canterbury.” The legs, according to Sheraton in his Cabinet Dictionary were fitted with casters so the stand could be “run under a pianoforte.” Your Canterbury is probably English.

Continued on page 32

We make the most of time.

Ten companies in America make grandfather clock cases. Only Herschede makes grandfather clocks. Because only we make the movement that makes the case a clock. For a color brochure of America’s finest clocks (with prices) write to Herschede Hall Clock Co., Starkville, Miss. 39759.
Shades of the Tiffany look!

When Mr. Tiffany first saw those pagoda umbrellas shading Oriental royalty, he went home and designed a lampshade. You loved it. We loved it, too. But it's been around a while. So now Sears takes the look of open-weave cane and bamboo, and updates the Tiffany!

Table lamps, floor lamps, chain lamps. All U.L. listed. With opal glass globes and walnut-finish columns. Sensational! They'll add something special. A shade that actually decorates a room.

The Cane Collection. See it now at most larger Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores, and in the catalog.

The Cane Collection. Only at Sears
This happy Christmas season is the time for peace on earth and good will towards men. It's a time for gifts and the warmth of family and friends. It's a time that's as fragile as a snowflake... a time that melts into memory all too soon.

It is also a time when the utter despair of people living in desperate poverty becomes more painful. Because they are the hopeless ones, the forgotten ones, in remote villages and barrios of Asia and South America. Human beings whose only chance to live like human beings may be through the help of Foster Parents Plan — and you.

If you believe, as we do, that the spirit of Christmas should last all year, won't you please become a Foster Parent? For just $16.00 a month you can work a miracle. You can help bring food, clothing, medical care, and hope to a child the world has forgotten. At the same time, you'll be helping a family to stay together. To learn a trade. To learn how to help themselves.

Now, when your own world is so full of happiness, won't you make room in your heart for a Foster Child? Send a gift of happiness. You can actually give, what will seem to a child, Christmas... 365 days a year! You can help take the "humbug" out of the holiday.

FOSTER PARENTS PLAN, INC.
352 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10010

I want to be a Foster Parent for a year or more of a boy________ girl________

age____ country________ Where the need is greatest____

I enclose my first payment of: $16.00 Monthly____ $48.00 Quarterly____

$96.00 Semi-annually____ $192.00 Annually____

I can't become a Foster Parent right now but I enclose my contribution of $________

Please send me more information.

Name________ Date________

City________ Zip________

PLAN operates in Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, the Philippines, and Vietnam. PLAN is registered with the U.S. State Department Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are tax deductible.

In Canada, write 153 St. Clair Ave. West, Toronto 7, Ontario.
The lady has taste.


Wine and spirit gifts and drinks for holiday parties

BY JANE ELLIS

Zipped up brandy balls is a favorite gift recipe of wine writer Henry McNulty, which he learned from his aunt. They require 2 cups of crushed vanilla cookies, 1 of finely chopped pecans or walnuts, 2 tablespoons melted butter, 2 of light corn syrup, and 2 of cocoa (or for a chocolate cookie instead of vanilla and omit the cocoa), 1/2 cup of cognac, and 1 cup of powdered sugar. You mix all the ingredients together, and form them into large marble-sized balls. Roll them in additional powdered sugar and store for a week to allow the flavors to meld nicely before enjoying them; giving them away.

Brandy soaked dates make a luscious and easy-to-make gift, according to Philadelphia cooking school director Julie Dannenbaum, who soaks prunes in Madeira. Leave them covered for 2 weeks and they make wonderful accompaniments for ham and tongue. Brandy soaked prunes and decorate with halved blanched almonds and set in crisp paper candy cups as cook book author Lilly Joss Reich does to make delicious little confections to give away.

Port or Madeira bottled on the date of a birthday or anniversary makes an unexpected and symbolic gift, suggests Julie Dannenbaum, who searches for vintages to commemorate special family anniversaries.

A handsome wine carrying basket tied with vivid ribbons and filled with bottles of dry vermouth, sweet vermouth, Lillet, and Sandeman’s white port is put together for aperitif aficionados by Maurice Moore-Betty. Handsome Spanish wicker carrying cases to hold three bottles of wine, designed rather like a typewriter case with locks on top, are sold by Almaden Vineyards Tasting Room, 11 Franklin St., San Juan Bautista, Calif., for $5.95 plus shipping.

An unusual and delicate orange-flavored sherry is made by food writer Jeanne Lesem who peels the zest off two oranges, dunks zest in a bottle of dry sherry, and leaves it for a few weeks at room temperature. Miss Lesem hunts around for old-fashioned water bottles into which to decant her orange-flavored sherry for giving away. If you decant it into a clear bottle, strain through a paper-towel-lined sieve and discard zest. A half slice of orange added to the glass accentuates the flavor.

A fine bottle of Madeira together with a basket of walnuts, both beautifully wrapped, are matched as gifts by Craig Claiborne. California sherry with freshly roasted almonds are teamed by wine man Bill Houlton.

Olives marinated in sherry make very acceptable little gifts. Writer Jose Wilson marinates hers in dry sherry with a touch of either sliced or crushed garlic cloves, Ta...
Now, his kind of whiskey, has your kind of smoothness.

This one is different. Really different. All the lightness of great Scotch, all the smoothness of great Canadian. Yet with its own uniquely American character. It's the nicest thing that's ever happened to whiskey. How to enjoy Four Roses Premium? We recommend it on the rocks, to start with. That way, you'll know how beautiful a whiskey can be. Four Roses Premium. A taste you can stay with. A whiskey for you.

New Four Roses Premium. You've got to taste it to believe it.
Ham or Grand Ham?
The difference is a spoonful of Grand Marnier.

Next time you’re baking your favorite ham, try adding a little Grand Marnier. It’s fine old cognac mysteriously sweetened with bitter orange. So in one easy step it can take a ham and make it something right out of a ham lover’s dream.

Homemade maraschino cherries make a good gift for Manhattan fanciers, but are equally delicious served in a tiny bowl for dessert, perhaps with sour cream for dunking. Food writer Elizabeth Alston makes her own by taking sweet or sour cherries, stemmed or not, piercing each one at least eight times with a pin, popping them in a jar and topping up with a mixture of half maraschino liqueur or cordial and half vodka. Leave for at least eight days before using.

Wine vinegar made from red, white, or rosé wines, champagne, and sherry, aged in oak casks, is made for presents by William Dieppe, president of Almaden. Also, if you want to make wine vinegar, Marjorie Lumm packages and ships vinegar culture with instructions for making the vinegar. Six ounces of the culture and a personalized label is $2.50. Write to Wine, P.O. Box 732, Sausalito, Calif., 94960.

A good gift for an aspiring home wine maker comes from The Compleat Winemaker, which ships all the information, instructions, and equipment you need plus the grapes in season. Write for a catalogue to P.O. Box 2470, Yountville, Calif., 94599.

If you’ve some skill with a paintbrush and you’re giving a bottle of wine as a gift, you might copy artist Jack Johannasen’s idea: Instead of wrapping it, he likes to paint the wine bottle—a tree scene, a landscape in the round. When the bottle is empty, the gift is still there.

CHEERING PARTY DRINKS

Country iced apple cider is a delicious and refreshing accompaniment to Christmas dinner, maintains Mrs. David Evins, who makes it simply by filling large glasses with apple cider and popping them in the freezer until they’re mushy.

A fine decanted port, a bowl of large walnuts warmed near the fire, and crisp cold apples create Christmas cheer at Julie Dannenbaum’s home in Philadelphia.

A German cold duck (Kalte Ente) is served at party time by wine importer Peter Sichel who pours two bottles of still liebfraumilch and one bottle of sparkling into a bowl with shaved ice. Into this he drops cut up strawberries, peaches, or even pineapple, and the peel of one lemon, which is removed after ten minutes.

Or, for a Sangria Tropical, mix two parts of dry red wine with one part unsweetened pineapple juice, chill, and pour over ice cubes in a large goblet—a recipe Elisabeth Ortiz found in the Dominican Republic.

A French mulled wine, Le Vin Chaud, is a traditional festive drink in the home of La Grenouille’s Charles Masson. It is made by combining red wine, cinnamon sticks, cloves stuck in a slice of lemon. Bring them to a real boil, and serve in glasses with a spoon, accompanied by cecagneu, a yeast cake with dried apples.

Hot buttered rum for one from Jean Hewitt combines 1 teaspoon light brown sugar, 1/4 teaspoon finely grated lemon zest, 1/4 teaspoon cinnamon, 1/4 teaspoon nutmeg, and 1 1/2-2 ounces golden rum in a warmed 10-ounce tumbler. Fill with boiling water and float a teaspoon of unsalted butter on top.

Continued on page 173
Pure, vibrating color has been released from its prism.
And it took Enkalof® staple on carpet fiber to imprison its color again, still alive and ticking with life. Because this is nylon fiber with a life force of its own. With the stamina to stand up to years of pounding wear, to bounce back after long-term furniture pressure, and to take no nonsense from spills that like to stain.
It’s more than chance that Barwick, the world’s largest tufted carpet maker, has chosen our fiber for the thick, sensuous shag they call Precious Moment. Shown here is Gunmetal Blue, a blend of icy, lucid tones.
There are many more combinations to choose from, from Spanish Flame to Char Oak.
And every choice will have the same natural strength and natural color intrinsic to carpets made of Enka nylon.
Find out the store that sells them nearest you by contacting E. T. Barwick Mills, 5025 New Peachtree Road, Chamblee, Georgia 30341.

Precious Moment by Barwick.

We held a mirror to nature.
And gave our nylon the color of life.

Enkalof by ENKA. The nylon for natural color.
Books and records to give for Christmas

BY JAY HERBERT

Books make great presents, particularly if you avoid the best-sellers (probably already read, anyhow) and choose ones on special subjects in which your family or friends are interested, or books that would perhaps get them started on a whole new scene. FOR COLLECTORS AND LOVERS OF ANTIQUES: A handsome book, Goldsmiths & Silversmiths by Hugh Honour (Putnam, $22.50 until Jan. 1; then $25) explores the accomplishments of fine metalworkers from ten nations and spanning eleven centuries, with pictures of their fabulous creations. . . . American Silver by Graham Hood (Praeger, $15), one of the best books ever on this subject, copiously illustrated. . . . The Dictionary of World Pottery and Porcelain by House & Garden's antiques expert Louise Ade Boger (Scribner, $22.50) — authoritative, easy to use, a major addition to every reference library. . . . Heritage by Scott Symons/photographs by John de Visser (N.Y. Graphic Soc., $20) is subtitled "a Romantic Look at Early Canadian Furniture"—and what a look! The furniture is so imaginatively photographed and the pictures in color so lovely you can overlook the arch text and just groove on the beauty. . . . A Directory of Queen Anne, Early Georgian and Chip-

pendale Furniture by F. Lewis Hinckley (Crown, $10) is an interesting study of eighteenth-century Irish furniture. . . . And a very special book for a very special person: Chinese Furniture by Robert Hatfield Ellsworth (Random House, $75), beautifully bound and boxed, is a definitive work on the furniture of the Ming and early Ch'ing dynasties—lovely still and still influencing furniture design.

Houses, Old and New, Inside and Out: From prehistoric caves to the house of tomorrow, History of the House, edited by E. Camesasca (Putnam, $22.50 until Jan. 1; then $25) covers the story of man's dwellings throughout the world —exteriors and interiors, furniture and artifacts, gardens and courtyards, even kennels and cages. . . . The American Heritage History of Notable American Houses by Marshall B. Davidson (Am. Heritage Press, $16.95 until Jan. 1; then $19.95) takes in everything from cabins to stately mansions with excellent close-ups of unusual architectural details. . . . Americans at Home by Harold L. Peterson (Scribners, $14.95) describes home life from Colonial to late Victorian days and is illustrated with period paintings. It also has an interesting section on the home-away-from-home—inn and taverns.

Color in Decoration by José Wilson and Arthur Leaman (Van Nostrand Reinhold, $19.95 until Jan. 1; then $24.95) is a book both unique and beautiful. Experts in the field, the authors have written an engrossing account of the importance and uses of color in interior design and have illustrated it with absolutely dazzling photographs.

For a Cook's Tour-De-Force: The most popular cook book this year will probably be Craig Claiborne's New York Times International Cook Book (Harper & Row, $10.95 Continued on page 101

Mrs. Giacomi—
we love you too!

Shenandoah Boneless Turkey Roasts—
the convenient dinner, sandwich or snack.
Either 3-5 lb. family size (rolled & tied) or 2-lb. roasts in foil pans.

2-lb. roasts also available White & Dark and All Dark Meat

For free dinner-winner poultry recipes, write:
SHENANDOAH, DEPT. GHD, 519 NORTHERN BLVD.
GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11021
At the sound of the dinner bell, the American woman is off and running. And by the time she gets a chance to sit down, everyone else at the table is ready to stand up.

Well, we think it's high time a man became a member of the family meal time. So we recommend every home have a Salton Hotray electric food warmer.

It keeps fresh cooked food tasting the way it does when it comes out of the oven or off the stove. For hours.

A woman need simply place her dinner on a Hotray food warmer near or on the dinner table. And serve her entire meal. Without ever leaving the table.

What's more Salton Hotray offers a new and very modern design. And an old fashioned price range; it starts at $7.50.

Salton Hotray: it enables a woman to do an unheard of thing at dinner time. Sit down.

For a free catalog of Salton products and some gourmet recipes to enjoy them with, write Salton Inc., 511 E. 72 St., New York, N.Y. 10021.

For a frameable color reprint of the illustration in this ad to flaunt in front of your husband, include $1.00.

Salton Hotray

Women: Stand up for your right to sit down at dinner time.
Start fresh with Belair.

Just the right touch of menthol.

Coupons, too.
The valuable extra on Belair Filter Kings and Filter Longs.
Free Gift Catalog.
Write Box 12, Louisville, Ky., 40201

Kings, 17 mg. "tar," 1.3 mg. nicotine; Longs, 19 mg. "tar," 1.4 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug. '71
verywhere we turned in preparing this Christmas issue, we found irresistible ideas that people are reviving out of the past, adapting for now, cramming with ingenuity, humor, and humanness. The result is an issue of ways to get into Christmas and its lore from how to make stockings for thirty-six children in an afternoon, the run-down on a Christmas Eve picnic under the tree, to the marvelous mixture of warmth, life, and American history that light up the White House for the holidays.

The celebration and wonder of Christmas, the commemoration and rejoicing at the birth of a new idea signaling the promise of inspiration and renewal and change are really the point behind cultural and religious observances in the winter season. For many, the essence of the season comes in the reenacting of beloved customs or in discovering new ways to celebrate—for others the renewal comes from tuning into their own reservoir of inspiration. Gerald Durrell, one man familiar with this exercise, writes an account of Christmas Day spent on the Barrier Reef off Australia where he saw a surrealistic Christmas in the submarine world of coral, fish, and other sea creatures. The wonder he felt seeing the brilliance and variety of that underwater world is surely the feeling we long to kindle. Another man very attuned to the spirit-restoring qualities of nature at any season is Russel Wright who took an undistinguished piece of land and restored it to a wilderness more beautiful than it had ever been before. Another couple, who worked to coax nature into its most beautiful aspect rather than subduing it, built a house in Saint Croix that welcomes and uses the sun and wind. This new alignment with the processes of nature, long the attitude of conservationists, might easily inform our attitudes toward other things and ourselves and help us—especially in our efforts to make Christmas a celebration of what we have that’s good.

CHRISTMAS IDEAS THAT HELP YOU give of yourself
Hurray for an old-fashioned Christmas—the more sentimental the better; the more oriented toward children, the more charming for adults. The more made up of things you do yourself and that the children do with you, the firmer the feelings, the stronger the magic of the season. Some projects take several afternoons or evenings; on one of them you work out ways of mass-producing these fantasies. You’ll find out how to make thirty-six stockings in an afternoon—plus ways to wrap packages either with flowers made from bright colored tissue paper or a glitter-and-glue technique shown on this page, also ways to make tree ornaments folded from shiny papers. All projects are made mostly from the simplest dime store fare—bright colored papers, glue, double-faced Scotch tape, cotton, glitter, and sequins. For many, making and filling stockings, wrappings, and decorating the tree are the essence of the season itself. Surely the energy emanating from the glittering packages wrapped by Allegra Kent and her children, above, will quicken the imagination of everyone dedicated to Christmas.
The principle behind these drawings in glitter is that almost everything sticks to glue. A plastic bottle of Elmer's with its pen-like spout is the glue crayon outlining figures later to be sprinkled in glitter or stuck with cotton. The pictures, below, left to right, show the Elmer's at work, a plain paper bag filled with glitter poured over the glue, cotton added, glue again on top, more glitter. The perfect medium for improvised wrappings.

Lots of things stick to glue—paillettes, glitter, sequins, tiny stars—almost anything you find in novelty store. Ways ballerina Allegra Ker and her children use it, top row, left to right: Snow king ornament hung on the tree with shiny eyes, nose, buttons, and a crown added by the children. A box wrapped in tissue paper goes to Brenda—glitter sprinkles and glue spell out his name, definition. A tiny purse was made for Trista, eleven, out of a matchbox covered with tissue paper, glued and glitter dusted, the handle made from a piece of glittered cord bought in a novelty store. Packages under the tree. Middle row, left to right: Yarn, shells, stars, and glue made into a snowman, an orange, and a pomegranate that march along a lace box. Another tiny purse with a fat yarn bow. A snowman on bright lacquer paper shows how cotton sticks to glue. Once cotton is in place, more dots of glue for the sequin eyes, nose. Opposite page: A close-up of a package for Trista—her name on the tree embroidered in glue and several different sequins and paillettes like a sample. Opposite page, below: Susanna with a package for a friend.
Packages embroidered in glue and glitter
The beautiful Christmas you make yourself

Wrappings like a tissue paper garden

Mrs. Brennan has flat designs for packages she mails out of town, three-dimensional ones for friends who live close by. The bright colored scraps of paper left over from her cuttings she used as a kind of excelsior to cushion parcels for mailing. 1. The first step in making either flowers or leaves is to fold a length of tissue paper over and over—then outline a petal or leaf design—cut it out taking care not to cut through the “paper doll” strip. Mrs. Brennan often folds several different colored tissues into the original paper doll packet. 2. Unfolding the pattern and attaching a pipe cleaner dyed green for a stem with double-edged Scotch tape, Mrs. Brennan begins an artful kind...
Mrs. Benjamin Groves has been giving children's parties at Christmas ever since her children were little. Since that first Christmas she worked out a system of making a grab bag of Christmas stockings, each filled with a gift—an orange and some nuts in the toe—one for each child. "The trick to making three dozen stockings is this—start in July and mass-produce them. I cut out with pinking shears all the stocking shapes at once from a pattern I've made from a paper bag." With red thread in a sewing machine set for a loose stitch she takes two different colors of felt and sews them together at the same time, sews a length of red ribbon at the top. Once it's anchored, ties it around the top of the boot in a bow with a tiny five-and-dime ornament in the bow. Next the stockings are filled with fruit and nuts to give them a shape, and finally the little toys, also from the five-and-dime. "The point is to go to a store where you go in the summer, find different sorts of inexpensive toys from those you find in town, and make a real stock. Otherwise, at the last minute, you end up frantically shopping in town and spending much more than you'd planned."

A grab bag of bright felt stockings
A tree of shiny paper ornaments

The precise and shiny ornaments on these pages are modern Occidental representatives of an ancient Oriental art, origami or Japanese paper-folding. "Any library has books full of traditional origami designs, which make delightful Christmas decorations even though they weren't intended for that," according to Miss Alice Gray of the Origami Center in New York.

The shapes she chose for the all-in-white tree, right, the golden tree on the cover, are all new ones worked out by origami enthusiasts across the country and taught at the Center, specifically for tree ornaments. Instructions for one of the loveliest and most versatile, the teardrop diamond, appear on the opposite page. To find out where to get directions for the others, see Shopping Information, page 106.

1 and 4. Two views of a long diamond-shape devised by Giuseppe Baggi. 2. An eight-point star by Mrs. Paul Saar. The reverse side, in gold, opposite page. 3. A square diamond also by Mr. Baggi. 5. An eagle designed by Samuel Randlett. 6. A teardrop diamond to hang either from tip or base, designed by Mrs. Tak T. Seto and Mrs. Clarence Cooker. 7 and 8. A three-piece polyhedron designed by Molly Kahn.

RIGHT: Displaying the beautiful geometry of its origami ornaments, the decorated tree in a room with Chinese red walls, black lacquered secretary, blue and white porcelain. The upholstered chairs are by Interior Enterprises; all other furniture by Thomasville. All porcelain from H. J. Kratzer; paint on the walls by Pittsburgh Paints. Tree is a blue spruce from The Gazebo.
Start with square paper right side up. Fold in half diagonally. Open, fold in half at right angles. Open, turn over, fold in half to edge. Open, fold in half at right angles, leave closed. 2. Push together to make square of four flaps with inside folds meeting middle lines. 3. Raise one flap, open and spread flat. Repeat with all flaps. 4. Fold over two triangular “ears,” crease flat and check under edge. 5. Turn over, repeat to make triangle of four double flaps. 6. Raise one flap, open and crease flat. Repeat on all sides.

Editor’s note: On a tree heavily hung with lights, the paper ornaments must be hung with “breathing space.” If this is possible, they should be sprayed with a product like DuPont Flame Retardant, a chemical in powder form that is mixed with water. For colorfastness, first test the paper with water. If it doesn’t fade the color, neither will the flame retardant.
Half the fun of Christmas, we believe, is the preparation. Giving your house, from the front door in, that festive feeling. And planning marvelous tables—for Christmas is a feast of parties. To inspire you, we present twelve pages of rooms ready for celebrating, ideas for trees and tables, garlands and greenery, bouquets and buffets in all manner of moods. Rich and traditional, romantic and whimsical, fragrant and even fantastical ways to make your house say “Holiday.”

The wall tree, far left, superbly festive, designed to be hung like a beautiful bas-relief of flowers. Constructed of chicken wire wrapped around a wooden frame, the tree blooms like a conical bouquet, its solid blanketing of white statice jeweled here and there with shiny red balls, bright as berries. Designed by Ronaldo Maia. The table, set for day-before-Christmas lunch, gleams with “Lady Claire” sterling flatware by Stieff; “Princess” china by Pickard; “Debutante” crystal by Fostoria. Yellow place trays from Lucidity. Interior designed by Bob Patino of Winkler-Patino. In the foyer of a New York apartment, above, Stephen Barany used a gilded console as a baroque stage for crèche figures dressed in medieval splendor and standing in a meadow of aromatic evergreens, surrounded by heaps of shiny packages. Left: Half a pondful of green velvet frogs climb up a moss-covered Styrofoam cone, criss-crossed with velvet ribbon, studded with fresh daisies and lilies. The frogs on this table tree by Ronaldo Maia and all his whimsical animals that parade through these pages like Beatrix Potter figures are stuffed plush toys by Steiff. For shopping information, see page 106.
ROOMS READY FOR CELEBRATING

With glittering tables and fantasy trees

Once a year, eggnog, to many people, is the staff of life; and once a year, interior designer Mario Lo Cicero ladles out the lovely stuff at an open-house party, left. Because his apartment is ebullient with pattern, his decorations are simple and silverish—a wreath, a palm tree. "Paul Revere" silver-plated punch set and "Puritan" sterling trays by Gorham. An amusing note for any party, a table tree, right, combines fruit and flowers and is anchored in a ceramic log—the home of two raccoons, both fast asleep. From Bouquets à la Carte. Not afraid to tip his fine Italian hand, jewelry designer Aldo Cipullo substitutes vino for eggnog at his holiday buffet, below. The menu runs a Latin gamut from prosciutto to panettone, and even the little Christmas tree is made of pasta—rigatoni thrust into a Styrofoam cone. "Fairfax" sterling flatware, "Black Contessa" china, and "Renaissance" cut crystal goblets—all by Gorham.
A brilliant crisscross of scarlet ribbon, tried-and-truest of Christmas standbys, gives a white-topped table a holiday wrapping for a little supper in designer Luis Palacio's apartment, above. Adding a diamond-like glitter, mirrored place mats lie beneath gold-finished "Chippendale" service plates, "Vision" sterling flatware—both by International—and "Imari" Royale Limoges dinner plates. Mr. Palacio's Christmas tree, right, is a pagoda-like structure of wicker, fringed with silver balls, streamered with ribbons. Flower arrangements and decorations by Ronaldo Maia, who also designed the table tree, left, with its apples, bows, and pink plush pigs pretending they're in clover.
With garlands and greens

Rock candy, a sentimental sweet if there ever was one, makes a little bow-tied centerpiece, right, for a Christmas eve table in Anita Tiburzi's New York apartment. The base for this pyramid of sugary icicles is a brace of sterling reindeer holding a crystal bowl on their antlers. In lieu of place cards, a framed snapshot of each guest, all old friends, guides people to the right chair, and on each plate, instead of a favor, a real Christmas present—small and too beautiful to wrap. "Golden Modern Baroque" flatware by Oneida, "Quadrille" china and "Aria" crystal by Franciscan. Silver baskets, frames, and presents from Cartier. Above, left to right: A table tree by Ronaldo Maia brings the African veld right into the living room via a little herd of gray plush elephants. If pachyderms eat oranges, they're on the tree, too—real ones. Next, a wreath from The Greenery made of dried twigs interlaced as carefully as the nest of a fastidious bird. Last, a chandelier in Van Cortlandt Manor, splendid with greens, holly, and a fringe of orange and scarlet berries.
In and on and out of their kennels, beautiful old Meissen pugdogs sit in the center of interior designer Pamela Banker's dining table, above, fenced in with a della Robbia garland of greens, lady apples, and kumquats. (Although this is very old Meissen, the dogs would be just as amusing if they were brand new.) "Golden Aegean Weave" flatware and sterling hurricanes by Wallace, Hutschenreuther "Cherrywood Gold" dinner plates and "Rosewood" crystal by Pasco. In a corner of The Greenery, left, Bob Perkins framed a window with a swag of fruit-studded pine, set a topiary swan afloat in a basket, and got two Louis XVI chairs ready for the holidays by covering their slip seats with a basket weave of broad green grosgrain ribbon and lacing their cane backs with the same ribbon in a narrow width. To hang on Winnie the Pooh's door, a wreath, right, by Ronaldo Maia. A Shaker basket is the armature for greens, fresh daisies, polka-dot ribbon bows, and tiny teddy bears—some of them clutching to their chests carafes labeled "Honey."

For shopping information, see page 106.
Filled with nature's ornaments

Way up north, or way down south, about the only difference in holiday entertaining is whether one decorates with holly and pine cones or coral and sea shells. The spirit of Christmas is indigenous, everywhere. In New York, for example, interior designer John Rieck likes a cozy little supper, right, not in the dining room, but within the intimate confines of a nest of furniture he arranges in his living room. Everyone gets a present and a super midnight rarebit complemented by beer. Mr. Rieck's "tree," opposite page, lower left, is his own invention: a great sheaf of bare twigs thrust into a silver wine-cooler and powdered with tiny lights. "Pointed Antique" sterling plates and flatware and silver-plated tankards by Reed & Barton. Above, left: Alive and fragrant, a tree designed by Stephen Barany and blooming with flowers—a bit of a surprise to the pine foliage. Fresh carnations, poppies, and anemones, each held in a clear glass vial, are interspersed with bows of coral pink ribbon and a flutter of white doves. Center: One of the doves, plummeting. Right: Live pine table tree decorated by Ronaldo Maia with swirls of embroidered ribbon, tiny bouquets of flowers, and—a tree's busiest tenants—a troupe of fat squirrels.
A tropical Christmas, by dint of climate and local flora, can't be truly Dickensian, but it can be joyous. In a Bahamian living room, above, instead of a tree and wreaths, there are sea shells and orchids and a table centerpiece of limes and ruffly white and green ornamental cabbage—just as pretty and a refreshing change from tinsel and pine. Sofa, pagoda cabinet, and chairs by Tomlinson. China, wine glasses, and flatware from Ginori Fifth Avenue; floor tile by Structural Stoneware; flowered fabric designed by David Hicks for Connaissance. Right: Tree designed by Stephen Barany in the great gemütlichkeit tradition with everything on it from swans to angels, both trumpeting. For shopping information, see page 106.
Rich with greens and beautiful food

Why not a kitchen feast if you have the space for Maurice Moore-Betty in his cooking school kitchen, left, into an exciting room with a beautiful parade of gourmet classics on students' worktable. Buffet dishes include a box of stuffed turkey, a cold leg of lamb, soufflé sprinkled with candied violets, and a rose-covered chocolate sandwich. Coffee is served from a butcher-block roll-anywhere work counter, centered with a very culinary tree, trimmed with tart molds and plants in a soufflé dish. Below, a Polka-dotted dining table festive with its fir cent piece decorated with twig tart molds, "Concordi" sterling dinner flatware, "William and Mary" dessert forks and spoons, and other sterling by Lunt, plates and crystal by Spot, Tree and centerpiece by Ronaldo Maia. Below: When it comes to Christmas, Halston, the fashion designer, is not content with one. He has three, cluster like a bit of forest, and decorated with absolutely nothing at all but one small white dove after another.
In an ivory-colored dining room, above, that lives most of the year with pastel flowers and linens, a New York hostess celebrates Christmas with masses of red flowers—carnations, anemones, roses—a scarlet tablecloth, boxwood in the table bouquets, little fir trees in the mantel's Sèvres urns. “Silver Flutes” sterling flatware, silver plates, and gold-finished bowls by Towle. “Greenfield” china plates and “Espresso Brown” crystal by Lenox. Greenery and flower arrangements by Bouquets a la Carte. Right: Dessert on a glorious silver tray festooned with evergreens is the great French holiday classic, Bûche de Noël. Left: A pyramidal flower holder of little white pots turned into a haven for white plush mice. Here and there, spikes of wheat, and for every mouse, a trompe l'œil slice of Swiss cheese neatly cut out of yellow felt. Designed by Ronaldo Maia.
Fragrant with fruit and flowers

A red and green Christmas? Not always. In a dining room with amethyst walls, above, tradition goes out the window—and spring comes in. A splash of tulips on a server abets the holiday spirit in a gay new way, and for a table centerpiece, right, a pyramid of pomegranate balls is buttonholed here and there with more tulips and mimosa. The silver is "Repoussé" sterling by Kirk; "Pink Cockatrice" china and "Marquis" crystal by Minton. Interior design by Michael La Rocca; pomander tree by Ronaldo Maia. Left: In the dining room of Van Cortlandt Manor, holiday cheer is dispensed in eighteenth-century style.
Lunch with champagne to welcome the New Year in a dining room that brings the southern sun right indoors with yellow and white contemporary Chinoiserie wallpaper and a white-lacquered floor. On the traditional Queen Anne table, an untraditional centerpiece—nosegays of red and purple clover in a basket of glossy vegetables. Dining furniture by Davis Cabinet; wallpaper by Van Luit; chintz on chairs by Schumacher; Chinese porcelain from Charles R. Gracie.

Left: For kitchen-loving friends, Rosemary Sheehan sets a "take-home" holiday table with little kitchen tools tucked into towels, jars of peppercorns and seasoned salt, a treatise on napkin-folding. Centerpiece: egg holder crammed with china eggs, red carnations.

Right: Tall tree, tiny lights, and a shimmering web of silver tinsel.
Christmas at the White House

Mrs. Richard Nixon

talks about the decorations and the celebrations

"Before we came to the White House, our friends always looked to us to see what surprises we were going to give them at Christmas, with our decorations, our 'open house' party. We've always tried to make Christmas special and different. At the White House we enjoy giving surprises, too. Because we want to share the house with as many people as possible, we've started a tradition of candlelight tours through the state rooms. So many people are here in Washington at Christmastime and the men are free in the evenings, so this gives them an opportunity to enjoy the White House as well. The chandeliers are turned low, fires flickering, and there's music. We hear people breaking into song, up in our rooms. That's so nice, to know they're enjoying it.

"It was my idea to have the tree in the Blue Room. We had to take down the chandelier to get it in. But without the lights, with the fire going, the room seems to look softer, more beautiful. The tree has a lot of meaning, some of the ornaments are decorated with the state flowers, two for each state, and people like to walk around and find their state. It's the only cut tree; all the others are in pots and later planted in a park. We found the dollhouse in Ohio. It belonged to the family of President Rutherford B. Hayes and was made by the White House carpenters for his daughter Fanny Hayes for her first Christmas in the White House in 1877. We painted it, fixed it all up, put lights in it. Now the family has loaned it to us. It's a great attraction for children."

In the middle of the Blue Room, left, the White House tree, resplendent, soars 20 feet high. Four of the chairs around it are the original ones by Pierre-Antoine Bellangé, purchased by President Monroe, returned to the White House in 1962 as gifts. The rest are copies of the nineteenth-century design.
The eighteenth-century Italian creche in the East Room was given by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Engelhard in 1967.

Christmas at the White House

Last year we had our dinner on Christmas Day in the Red Room [right and below] with a table in the center and a fire going. I like to move around from room to room in the White House. We were six, Mamie Eisenhower was with us.

"The rooms are so full of beauty they just need a little dressing up for Christmas. I love the aroma of fresh flowers and plants—pines, firs, and spruce. But having everything fresh does give us a problem, as we have to choose things that are going to last for three weeks, from December 14 to New Year's. It was my idea to have lots of things in pots that can be watered easily. Potted miniature ivy makes marvelous garlands across the mantels, and the greenery helps to hide the pots holding the poinsettias. Red and white poinsettias all through turned out to be a great success. I'll probably use them again, but with a different garland."

In the Red Room, right, white poinsettias and potted ivy bank the mantel on either side of the eighteenth-century French musical clock given by the President of France Vincent Auriol in 1952. Andirons in the fireplace are French gilt bronze. Behind the Empire sofa, a delicate music stand, about 1830. The painting, "The Last of the Mohicans," is by the founder of the Hudson River School, Asher B. Durand.

Also in the Red Room, left, a miniature Christmas tree glitters on a marble inlaid table by Charles Honoré Lannuier, a gem of the White House Empire furniture collection.
Christmas at the White House

White poinsettias and ivy festoon the Green Room's mantel, above right, framing the French bronze doré Hannibal clock bought by President Monroe in 1817. Above the mantel, Benjamin Franklin portrait by David Martin. The miniature tree, below, sits on a little oval card table, a graceful touch beside the Federal sofa, mahogany banded with satinwood.

"We start planning the White House decorations a month ahead, right after Thanksgiving. We have to be sure we have all the materials we need on time. I have lots of ideas and I get together with Mr. Young, the chief florist, Mr. Williams, the chief horticulturist, Mr. Scouten, the chief usher, and Mr. Henry Callahan of Saks Fifth Avenue. Putting up the decorations takes an incredible three days. We really do have to work. I stay very near all the time because when you're putting something together, sometimes changes have to be made—another bowl here, another garland there. The big chandelier in the dining room [opposite page] is dressed up with fresh holly mounted in florist's foam to keep it fresh looking. Even so the foam has to be watered quite often and this is quite a performance, someone has to stand on a ladder to do it. For the wall sconces in the dining room, we made sprays of evergreen and put red bows and little gold ornaments on them. The buffet table here is set for an open-house reception. Last year the room looked perfectly lovely for the Christmas dinner we gave for British Prime Minister Edward Heath. We put red candles in the vermeil candelabra on the tables, and there were masses of red and white mixed bouquets—white snapdragons, pompons, and carnations, red roses, and red carnations and gypsophila, with sprays of holly. Red poinsettias were banked around the room, as well as on the mantel. We were honoring a man and I think red and white flower decorations are good for a man. In our own rooms in the White House we decorate the mantel and we have our own tree with the usual decorations, including those made by Julie and Tricia when they were quite young. We have a rotating base for it, with music that plays 'Silent Night' and other carols."

In the State Dining Room, opposite page, red poinsettias with a lacing of ivy on the mantel beneath the portrait of Abraham Lincoln by George P. A. Healy. The great gilded turn-of-the-century chandelier plumed with holly. Sprays of evergreen caught with gold ornaments and velvet bows decorate wall sconces, above left.
In the Library, above, filled with Duncan Phyfe furniture, garlands of ivy on the mantel, beneath the portrait of George Washington by Gilbert Stuart. Silver Argand lamps on either side of the fireplace are unusual English eighteenth-century pieces.

Christmas at the White House

I have always been interested in gardening, ever since I could toddle. In San Clemente, I whip around, pull weeds every day. I have a little bit of everything, so that when I do the vases I never have the same combination twice. For the East Room we did something very beautiful with red poinsettias. Many people think they’re whole trees, but they’re really made with about seventy-five pots, arranged in a pyramid, 7 feet high. I wanted them to come to the same height as the sconces on the walls, so they look as if they are topped with candles. We built a little platform for them [see diagram page 170] mounted some pots at an angle so they would be hidden and easy to water, though they don’t really need too much attention. If one plant should get a little weary, it can be pulled out and replaced. We receive guests in the East Room before we go in to dinner, then chairs are put in for the entertainment after dinner. This might be a recital—the pianist Garrick Ohlsson played for Mr. Heath—or something special, like the Christmas Evening by David Frost last year. The Christmas service is also held in the East Room.

“I suppose of all the places we’ve spent Christmas, the White House must be our favorite. There’s nowhere else I’d rather be. To be here in this historical house with the memories of all the other families who’ve been here means so much—and to realize that we, in our way, are making a moment of history, too.”

In the East Room, opposite page, a blaze of poinsettias pyramided into a 7-foot tree. Portrait is of Martha Washington by E. F. Andrews. On mantel, left, poinsettias and miniature ivy wind around President Monroe’s elaborate French bronze doré candelabra.
A memorable Christmas experience
by GERALD DURRELL

CHRISTMAS WITH corals

EDITOR'S NOTE: From 1925 to date, Gerald Durrell's life has been a small boy's dream come true. To begin with, he never went to school. ("Despises formal education," says his wife.) In addition, he grew up to be what he had always dreamed of being—a zoo keeper. (Of his early passion for animal collecting, his mother once said, "He's been in this phase from the age of two.") But Durrell's no ordinary zoo. Located on the Isle of Jersey off the northwest tip of France, the Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust is a conservationist's assembly of endangered species from all over the world. The trials, triumphs, and slapstick obligatos of collecting them have been outlined in two of his many books: A Zoo in My Luggage and Menagerie Manor. Other hilarious episodes from his private history are recorded in a volume just published by Viking Press. Its title—Fillets of Plaice—was contributed by his older brother Laurence, to whom the book is dedicated.

At some time or another, I have spent Christmas in a variety of unusual situations. I have spent it in a waterlogged tent in a West African forest nursing a sick chimpanzee; I have spent it living roasting on a cliff in Patagonia filming a vast conglomeration of fur seals just below me; and I have celebrated it eating cold alligator tail and manioc cakes while floating through the creeks of Guiana in a canoe. But the Christmas that will always stand out in my mind above all others is the one I spent on the Great Barrier Reef in Australia.

To anybody even remotely interested in natural history (should they visit Australia) the Barrier Reef should be Mecca. It is more colorful than a Matisse, more intricate than the Baigneux tapisseries, and structurally much more beautiful than the Acropolis. This great city of coral that guards Australia's eastern shore from the long, grasping blue rollers of the Pacific was first laid down hundreds of thousands of years ago and has since been built up, millimeter by millimeter, with monumental patience so that now it forms a great bastion against the sea, and inside this protecting wall strings of coral islands lie in the placid waters.

Nature, during my six-month trip round Australia I had put the Barrier Reef very high on my list of places to visit, but the splendid idea of spending Christmas on it had never occurred to me. Then, through a combination of circumstances, I found that I was going to be in Queensland during the Christmas period and so the opportunity seemed too good to miss.

I had been given an introduction to Manny and Doreen Sims who lived in Port Douglas. Manny, a Filipino, and his wife who lived in Port Douglas. Manny, a Filipino, and his wife who hailed from Ceylon, had a small motor launch, which the hired out and I was hoping that Manny would take me and my party out to the Reef, for he knew it intimately. Port Douglas I found, was an enchanting little place wallowing in cloaks of bougainvillea and shaded in palm trees. It had a general air of sun-drenched, sleepy charm about it. At the tumble-down jetty I found Manny and his wife busily cleaning up their small launch after a fishing expedition and we very soon arranged that Manny would take us out to the Reef the following day.

Christmas Day dawned and the sky had that hot, opalescent glow that only the tropics can give you. Although it was barely dawn the sun was so hot that the visibility was cut down to a few hundred yards by the sea mist. We boarded Manny's launch, taking with us the things we considered necessary to instill some Christmas cheer into what was the most un-Christmas-like day—iced champagne, cold turkey, and ice cream. Once we were aboard Manny started the launch up and it throttled its way through the mist across the milk-smooth sea.

Our first stop was at one of a group of small islands that forms part of the breeding area of a bird that I had long wanted to meet the Torres Straits Pigeon. Manny dropped anchor in some 20 feet of water as transparent as gin and then we took to the dinghy and rowed ashore, making fast to the great rust red, basket-like roots of the mangroves that formed the edge of the island. Scarlet and blue fiddler crabs waving a giant claw at us scuttled away over the soft mud as we scrambled ashore and made our way inland. As soon as we left the rim of mud, held in the grasping fingers of the mangroves, we were walking on a graveyard of coral that scrunched and disintegrated under our feet. It was like walking over the whitened bones of a million dinosaurs.

As we left the mangroves and came to the place where small dark green leaved trees grew closely packed together we heard a monotonous, plaintive sound rising and falling—the tremulous contralto cooing of hundreds of Torres Straits Pigeons. They perched fearlessly among the branches and gazed down at us as we approached. They were large birds, beautifully shaped, with their pointed wings and tails, milk white, with huge jet-black liquid eyes. They would let us get within a few feet of them before taking off in a great flap and crack of wings. The trees were full of their nests, or at least what passes for a nest with the pigeon family: a few casually conglomerated twigs placed absen-
...among the branches, this was all the Torres Straits Pigeon I could have considered necessary for the rearing of its young. Some nests were so carelessly built that the white eggs or the fat, bobbled babies could be clearly seen through the bottom of the archways. As a result, they presented an irresistible and unmissable target to even the most inexperienced hunter. Although these pigeons are protected by law, there is still a tremendous amount of poaching and robbing of the nests continues this beautiful pigeon will follow the Passenger Pigeon to extinction.

We made our way through the trees back to the dinghy, the sun gleaming white as snowdrifts among the dark leaves above, exploding up into the blue sky, cracking their wings in unison, like a hundred sails caught by a sudden gust of wind. Once aboard the launch, we set off across the placid sea toward the outer rim of the Reef. A 6-foot sea snake crossed our path, banded in gold and black, a flattened, paddle-like tail moving languidly in the water, propelling him slowly along. He regarded us benignly and without fear as we chugged past him. Gentle, ahead of us, we saw the edge of the Reef, marked by a small tidal wave continually forming and receding again, remaining in the same spot. Here the water slenely became comparatively shallow and Manny threw out anchor and we put on flippers and masks.

A slight breeze was now ruffling the surface of the water so that, although through the clearness one could see the multored gardens of coral lying below, they were blurred and indistinct. I let myself over the side and submerged in the lukewarm sea. Although I thought I knew what to expect, when my mask clung and flattened out the water and I saw what lay below it was all I could do not to gasp with astonishment and get a gulp of water. Shoals of fish shot past my face in a firework display of color, and the coral gardens lay spread in a million different shapes and colors and textures.

It was like floating over the multicolored roofs of a medieval city; here a church spire picked out in russet red, gold, and magenta; there a house of a rich merchant, with archways and windows of midnight blue flecked with green; here a row of lesser houses with steeply canted roofs, white and brittle as sugar, studded with gold and blue cowries. Moving busily through all this were red and white spotted crabs, yellow and black eels, and, above all, fish—large fish and fish so small they were like little glinting embers, fish green gold as a tiger’s eye, dandelion gold with blue fins and eyes, working their way assiduously over the crannies of brain coral, each the size of a dining room table. There were beds of anemones, pink and white and as flarily as a Victorian bonnet, or with long, languid tentacles, Persian-cat gray edged with lavender. And everywhere, it seemed, prowled that great enemy of the Barrier Reef, the Crown of Thorns starfish, each the size of a soup plate or bigger, covered with a forest of variegated spines, colored gold purple and russet red. These beautiful starfish were at that time suffering a population explosion. As their food was the soft coral polyps, great battalions of them were laying waste large sections of the Reef, feeding voraciously as they moved along, leaving behind them nothing but dead coral as white as ivory. The variety of living things was as bewildering as the colors and shapes they assumed. It was an enormous biological firework display and it was only suddenly I realized that so fascinated had I been by what lay below me I had not moved from that spot since I first immersed myself in the water, and my lungs were aching with a desire for air. Filling my lungs, I dived down and clung to a large brain coral. Within a few feet of me, in a circle, there was enough material to afford five lifetimes of study for any marine biologist.

We were like children in a toy shop, clinging to coral, pointing out eagerly to each other the fish that nosed around us gently, the cowrie shells, white as china, freckled, blotched, golden toast brown, and everywhere the great rainbow-colored sculptures of the coral.

"We were like children in a toy shop, clinging to coral, pointing out eagerly to each other the fish that nosed around us gently, the cowrie shells, white as china, freckled, blotched, golden toast brown, and everywhere the great rainbow-colored sculptures of the coral."
VACATION HOUSE TO CATCH THE BREEZE
The stucco house—white to reflect the sun—is designed around a great atrium 22 feet square, planted with trees, floored with local, sealed cement tiles that look like travertine. (They are used throughout the rooms, too.) A wooden grid over the top breaks the sun glare. “It’s the largest space in the house, like a little town square,” says Mr. Jacobsen. “All the rooms off the atrium are kept cool because the sun gets in here, the hot air rises and draws air from the surrounding interior spaces. So there’s always a breeze through the rooms, even when there is none outside.” The walls soar 17 feet to the ceiling in every room, which also contributes to a cool airiness indoors. On the left: The entrance to the master bedroom, like all the other bedrooms, has two openings, one above the other. Both can be closed with solid doors, or with louvered doors, “to create any pattern of ventilation,” says Mr. Jacobsen.
RAIN-TRAP
ROOFS
WIND-SCREEN
WALLS

"When we sited this house on the side of the water, we hid all of the views of the ocean on the approach from the driveway—a house has to promise you something from the outside," maintains Mr. Jacobsen. "You must be intrigued to go in. There's only one opening into it, a little slip of a door. You go through this and into the atrium, where the light is rather fine and you're still moving, because you know there's something more. You don't see the ocean until you get into the living room. I'd rather frame a view like a picture so you can sit and look at it peacefully. Too much glass and your eye is always moving, you never get a rest."

To suit the family's lifestyle, the main house has four bedrooms, see plan, opposite page (a double one for each of the three daughters allowing them to entertain friends), with a separate guest house linked by a pool terrace. Steeply angled exterior walls, actually separated from the main walls by slits, function as wind screens around the house, with sloping wooden slats overhead to shade the sun. See them on the ocean side of the house. Apart from creating interesting light patterns over the terraces, the slits form vital outlets for air currents when hurricanes whip around the building. Since rain is the sole water source, flat roofs with deep parapets are designed to catch every last drop, which is stored in an enormous 85,000 gallon tank alongside the pool.
For building equipment and materials, see page 105.
There are often guests and lots of children about,” Mr. Jacobsen continues, “so the house has various places to eat, starting in the kitchen [4 and 5] with a butcher-block counter and stools for breakfast. The dining room proper has a low pop-out window, again designed to frame the view when people are sitting down at the table. This also serves as a pass-through to a dining terrace outside [3].”

The interior, designed by Edward Benesch, in tropical sun yellows and hibiscus reds, has a great flowered print in the master bedroom [2] on the bed and—vinyl coated—along the wall next to the sunken bathtub. “It seemed such a pity to sink this beautiful form in a bathroom, so we set it out in the open,” explains Mr. Jacobsen.

Powerful enough to stand on its own like sculpture, the house expresses the sun and wind conditions the architect had to deal with in an honest and direct way [1]. “We had very particular problems here,” says Mr. Jacobsen, who worked with a local contractor Charles Baldwin on the project, “in some ways the restrictions helped to define what a house in the tropics should be. The harder the job, sometimes, the closer you get to something that really works out well. This house has a certain elegance and grace, it keeps unfolding once you’re in. It’s lively, interesting—a nice place to be.”
even a Green Tree Snail, looking like shimmering bounty swept up by the ocean and settled in a comfortable sea-shell patterned and sea-shell shaped—designed especially for House & Garden by Louis J. Gartner, shells: five Noble Pectens—beginning with the tiniest Scallop on the sand—in shades of yellow, coral, plum. A Green Tree Snail, center; a spectacular Spotted Marble Cone, foreground; a Queen Conch just above it in intricate shadings' of pink and brown and white; and a lovely Pacific Triton, in warm earth browns and cream. All the shell designs, handpainted on canvas in true colors with beautifully matched wools, are available in kits at Bergdorf Goodman for you to make yourself or give as presents. The 4-inch Noble Pecten, $15; the 9-inch Green Tree Snail, $30; the larger Pectens are $40. The Marble Cone and the Queen Conch, about 14 inches in size, are $45; The Pacific Triton, 20 inches, is $50. Louis J. Gartner, Jr., who designed them all, is the author of House & Garden book, Morrow, $15.95). The white chair, by Angelo Donghia for Interior Crafts. At Lord & Taylor.
The very personal garden of a nature lover

GARDEN OF WOODLAND PATHS

By Russel Wright

EDITOR’S NOTE: How Mr. Wright put his stamp on his land, yet renewed its natural wildness, is an ecological triumph with ideas any of us can put to use. Famous as a trail-blazing designer of modern furniture, tableware, and textiles, Russel Wright is now dedicated to “helping people find a greater variety of pleasures in nature.” He is creating new graphics, events, and trails for the Palisades Interstate Park Commission. For the National Park Service, he developed the award-winning “Summer in the Parks” program.

A question that always amuses and pleases me: “How did you ever find such an unusually beautiful site?” I am pleased because friends think I found it this way, therefore I know it looks natural. Amused because the land I bought some twenty-five years ago was uninviting, dry, and impenetrable. The trees were the nondescript second growth of an old firewood operation. The pool was an abandoned granite quarry. Broken railroad tracks ran down to the Hudson River, but there was no view. The land was considered useless. Today it contains three and a half miles of paths, vistas of river and mountains beyond, and a large pool with a 30-foot waterfall. A small percentage of the woods has been thinned, no formal landscaping has been done, and only indigenous growth is allowed. A small stream that ran where I now have the driveway was diverted to make the pool. I call the place Dragon Rock because we built a house on the back of a rock formation that coils around the quarry and resembles, as my daughter Ann said, a dragon drinking water from the pool. At the beginning we had a small house, hot and claustrophobic because it was surrounded by woods. As I began to explore the possibilities of a view, I grew to know and love the land. I found interesting features—great sculptural boulders, small ravines, furry (Continued on next page)

White with ice and snow in winter, white with flurries of dogwood in spring when pond and waterfall have thawed—all this was once a scar in the earth
climbing trees I discovered vistas of the river. So I began cutting, a few trees at a time. I took photographs in different seasons and made tracings over them to determine which trees to eliminate. Sometimes I cut only a few limbs. I also began making paths, three kinds: single file, double file (more labor, but comfortable and easy), and blaze a small cut in trees with an ax or use an aerosol spray of orange paint at eye level on the right side of the way—making it as an intriguing kind of trail entering guests enjoy.) Each path is designed for a particular kind of enjoyment—something you might want to consider for your own land. Here are a few suggestions: a morning path leading toward the east so that the sun shines through the trees as you walk (mine is primarily evergreen and doubles as a winter path). A sunset path leading toward the west, with a sit-down place for watching the setting sun (mine doubles as an autumn path because it shows off fall color in trees and shrubs). A spring path featuring wildflowers and ferns (mine is also a summer path). The labor of making paths need not be great. I recommend that you limit yourself to weekend projects because if you leave it all to hired (Continued on page 84)
I will be destroyed that could give you pleasure. My paths have been merely by my own work and occasional help of guests and moon-litting laborers, and in a few instances (professional tree surgeons. For a new path I begin by carefully spraying a weed killer. Within a year unwanted plants can fall to the ground, roots can be pulled. (Your county agricultural agent can suggest a suitable herbicide.) Where there are rough spots, a hoe will smooth out the terrain. To edge muddy spots, try stepping stones orduiiod. I have developed four general rules for planning paths: 1 Follow natural contour of the land. Look for spots that deer, cows, or rabbits have used. Unless you want an allee, avoid right lines; make paths curve. 2 Make unnecessary, if possible, to retrace steps. Let a path complete a contour. 3 Plan a path to show off your land's most interesting features. Have it pass through ferns or flowers, turn around a rock or cliff formation, lead to a view—a good place to picnic. I have made little rooms or alcoves as ollshools of mystery. Such features should be seeded along a curve so that the walker discovers each surprise for himself. 4 Clearing should be done very carefully. Avoid the usual crude mistake of making panoramic vistas—cutting down everything in front of the viewer. A view framed by large trees, with trees between the viewer and vista, creates more depth and a subtle, natural effect. Thin slowly. If you make big openings, the trees, not having time to acclimate themselves to the wind, will topple. A complete thinning can be done to reveal a certain kind of tree or shrub, or to free a rock or cliff of underbrush. I have cleared trees in order to see the hemlock or to bring out the contrast of gray birch and dark hemlock. Even the Dragon himself gets a trimming every other year. When the ice is strong on the pond, I bring a ladder and cut the growth that would soon hide his lace. When I find an interesting wildflower (I especially love the wild orchid, pink lady's slipper), I weed out other growth and encourage it to spread. You can also buy seeds or seedlings of the same kind to enlarge an area. My philosophy is doing what you can with what you've got. Enhance your world. Land should not go unloved, when with small effort its original beauty can be restored.

Plants and creatures that share Mr. Wright's love of his land are listed in part at right and sketched around map, below.

- TREES
  - Allanthus
  - Ash
  - Aspen
  - Birch
  - Black Willow
  - Cedar
  - Flowering Dogwood
  - Canada Hemlock
  - Maple
  - Moosewood
  - Oak
  - White Pine
  - Sassafras
  - Sumac
  - Sycamore
  - Tupelo

- FLOWERS
  - Trailing Arbutus
  - Aster
  - Bloodroot
  - Bluets
  - Buttercup
  - Butter-and-Eggs
  - Butterfly Weed
  - Chicory
  - Coltsfoot
  - Columbine
  - Daisy
  - Day Lily
  - Dutchman's Breeches
  - Pearly Everlasting
  - Wild Ginger
  - Hepatica
  - Indian Pipe
  - Indian Tobacco
  - Jack-in-the-Pulpit
  - Joe-Pye-Weed
  - Lady's Slipper
  - Loosestrife
  - May Apple
  - Moneywort
  - Mulelein
  - Mustard
  - Partridge Berry
  - Pussy-Toes
  - Rattlesnake Plantain
  - Skunk Cabbage
  - Solomon's Seal
  - Trillium
  - Thyme
  - Violet
  - Waterlily
  - Wild Geranium
  - Wild Iris
  - Wild Lily-of-the-Valley
  - Wild Strawberry
  - Wintergreen
  - Yarrow
  - Queen Anne's Lace
  - VINES
  - Dutchman's Pipe
  - Grape
  - Virginia Creeper
  - FERNS
  - Christmas Bracken
  - Bracken
  - Interrupted Lady
  - Maidenhair
  - New York Royal
  - Royal
  - Sensitive
  - SHRUBS
  - Barberry
  - Blueberry
  - Mountain Laurel
  - Raspberry
  - Spice Bush
  - Viburnum
  - Wild Azalea
  - ANIMALS
  - Bat
  - Chipmunk
  - Deer
  - Frog
  - Fox
  - Squirrel
  - Skunk
  - Turtle
  - BIRDS
  - Blue Jay
  - Cardinal
  - Hummingbird
  - Grouse
  - Robin
  - Mallard
  - Wood Thrush
  - INSECTS
  - Ant
  - Butterfly
  - Daddy-long-legs
  - Firefly
  - Grasshopper
  - Katydid
  - Mosquito
  - Wasp
  - Water Strider
  - White Moth

Winter path

9 Autumn path

Map and cane for guests
Spring and summer lure guests to the longest path, a blazed trail leading to a distant lake, top right. Or the shortest path that wends from house through woods and fields around the quarry pool and back to a terrace lunch. “I use this as an introduction to nature,” Mr. Wright says. Pool enameled with ice, page 80, mirrors summer sky, below.
The special gifts of Christmas

By Dee Hardie

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Hardie, her husband, and their four teen-age children live at Thornhill Farm overlooking Worthington Valley near Baltimore. Mrs. Hardie writes a syndicated newspaper column, "A View from a Hill," extracts of which have been published in a book under the same title.

Christmas, unlike yesterday's children, should be heard and felt as well as seen. Christmas is the special edition of the year. Christmas stands alone and helps others stand taller. Everyone, everywhere has a special pocket of Christmas to treasure—ribbons of nostalgia tying together a bright package of joy. Sometimes it's the elegant generosity of a friend, more often the simple love of a family—a testimony of frivolity and feelings. Far be it from any man ever to say "bah humbug" again.

Christmas for me is hearing the first carol on the radio while driving the children's car pool—and feeling glad. It's filling up the station wagon with wood from our farm, cut and split to fit friends' city fireplaces, the 18-inch logs decked with boughs of holly. It's opening the annual Christmas cards covered with hand-written birth data, travel itineraries, and photos of assorted children and those early tulips in the dark cupboard in September, hoping by December to give away blooming pots and pots of them, knowing the poinsettias won't mind.

For our 18-year-old son Todd, Christmas is liberation. "It's to slide for three weeks, to feel you can touch the clouds rather than the books." For Francis Kappelman, a friend in Oregon who was a boy during the Depression, "It's the memories of the prairies of South Dakota—a Christmas tree that was a willow sapling or a tumbleweed with a little tinsel and some colored rope. Christmas wasn't much but it was the best." For Mrs. Alan Wurtzburger, too, her tree is her treat—a tree cut from the hills of "Timberlane" in Pikesville, Md. Her large living room window usually looks out on a garden of modern sculpture, but at Christmas the view is punctuated by a tree neatly sliced down the middle—one half outside the window, and decorated for the birds, the other half on the inside, decorated as a "people's tree."

Her daughter, Mrs. Robert A. Milch, gives holiday cheer to others with her Christmas party place cards—round golden balls with the names written in silver sparkles. Each ball sits boldly in a yet-to-be-filled wine glass. Later, no longer a place card, it becomes a bright memory on the guest's own tree.

For the Thierry McCormicks of Lake Forest, Ill., what makes Christmas special is the four-family tree-trimming party they stage every year with three other couples (Continued on page 88)

Fascinated by tiny, tiny Christmas things, interior designer John Rieck, whose hands are anything but tiny, pulls together with infinite patience and a great deal of skill hundreds of tiny toys, small wax figurines, and a tiny artificial tree. Result is a gem of a doll-sized tree under glass—a one-of-a-kind do-it-yourself.

"I get the trees from the five and ten," says Rieck. "Sometimes I stick in those plastic green leaves to make it fuller. The bases are specially made for me but I cover them in fabric myself." One of Rieck's best sources for tiny little ornaments are antique dollhouses. "Everyone knows by now that I'm fascinated with tiny things, and they call me when some funny little object comes into a shop. When I travel I buy in gross—one shop in San Salvador had hundreds of little Mickey Mouses." Other tree ornaments are obscure and valuable, such as Austrian wax figures—Hansel and Gretels not even an inch high. "Once the tree and base are set, I just add things and add things—usually at night while I watch the news on TV." Far left top: Rieck wrapping a tiny matchbox package. Left: Tree trimmings. Far left bottom: Topped with an angel, glass-encased, the finished tree.
For the herb lover, Christmas is the peak of the year," Adelma Simmons says. "You can use your herbs for decorating and giving, for savor, fragrance, and festive meaning." Mrs. Simmons grows herbs at Caprilands Herb Farm for her own joy and for her gardeners to plant or to give as seeds or cuttings. She decorates and cooks in ways to inspire all of us to look at our gardens and spice jars in new ways. She mails herbal gifts—books, incense, wreaths, fragrant pillows, teas, jellies—all over the country. Some of the fragrant things she likes to make are pictured here. To find detailed instructions for do-it-yourself pomanders, potpourri incense, and an herb-and-spice wreath, or where to order them if you are too rushed to have the fun of making herbal Christmas gifts and decorations yourself this year, please turn to page 103.

Left and below: Pomanders with ribbons to hang on the Christmas tree or in clusters on doors, to pile in a bowl as an aromatic centerpiece or to use all year in drawers and closets. To make: Stud apples or thin-skinned oranges with cloves and roll them in spices.
For Mr. and Mrs. James P. Maguire and their two children, the Christmas tree is the star of their Christmas Eve party and “the summation of the last twelve months and our travels. There’s almost nothing that couldn’t go on it—from a lock of hair to Mexican butter presses to pretty sea shells.”

Every Christmas Eve the Maguires invite twenty-four for dinner. They don’t have a dining room in their small city apartment, so they ask everyone for a black tie picnic under the tree.

Left: One of twelve baskets. Each one is lined with hobo scarves from the five and ten; decorated with a gingerbread man; and contains two stuffed birds, bread, carrot and cheese sticks poked into a basket; a glass for champagne. To come, cookies that Mrs. Maguire bakes from old Norwegian recipes (see page 98 for no-bake cookies even the children can make). The tree, below, is full of penny candy and cookies, tiny toys and souvenirs found on trips. “The only things we bought were tiny little amusements that would go on the tree—corny things we found in class Z villages.”

Below, left: Mrs. Maguire and her two children, Deidre and Brownyn.

Right: Another Christmas arrangement Mrs. Maguire devised out of a growing collection of baskets—this one is highly fragrant, relies on small votive candles and tiny pine cones. Several of these baskets provide just enough light to avoid using any electric lights. The Maguire Christmas lasts through Twelfth Night when the tree is carefully dismantled and ornaments labeled and systematically put away in lots of tins boxes by Mr. Maguire.

CHRISTMAS TO TREASURE continued

their teen-age children. “Every couple brings an unusual ornament for everyone else’s tree,” says Mrs. McCormick. “Last year I bought felt lions. And we each bring a dish—mine was a pate in aspic in a lion mold with parsley for his tail. The children’s contribution is rounding up a group of their friends who come in afterward accompanied by their guitars. The music really brings the age groups together.”

In central Illinois, Mrs. Charles Dotson of Tuscola makes a point of stocking up on Amish delicacies, which she freezes for the holiday—pecan pies, sorghum cookies, noodles, bread. And she places her order in person—can’t call it in because Annie’s Bakery, being Amish, has no telephone.

For Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mitchell Have- meyer of Nantucket, Mass., Nantucket itself is the star of their holiday. After spending twenty-seven family Christmas reunions in New York, they now stay at home on the island. “Main Street, from Club to Bank, is girdled with thousands of lights that you see through the branches of balsam fir,” says Mr. Havemeyer. “No artificial garlands, no plastic Santas (lit from within), no mainland corn. The effect late at night, with no cars, is nineteenth century at its best. When the cobbles are wet, they have rainbows of incedescence. And when the snow drifts quietly down, there are no words...”

North of Nashua, N.H., Mrs. Elliot Evans shares her Smithfield ham, a yearly gift from Virginia, with her northern friends and neighbors. “I build our Christmas Eve around the ham,” she says. “And of course Christmas is special. My name is Noel. But I was born on the fourth of July, in Lyons, France, and my mother wasn’t thinking of George M. Cohan or 1776. Now I celebrate my birthday at Christmas and that way I think I’m younger than I really am in July and by Christmas I don’t care.”

“We sing carols in our nearby churchyard at 5:30 P.M. and right after that our neighbors come by the house for drinks and supper. By ten all have left to celebrate Christmas Eve with their own families. When our dishes have been done, our family sets out for Midnight (Continued on page 174)
PRESENTS FROM GREAT COOKS
Homemade cookies are always the great traditional Christmas present, but if you want to delight your friends with something a little more exciting what can you bake? We quizzed the great cooks on what they make or bake for holiday giving and came up with this collection of delicious, off-beat ideas from grissini spiked with Dijon mustard to a basket of beautiful frosted fruits; they're as simple as basil vinegar, or as bountiful as Christmas dinner in a basket.

By Jane Ellis

**PRESENTS FROM GREAT COOKS**

**APPETIZERS**

**Terrine**

James Beard gives this terrine in an attractive pottery terrine.

- 1 pound bacon
- 3 pounds spinach, or 2 packages frozen chopped spinach
- 1 medium onion, finely chopped
- 3 small garlic cloves, finely chopped
- 1 tablespoon finely chopped fresh basil or 1 teaspoon dried basil
- 1 cup pitted small Italian or French black and green olives, coarsely chopped
- 3 tablespoons chopped parsley
- 2 eggs
- Salt, freshly ground black pepper
- 1/2 pounds coarsely ground pork
- 1/2 cup melted butter
- 1/2 teaspoon each rosemary and thyme
- 1 teaspoon each ground cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves
- 1/2 teaspoon each yellow mustard, and white vinegar
- 1/2 teaspoon each bay leaf, onion, garlic, basil, and the seasonings, rosemary, nutmeg, Tabasco sauce, and cinnamon
- 1/2 teaspoon each clove and nutmeg
- 1/2 teaspoon each roasted and green chile pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon each paprika and thyme
- 1/2 teaspoon each allspice, salt, and pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon each cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves
- 1/2 teaspoon each garlic, onion, and pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon each yellow mustard, white vinegar, and thyme
- 1/2 teaspoon each bay leaf, onion, garlic, basil, and the seasonings, rosemary, nutmeg, Tabasco sauce, and cinnamon
- 1/2 teaspoon each ground cumin, nutmeg, and cloves
- 1/2 teaspoon each roasted and green chile pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon each paprika and thyme
- 1/2 teaspoon each allspice, salt, and pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon each garlic, onion, and pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon each yellow mustard, white vinegar, and thyme
- 1/2 teaspoon each bay leaf, onion, garlic, basil, and the seasonings, rosemary, nutmeg, Tabasco sauce, and cinnamon

**Brief ideas for gifts**

**A fresh pineapple garlanded with rings of dried pineapple** and presented with a succulent, large piece of ripe brie is Mrs. Byron Janis's delicious invention. She buys the dried pineapple rings at department or health food stores. **Basil vinegar** makes a handsome gift when it's decanted into Spanish wine bottles with porcelain tops. Fashion designer Chuck Howard, an inventive and prolific cook, makes it from the basil in his Connecticut garden, packs it for presents in wine bottles he collects throughout the year. To make, stuff a bottle half full of basil (or any other herb), fill with distilled white vinegar. Leave for 3 or 4 weeks before using. Mr. Howard adds a note to tell friends to fill up the bottle again when it is half full. . . .

**Christmas dinner in a basket** for friends who are sick or simply not able to get out at Christmas is one of Mrs. David Evans's favorite gift ideas. She collects baskets throughout the year, then packs them with a Portobello linen place mat and napkin, wine glass, corkscrew, china plate, and silver. Along with these accoutrements goes the best part: a share of the Christmas dinner she is serving at home. . . .

**The makings of a splendid game feast:** a brace of pheasants, a jar of homemade wild cherry jam, some cherry liqueur, and wild rice make an original and fitting gift from Joie and Bill McGrail, authors of The Catch and the Feast. . . .

**Uncooked wild berry jam.** called Rote Bær in Norway, is a quick and delicious gift made by TV's Julia Child. To make, mix together 1 pound (4 cups) berries and 3/4 pound (2 cups) sugar in an electric mixer until the juices run and the berries are reduced to a pulp. The berries will absorb the sugar, which acts as a preservative. It is a marvelous way to preserve berries, especially wild berries such as lingonberries (the dwarf cranberries from Scandinavia that can be found in Maine and other parts of this country). Regular cranberries can also be used, chopped up and flavored with grated orange zest, or a combination of blueberries and strawberries, which produces more of a sauce than a jam, and an excellent topping for ice cream. If you do not have a mixture, combine the berries and sugar and stir whenever you pass them for 3 days. Then pack in sterilized jars. . . .

**Spiced nuts** for gifts as Malvina Kinard does, combine 1/2 teaspoon each ground cinnamon, nutmeg, and allspice; 1/2 teaspoon salt; 2 cups sugar; and 1/2 cup water in a heavy saucepan. Bring slowly to a boil and allow to boil until syrup forms a thread when held from a spoon. Add 2 teaspoons vanilla and 2 cups walnut halves and beat until mixture is opaque and starting to turn to sugar. Turn out onto a well-buttered surface. When cool, separate the nuts with a fork. Store in air-tight containers. . . .

**Small baskets of crystallized fruits** to use as decorations for centerpiece or mantel arrive at holiday time for lucky friends of Chuck Williams, owner of Williams-Sonoma, a gourmet kitchen shop in San Francisco. He chooses small fruits—lady apples, pears, lemons, mandarin oranges, and grapes—dipped in white chocolate. Set them in a cold room until they are dry, then apply a thick glaze of clear sugar. They are the inspired idea of a passionate bread maker, Emi Epelman, who runs the Creative Cooking School in San Francisco. . . .

**Potted shrimp** may be served with Melba toast or this brown bread and butter as a first course. Sometimes it is combined with smoked salmon or is great as a cocktail appetizer.
There was a time when the stories were more interesting than the vegetables.

Inside every man, lives a little boy who didn't like his vegetables. Ask any man who was ever a kid. He'll tell you mother could turn peas into buried treasure and carrots into rabbits and make asparagus taste as good as cotton candy at the circus on a Saturday afternoon.

Until the impossible happened: Little Jimmy opened his mouth as wide as his eyes and in went the vegetables, vitamins and all.

At Birds Eye, we never forget that little boy. That's why we've come up with Birds Eye Combinations. We started with the simple vegetables of old, like carrots and beans and peas. But Birds Eye Combinations aren't like the vegetables that gave all the problems to yesterday's mothers.

We've combined green beans, peas, yellow corn and baby limas. All swimming in an onion sauce. Put a delicious brown sugar glaze on the carrots. Added crisp, toasted almonds to French green beans. With Birds Eye Combinations on the table you can forget about the vegetables, for a change. And concentrate on more important things. Like what you're going to serve him tomorrow night.

And the night his mother comes to dinner.

Birds Eye Combinations. The vegetables mother never had.
**PRESENTS FROM GREAT COOKS**

**Rillettes (Potted Pork)**

Dorothy Ivens is working on a book on pates and terrines to be published next year. Rillettes are a specialty of the Loire Valley. They are shreds of pork with fat, packed in little pots, to be spread on bread or toast as an accompaniment for the wines of the district—cool glasses of Anjou rosé, or white wines like Vouvray or Sancerre. It’s a delicious way to start a meal and good to have along on a picnic.

1 pound lean pork shoulder, cut in 2-inch pieces or squares
1 pound fat back, cut in 2-inch pieces or squares
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon thyme
1 bay leaf
Water
Salt

Put the pork in a heavy, covered flameproof casserole, preferably enameled ironware. Rinse the fat back under cold running water to remove the salt from the surface and add to the pork. Add cold water to cover. Bring to a boil, add pepper, thyme, and bay leaf, cover, and put in a 250° oven. Cook for 1 hour, checking occasionally to be sure only the merest simmer is being maintained, and that the pork is not drying out. If it does seem to be drying, add a little boiling water. At the end of 4 hours, the pork should be soft and the fat almost completely liquid. Remove from oven, cool slightly.

Discard bay leaf and strain, reserving the drained-off fat. Put 1/4 cup of the melted fat into the blender container. Cover and start the motor, then drop 1/4 of the pork in through the hole in the cover, whisking briefly to break it up, but not long enough to make a mush. Put in a bowl and repeat until all the pork is used. Mix all the batches together with 2 forks to make sure the pork is evenly shredded. Add melted fat to soften the mixture.

The rillettes should have a slightly salty taste, and the back will probably have supplied enough salt, but taste and add salt if needed. Put the rillettes into 4 6-ounce pots or jars, leaving 1/2 inch at the top, and pack the melted fat over to fill the pot. When thoroughly cool, cover with lids or foil, and refrigerate.

To serve, remove solid fat from the top, but preserve it to cover any leftovers, set out the container with a small spreader, knife and a basket of good bread and some thin toast.

**Potted Tongue**

Food writer Elisabeth Or gives her friends a selection of potted meats and fish. She pastors in inexpensive white porcelain (finds hers at Azuma) together with little knives and makes a pretty package, adding a loaf of homemade bread. With gift go a note to say pots should be refrigerated but the paste should be allowed to soften to spread texture before serving. To keep about a week refrigerate:

1/2 pound cooked, smoked tongue
1/4 pound unsalted butter, softened at room temperature
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
1/4 teaspoon ground mace
2 tablespoons Madeira
Clarified butter

Chop the tongue and put through the fine blade of a food mill, purée in the blender. Gradually mash in the butter. Add salt necessary, a few grinds of pepper, the mace, and Madeira. Pack into small pots or jars, cover with a layer of clarified butter, about 1/4 inch thick. Make about 2 cups.

**Chicken and Ham Pasté**

1/4 pound cooked chicken breast
1/4 pound lean, boiled ham
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened at room temperature
Salt, freshly ground pepper
1/2 teaspoon ground mace
Clarified butter

Finely chop the chicken breast and ham and purée with the butter in the blender, or put through the fine blade of a food mill at mash in the butter. Season.
**Chicken Liver Pâté**

- 1 pound chicken livers
- 1 pound unsalted butter
- 1 cup chopped shallots
- 1 cup Madeira
- Salt, freshly ground black pepper
- 1 teaspoon freshly grated nutmeg
- Clarified butter

“Put the chicken livers in half, eat the butter in a heavy skillet and sauté the livers for about 5 minutes. They should be pink inside. Lift out and set aside. In the butter remaining in the pan, put the shallots until tender but not browned. Deglaze the pan with the Madeira and pour into the blender container. Add the liver, salt to taste, several grinds of pepper, and the nutmeg. Whirl in a high speed to make a smooth puree. Pack in small terrines or jars and top with a layer of clarified butter. Makes about 2 cups.”

**Potted Salmon**

- ½ pound cooked fresh or canned salmon
- ½ pound unsalted butter, softened at room temperature
- Salt, freshly ground white pepper
- ¼ teaspoon freshly grated nutmeg
- Cayenne pepper
- 1 teaspoon white wine vinegar
- Clarified butter

“Remove any skin and bones from the salmon and chop coarsely. Put through the fine blade of a food mill or reduce to a puree in an electric blender. Beat in the butter. Season to taste with salt and pepper, the nutmeg, and a pinch of cayenne. Mix in the vinegar. Pack into small pots and cover with a layer of clarified butter about ¼ inch thick. Makes about 2 cups.”

**Continuous Cheese Crock**

At holiday time, Julie Dannenbaum is never without this cheese and finds it a well-received gift. When her crock is half empty, she removes cheese to mixer and whips it up again with more cheese, butter, and seasonings. Serve with crackers or thin slices of pumpernickel.

1 pound cheese: any kind, or a combination of various cheeses, grated
- ½ pound butter, softened
- ¼ cup brandy, sherry, wine, or beer
- Tabasco sauce or cayenne
- 2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce

“Put cheese in large bowl of electric mixer. Add butter and whip until very light and fluffy. Add brandy, sherry, wine, or beer. Season highly with Tabasco or cayenne and Worcestershire sauce. Pack into small crocks or 1 large one. This will freeze.”

**CONDIMENTS AND RELISHES**

**Hot Pepper Relish**

(From Ed Giobbi)

- ⅛ cup plus 3 tablespoons olive oil
- 1 cup hot peppers, diced or sliced
- Tabasco sauce or cayenne
- 2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce

“Heat ½ cup olive oil in a heavy iron skillet. Add peppers, eggplant, and onions and cook rapidly over high heat, uncovered, for 5 minutes, stirring continuously. Add the tomatoes and basil and lower heat to moderate. Add salt and remaining olive oil. Cook for another 10 minutes. Meanwhile, sterilize ½-pint jars in boiling water for 5 minutes. Remove, drain on rack, and when dry but still hot, put in relish. Cover and submerge jars in boiling water and cook 15 minutes. Remove from water, cool, and tighten lids. Makes about 12 ½-pint jars. Keeps for 2 years.”
**RECIPEs FROM GREAT COOKS**

**NOTE:** Diced zucchini and sweet green peppers may be added to cut the heartiness of the relish.

### Nectarine Chutney
*(From Jeanne Lesem)*

- 6 1/2 large nectarines
- 2 large lemons
- 1/2 cup white wine vinegar
- 1/2 cup water
- 1/2 cup brown sugar
- 1/2 cup peeled ginger root
- 2 tart green apples, peeled and coarsely chopped
- 1 teaspoon mustard seed
- 1/2 teaspoon crushed red peppers

Peel and remove the pits from nectarines and cut them in halves or quarters, depending on size. You should have 3 cups of fruit. Put in a heavy pot. Squeeze the juice from the lemons into the pot and put the rind through the coarsest blade of a food chopper; add to nectarines. Add vinegar, water, brown sugar, ginger, pecans, green apples, garlic, mustard, and chilies. Simmer gently about 30 minutes, until chutney reaches the desired thickness. Pour into 5 or 6 hot, sterilized 1/2-pint jars and seal. Makes 1 gallon.

### Broiled Peppers
*(From Ed Giobbi)*

- 8 cups thick-skinned red sweet peppers
- 1 cup good oil
- 1 tablespoon salt
- 1/2 cup sugar
- 2 cups ground red, sweet peppers
- 1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
- 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 15 cups sugar
- 1 tablespoon celery seed
- 1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 1 1/2 tablespoons mustard seed
- 1 tablespoon turmeric
- 2 tablespoons dry mustard

Sprinkle salt over ground artichokes and allow to stand 1 hour. Squeeze and discard any liquid that accumulates. Combine artichokes with onions, peppers, vinegar, sugar, celery seed, cayenne, mustard seed, turmeric, and dry mustard. Stir well, bring to a boil, and boil rapidly for 10 minutes. Fill hot sterilized jars and seal. Makes 1 gallon.

### Artichoke Relish
*(From Perla Meyers)*

- 4 cups minced or ground onions
- 2 cups sugar
- 2 cups ground red, sweet peppers
- 1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
- 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 1 1/2 tablespoons mustard seed
- 1 tablespoon turmeric
- 2 tablespoons dry mustard

Wash the beans thoroughly and snap off the ends. Discard any that are wilted looking or broken. Combine the water, vinegar, salt, sugar, red pepper, bay leaves, garlic, and onions. Simmer for 10 minutes. Drop the beans into salted boiling water and cook for 5 minutes. They should be very crisp. Drain them immediately and put upright in 4-5 well sterilized pint jars, with a large sprig of dill in each. Pour the hot liquid over the beans to overflow and seal immediately.

### Mushroom Ketchup
*(From Jeanne Lesem)*

- 3 pounds mushrooms
- 2 tablespoons salt
- 2 tablespoons coarsely chopped onions
- 1 teaspoon pickling spices, tied in cheesecloth
- 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 1/2 cup white vinegar

Soak mushrooms in cold water for 10 minutes to loosen dirt. Wash and rinse quickly in running cold water. Cut up coarsely and toss with the salt. Let mushrooms stand for 24 hours. Add onions, pickling spices, cayenne, and vinegar. Simmer in a heavy saucepan for about 1/2 hour. Strain off about 1 cup of the liquid. Puree the mushrooms in the blender or put through a food mill, adding just enough liquid so that mushrooms purée easily. The purée should not be too thin. Pour into sterilized hot 1/2-pint jars and seal. Makes enough for about 5 1/2-pint jars. Ketchup lasts about 1 week in the refrigerator after being opened. Opened jars may be frozen.

### Pickled Beans with Dill and Garlic
*(From Perla Meyers)*

- 2 pounds tender green beans
- 2 cups water
- 2 cups cider vinegar
- 1 1/2 teaspoons salt
- 1 1/2 cup sugar
- 1 hot red pepper
- 2 bay leaves
- 1 white garlic clove
- 2 onions, sliced
- 4 or 5 large sprigs of fresh dill

Wash the beans thoroughly and snap off the ends. Discard any that are wilted looking or broken. Combine the water, vinegar, salt, sugar, red pepper, bay leaves, garlic, and onions. Simmer for 10 minutes. Drop the beans into salted boiling water and cook for 5 minutes. They should be very crisp. Drain them immediately and put upright in 4-5 well sterilized pint jars, with a large sprig of dill in each. Pour the hot liquid over the beans to overflow and seal immediately.

### Oriental Relish
*(From Jeanne Lesem)*

- 5 cups flour
- 10-inch tube pan and remaining

Mrs. Cecil H. Mullikin of Baltimore brought this old family recipe from Virginia. She often bakes half the cake batter in a 10-inch tube pan and remaining batter in 1-pound coffee cans to give away. The small cakes should be tested for doneness after 1 hour's baking.

### Mushrooms
- 1 1/2 pounds batter
- 6 eggs, beaten
- 5 cups flour

**Cakes, Cookies, and Candies**

### All White Fruit Cake
*(From Mrs. Cecil H. Mullikin)*

Mrs. Cecil H. Mullikin of Baltimore brought this old family recipe from Virginia. She often bakes half the cake batter in a 10-inch tube pan and remaining batter in 1-pound coffee cans to give away. The small cakes should be tested for doneness after 1 hour's baking.

### Mushroom Ketchup
*(From Jeanne Lesem)*

- 3 pounds mushrooms
- 2 tablespoons salt
- 2 tablespoons coarsely chopped onions
- 1 teaspoon pickling spices, tied in cheesecloth
- 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 1/2 cup white vinegar

Soak mushrooms in cold water for 10 minutes to loosen dirt. Wash and rinse quickly in running cold water. Cut up coarsely and toss with the salt. Let mushrooms stand for 24 hours. Add onions, pickling spices, cayenne, and vinegar. Simmer in a heavy saucepan for about 1/2 hour. Strain off about 1 cup of the liquid. Puree the mushrooms in the blender or put through a food mill, adding just enough liquid so that mushrooms purée easily. The purée should not be too thin. Pour into sterilized hot 1/2-pint jars and seal. Makes enough for about 5 1/2-pint jars. Ketchup lasts about 1 week in the refrigerator after being opened. Opened jars may be frozen.

### Pickled Beans with Dill and Garlic
*(From Perla Meyers)*

- 2 pounds tender green beans
- 2 cups water
- 2 cups cider vinegar
- 1 1/2 teaspoons salt
- 1 1/2 cup sugar
- 1 hot red pepper
- 2 bay leaves
- 1 white garlic clove
- 2 onions, sliced
- 4 or 5 large sprigs of fresh dill
Cream together the butter and sugar, then mix in the eggs. Mix 2 cups of the flour with the coconut, nuts, citron, raisins, pineapple, and cherries. Sift together remaining flour, baking powder, and salt. Add this mixture alternately with the spirits to the egg mixture, stirring to mix well. Fold in the fruit mixture. Line a tube pan with buttered wax paper and fill the pan with batter. Bake cake in a 275° oven for 50 minutes. Remove and while hot, pour Topping over cake.

**Orange Pour Cake**

Author Gael Greene gives this cake wrapped in plastic and set on an antique breadboard—she hunts around the shops for ones with carved legends such as “Give us this day our daily bread.”

1 1/2 cup butter
2 cups flour
2 eggs
1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon baking soda
1 tablespoon grated orange zest
3/4 cup chopped nuts
3/4 cup sour cream

Topping (see recipe below)

Cream butter with 2 teaspoons flour. Beat eggs, add sugar, and beat until combined. Mix well with butter mixture. Sift remaining flour with baking soda. Add slowly to egg mixture, blending well. Add orange zest, nuts, and sour cream. Pour into a buttered 9-by-4-inch loaf pan or a 3-1/4 cup mold. Bake in a 375° oven for 50 minutes. Remove and while hot, pour Topping over cake.

**Topping**

Blend together 1/2 cup sugar, 1/4 cup orange juice, and 1 tablespoon grated orange zest.

(Continued on next page)
PRESENTS FROM GREAT COOKS

Fruit and Nut Cake

"More a confection than a conventional cake," says Jean Hewitt, author of The New York Times Natural Foods Cook Book, of her holiday gift cake. To give, she might pack the cake on lacquered trays, oblong baskets, or clear plastic closet storage boxes decorated with decals. 

Bake or shortening for greasing pan
1 cup chopped candied citron or lemon peel
1/2 cup seedless golden raisins
1/2 cup whole dates, pitted
1/2 cup pecan halves
1/2 cups shelled whole Brazil nuts
1 egg
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla

Put the red and green glacé cherries in a small bowl and pour over the cognac. Soak 15 minutes, stirring several times. Drain well and reserve cognac.

Preheat oven to 300°. Grease 9-by-5-by-3-inch loaf pan, line with unglazed brown paper or parchment paper, and grease paper.

Combine drained cherries, candied citron or lemon peel, raisins, dates, pecan halves, and Brazil nuts. Mix well. Sift together the flour, sugar, baking powder, and salt and sprinkle over the fruit and nut mixture. Toss lightly.

Beat eggs until light and fluffy and quite thick. Beat in the vanilla and pour over the fruit and nut mixture. Mix just enough to moisten evenly. The mixture will be very stiff. Spoon into the prepared pan and spread evenly. Bake 11/4 hours, covering the top loosely with foil if it begins to overbrown.

Cool the cake in the pan for about 15 minutes, spooning over the reserved cognac a teaspoonful at a time, until it is absorbed. Remove cake, still with the paper around it, to a wire rack to finish cooling.

Cake can be stored, wrapped in a cognac soaked piece of muslin if desired, in airtight tin for 2-3 weeks or until ready to serve or give as a gift. Serves 10.

NOTE: If preferred, use all red cherries.

High Tea Date and Raisin Loaf

Perla Meyers bakes these scaled-down loaves in soup cans.

1 cup dates, pitted
2 tablespoons unsalted butter, soft
1/2 cup sugar
1 egg
1 ripe banana
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 cup raisins

Combine the dates and 1 cup water in a small saucepan and simmer for 5 minutes, or until the dates are soft. Drain the dates and chop finely. Cream butter with sugar, add the eggs, and mix well. Mash the banana finely and add it to the butter mixture. Sift the flour and baking soda. Add it to the butter and banana mixture. Beat the mixture until smooth, then add the raisins and dates. Butter 2 Campbell's Soup cans and fill 2/3 full with the batter. Bake the cakes in a 375° oven for 50 minutes. When the cakes are quite cool, open the cans at the other end and slowly press the cakes out of the cans.

Turdillos

Francesca Savino makes these Italian Christmas cookies.

1/4 cup olive oil, plus a smidgen
2 1/2 cups red wine (Chianti, or a vermouth or sweet white wine may be used)
3/4 cups flour
2 tablespoons sugar
Cinnamon
Salt

Put oil in a saucepan, add figs, and simmer a few minutes. Remove figs and cool oil. Add wine to cooked oil. Sift flour with 1 tablespoon sugar, a pinch of cinnamon, and a pinch of salt into a mound and make a well in the center. Gradually add oil and wine, mixing to make a very soft dough. Knead dough until it is smooth and elastic. Add more flour if necessary. Cover and set aside 10 minutes. Break off a piece of dough, shape it into a roll about 12 inches long and the thickness of a fat cigar (about 1 1/2 inches), and cut it into 1/4-inch pieces. To make design on surface, roll on surface of cut glass bowl or cheese grater, pressing down with fingers. Deep fry quickly in medium hot vegetable oil. Remove with a slotted spoon and cool on absorbent paper. Mix honey, remaining sugar, and a little water and cook until mixture thickens. Put the turdillos in this to coat, then drain. They keep for weeks.

Herb Candy Mints

(From Gertrude B. Foster, Editor of The Herb Grower Magazine)

1/4 cup superfine sugar or Herb Sugar (see recipe below)
3 ounces cream cheese
1/2 teaspoon oil of peppermint or peppermint extract (omit if using flavored sugar)
Pink or green food coloring

Mix and knead the sugar, cream cheese, peppermint flavoring and a few drops food coloring, making sure the food coloring is distributed evenly. Roll in balls the size of a marble. Flatten balls with a fork on wax paper. If you have plastic molds, such as are used to make chocolate candies, dip one side of mint ball in powdered sugar before pressing, sugar side down, into the mold. Unmold at once on wax paper. The plastic molds can be bent so mint shapes spring out without digging. These freeze very well.

Herb Sugars

Instead of oil of peppermint or wintergreen, you can put leaves of fresh peppermint geranium or rose geranium in a jar of superfine sugar to give a natural flavor to the sugar before making the mints. Place them in lay-
PRESERVED AND SPICED FRUITS

Lemon Curd
English born Diana Kennedy, who runs a school of Mexican cooking in Manhattan, learned this recipe from her mother.

\[ \frac{1}{4} \text{ pound unsalted butter} \]
\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{ pound sugar} \]

Finely grated zest and juice of 3 lemons or 6 limes
3 large or extra large eggs (remove the thick white filament in the white)

Stir together the butter, sugar, lemon zest, and juice in the top of a double boiler over medium heat. Continue stirring until sugar has completely dissolved. Beat the eggs well. Test sugar and butter mixture to make sure it is not too hot; if it is let it cool a little. Stir in the eggs gradually. Do not stop stirring or eggs will cook before amalgamated and curd will be lumpy.

Make sure water does not boil or mixture will cook too fast. Continue cooking until curd thickens. Let it cool a little before putting into a jar with a screw top. Keep in refrigerator or a cool storage place. Lemon curd will keep several weeks. Makes about 1 1/2 cups.

Serve hot or cold in a short crust pastry shell or tart shells.

Rum Plum Conserve
(From Gael Greene)

3 pounds cherries, plums, or any other large plums
3 medium oranges
1 1/2 cups white raisins steamed in 3 tablespoons rum
1/4 cups currants
6 cups sugar
1/2 cup chopped nuts (optional)

Pit plums. Peel oranges, reserving rinds, and dice pulp. Mix raisins, currants, plums, orange pulp, and 1/2 cups sugar together well. Let stand overnight in refrigerator. Boil orange rind until tender. Remove all the white part from rind. Julienne remaining colored zest and sprinkle with 1/2 cup sugar. Let stand overnight in refrigerator. Combine both mixtures and bring to a boil. Cook 30 minutes or until thickened, stirring frequently. Five minutes before removing from heat, add nuts. Pour into 7 hot, sterilized 6-ounce jars. Cover with 1/4 inch layer of melted paraffin.

Spiced Peaches
(From Perla Meyers)
A marvelous accomplishment to roast goose or turkey. These peaches make a lovely gift and should be served right from their pickling jar.

2 3-inch pieces cinnamon stick
8 whole allspice
2 cups cider vinegar
2 cups water
3 cups sugar
3 pounds medium peaches (firm and slightly underripe)

Tie the cinnamon sticks, cloves, and allspice in cheesecloth. Sterilize jars and dry properly. Bring vinegar, water, and sugar to a boil in a large saucepan. Add the spice bag and cook over low heat for 5 minutes. While the syrup is cooking, drop the peaches into boiling water for 1 minute to loosen skins. Drain and peel. If using clingstone peaches, cut once around the peach to loosen the pit, but do not remove pit. Add the fruit to the syrup and cook over low heat for 5 minutes. Remove the fruit immediately with a slotted spoon and pack it into the prepared jars. When all fruit is cooked, discard spice bag. Fill jars to overflow with syrup, seal at once, refrigerate when cool.

Grapes or Prunes à l’Eau de Vie
(From Perla Meyers)
These are served as dessert and liqueur combined. A few in a small thick wine glass with a little of liqueur in which fruit has been preserved is a perfect gift for New Year. In France and Spain, 12 grapes are eaten at midnight on New Year’s Eve.
PRESENTS FROM GREAT COOKS

1 pound seedless grapes, 
somewhat underripe and
perfectly firm, or prunes
1 pound white sugar

Wash the grapes and leave a 1/4-inch stem on each grape. When using prunes, pierce the prunes in 2 or 3 places with the tip of a very sharp knife. Soak in very cold water until ready to use. Drop the fruit in boiling water for 3-5 minutes, then drain. Combine the sugar with 1/4 cup water and boil until it reaches the soft-ball stage. Throw in fruit, return to boil, pour into bowl and pour syrup over fruit. Cover and leave 24 hours.

Poached Oranges

Mrs. Leonard Birnbaum packs her jars of oranges in cartons, wraps them in shiny paper, and decorates with fresh fruits—a bunch of grapes, parsley ball stuck with kumquats, a cluster of lady apples.

6 naval oranges
1/3 cup sugar
1/4 cup water
1/4 cup yellow Izarra

Peel rind and white membranes from oranges. Remove as much membrane from the peel as possible, leaving only the colored zest, and cut zest into slivers to make about 1/2 tablespoons. Combine with sugar and water. Cook syrup over a low flame without stirring for 8 minutes. Put oranges in hot syrup and cook about 5 minutes, basting constantly. Put oranges in hot sterilized jars. Arrange slivers of zest over and around them. Add Izarra to the hot syrup and pour over the oranges. Seal at once.

Friends who cook. Mrs. Charles Faye of San Francisco gives six little pots of basil, thyme, parsley, oregano, tarragon, and chives fitted into a small basket and covered with a blanket of fresh rosemary, which grows so profusely in California... Quite delicious, crisp, and spicy grissini de Dijon are a lovely gift from Keith Thomas, who runs Keith’s San Francisco House Restaurant. He brushes breadsticks with Dijon mustard-flavored butter or margarine, heats them, cools, and stores the grissini in tins. He repeats the same idea with Parmesan cheese sprinkled over buttered grissini—great addition to a pasta supper.... Hungarian Christmas balls that need no baking are fun and easy for children to make. Mrs. James McGuire and her two children have fun at holiday time making giant batches to munch and give away. To make, melt 1 cup sugar with the grated rind of 2 oranges, 2 tablespoons orange juice, and 1 teaspoon lemon juice over low heat. Cool. Add 1 cup finely ground walnuts and 1/2 cup finely chopped candied fruits and work with the hands until well mixed. Pinch off bits of the mixture, roll into balls, and then roll in 1/2 cup Dutch process cocoa. Given on a cheese board or in a raffia basket, a cheese ball from author Patricia Brooks is flavorful and appetizing. In a blender, whirl 1 pound sharp Cheddar and 1/2 pound butter, cut in pieces, until they are the consistency to make a nice ball. Season with kimmel, 1 tablespoon caraway seeds, and a little dry mustard and cayenne.

Sherried walnuts a recipe of art historian Michael Batterbury: Boil 2/3 cups sugar and 1/4 cup sherry until syrup reaches soft-ball stage, 210°. Remove from heat, add 1/2 teaspoon cinnamon and 2 cups English walnut halves. Stir until mixture is cloudy. Turn onto buttered pan and separate walnut halves. When dry, store in airtight tin.
GREAT HOUSE GIFTS

1. Makes a great house gift? Anything that substantially to the comfort, happiness or sense of well-being—from an ин- gredient to a once-in-a-lifetime splurge. Stackable storage units in primary colors as your fancy dictates. Each 3-r unit has removable top so stacked appear to be one piece. 10-by-12-by-18 inches. $5.75 each, at all Woolworths.

2. Beautiful, but sturdy as the oak it’s made from for your heaviest books. Top tilts for easy reading. Fruitwood finish, 3 feet x 139, from Burlington House Furniture/Div. 3. Like something out of a Joan Ford movie, a glittering bar-in-the-round, clad in goat-skin painted with a Fornasetti-tape o'oeil design. Interior, lined with mirror, has a circular glass shelf, storage below. All this éclat, $900 at Dunhill.

4. To ease a chef’s chores, a nation juicer-blender. Blender has 4 cups, crushes ice. For juice, insert fruit, plunger, voilà—out it pours. Pulp is fed into plastic container. By Panasonic, A. Abraham & Straus.

5. For the kindest of hosts, three razor-sharp knives in an order tray, with specially crafted tension pins, that holds eight knives. Tray, 8-by-16; 6, 3, 7, and 8 inches. By Gerber, $33 at Harry's.

6. Traditional in design, ready for any style—a card table with white crackle finish, oak-turned legs. Its 42-inch-square top and 18-inch apron leaf makes it suitable for any number of uses. By Broyhill, $180.

7. Traditional in design, ready for any style—a card table with white crackle finish, oak-turned legs. Its 42-inch-square top and 18-inch apron leaf makes it suitable for any number of uses. By Broyhill, $180.

8. Sterling silver with the stamp of Scandinavia—a shimmering serving dish made extra luxe with leather-trimmed handles and cover. 3½ inches high, 9-inch diameter. $660 at Danish Silversmiths. 9. “Tempus fugit” as you watch, in a glass see-through digital clock with silver base. It can be made to your specifications—an hourly tone signal, for instance, or 12- or 24-hour dial. About $700, from designer William Grover.

10. Where it’s at today—unconventionally shaped plastic furniture with the shiny wet look in orange, yellow, black, or white. Settee, 54 inches long, $220; table, 47½-by-56, $300; chairs, 29 inches high, $75 each. All by Beylerian Ltd., at The Workbench.
From “Hummel” sketches, skilfully hand crafted by W. Goebel artisans, and authenticated by the M.J. Hummel signature with the trademark.

Sold nationally in fine stores

Chimney Sweep
4" and 5½" high

* Registered trademark, W. Goebel, W. Germany
Sole manufacturer of the world famous “Hummel” figurines

Just far enough off the beaten path to bring on Christmas Day euphoria, the pluperfect present takes a bit of hawking to run down. But it exists, and after months of sleuthing about with our magnifying glass, we offer you this rather remarkable collection. For winebibbers who like the unconventional, there is a new cylindrical cooler of Plexiglas eared with ball handles. Two curved flasks (John Held hip-type) slip out to be filled with water, put in the freezer, then returned to the cylinder to form a semicircle just big enough to hug and cool a bottle of wine. About a foot high, eight luscious colors. $37 plus postage at Mara Palmer Interiors. Big enough for two lotus eaters, a perfectly beautiful cotton hammock comes from Brazil where someone has taken the trouble to crochet two borders, one for each side. Hang it in your living room, if you like. It’s that decorative. Ronaldo Maia has it for $85. Also at his shop, sachet baskets filled with a melange of scented powder, dried roots and flowers. The powder (its source is a group of fragrant trees along the Amazon) comes in a variety of scents. One, our favorite, smells like a delicate version of sandalwood. The baskets, woven in an over-sized cane pattern by Brazilian Indians, are yours in two sizes: 6 inches high without the handle, or 2½ inches high: $18 and $15. If you have a little angel in the family, tuck the darling in with charming patchwork crib and carriage quilts. Dacron-filled, these cotton cuties come with their own tiny pillows. Quilts, from $13; pillows, $4 to $9. At Little Bits of the Sixties. To start or round out a collection of toy cars (very special, limited edition), take your pick of eight different models—a horse-drawn carriage, a Model-T coupe, to name two—each a cast-iron reproduction cast from antique toys and handdipped, handdecorated. The originals are part of a collection of nearly 3,000 toys, once owned by Sears, now one of the more intriguing possessions of the Smithsonian Institution. $100 to $300. To order, through the Sears Christmas catalogue. At the Museum of Modern Art, where limited editions pop up like Picassos: a silkscreen, “The American Four,” the work of the brilliant Robert Indiana, and commissioned by the museum—a mark of esteem. Limited to an edition of 200, each silkscreen is signed by the artist. It is also about 26 inches square and framed in aluminum. $300. Very special for a special seagoer (yachtsman or Old Tom canoer), a sterling silver replica of the America, the fastest schooner yacht in the world in 1851, and still a legend. Wrought with loving care by hand, it rests on a cherrywood base, is protected by a clear acrylic hood (rigging is 24-karat gold), is nontarnishable, and sails in two sizes: 18-by-15 and 5-by-4½ inches. $1,200, $450. Made by Silver Creations. Limited edition. At Shreve, Crump & Low. 

All prices approximate. For store addresses, see page 107
until Jan. 1; then $12.50). A giant in culinary circles, Mr. Claiborne offers recipes from all over the world, including regional USA. As in all his books, the recipes are easy to follow; your chances of success good. . . . One of the best of the new books dealing with French cuisine is Antoine Gilly’s *Feast of France* (Crowell, $13.95 until Dec. 25; then $15). M. Gilly, an eminent chef and restaurateur, presents his recipes for both haute cuisine and provincial dishes with the know-how and conciseness of a true pro. . . . A most handsome cook book, and very haute cuisine indeed. Charlotte Adams’s *The Four Seasons Cookbook* (Holt Rinehart and Winston, $19.95 until Jan. 1; then $25) is printed on different colored paper for each season of the year and mouthwateringly illustrated. It has over 300 recipes adapted from the menu of Manhattan’s Four Seasons restaurant. Special consultant James Beard provides section introductions and wine information. Not for the beginner nor for the budget watcher. . . . Another book offering restaurant dishes is *Masterpieces of French Cuisine* (Macmillan, $14.95 until Jan. 1; then $17.95), a collection of recipes from France’s greatest chefs. Again, not a primer, but a delight for the practiced cook. . . . If your friends are—as they say—into organic foods, they will really tune in on Jean Hewitt’s *The New York Times Natural Foods Cookbook* (Quadrangle, $7.95). To quote the introduction: “The more than 700 recipes, collected from across the country, are for good-tasting dishes calling for basic, fresh, unrefined and non-highly processed ingredients: natural foods.” Special, maybe, but organic food is “really big” these days.

Wine has become an important part of the American dining scene and *The World Atlas of Wine* by Hugh Johnson (Simon and Schuster, $22.95 until March 15; then $25) should help everyone to make like an oenologist. It is replete with regional maps and charts, covers not only well-known wine areas but less familiar ones too such as South Africa and New South Wales. . . .

**FOR THE GREEN-THUMB SET:** Anyone interested in gardening will want Donald Wyman’s *Gardening Encyclopedia* (Macmillan, $17.50). From “abaca” to “zygopetalum” everything you might want to know is there. Another must for the well-rounded reference library. . . . *Wild Wealth* (Bobbs-Merrill, $20), the collaboration of ecologist Paul Bigelow Sears, gardener Marion Rombauer Becker, and florist-botanist Frances Jones Poetker, is a book—and a good one—on making the most of native plant material in the garden or as a source for fresh or dried arrangements. . . . *A History of Gardens and Gardening* by Edward Hyams (Praeger, $25) begins with the New Stone Age (not Eden?) and traces the development and designs of gardens throughout the ages.

**A SPECIAL-INTEREST MISCELLANY:** For the old-car buff—*The American Car since 1775* by the editors of Automobile Quarterly (Dutton, $17.95), a complete coverage of passenger cars and trucks with over 300 photographs. . . . For the nature lover—*The Compleat Naturalist* (Viking, $14.95), a life of Linnaeus by Wilfrid Blunt, illustrated with wonderful old nature prints and drawings. . . . For the connoisseur of illuminated manuscripts—two exquisite reproductions published by Braziller: *The Grandes Heures of Jean Duke*

*Continued on the next page*
Both sides are so beautiful, we can't decide which is the front and which is the back.

We have engraved one sterling silver pendant with two of the most beloved birds in the world: The Peace Dove and the Partridge in a Pear Tree.
The pendant is 2½" in diameter and sells for $10. It also makes a beautiful Christmas tree ornament. And since this is the first in a series of annual Towle medallions, we have taken particular pains with it.
Both the partridge and the dove are exquisitely sculptured. And each bird has a side entirely to itself.
Towle's two-sided pendant:
Two heads are better than one.

Gerber blades become part of proud family tradition to be used, cherished and handed down to succeeding generations. When you select a gift of Gerber blades your love shows.
A gift of Gerber blades is no ordinary gift. Not by quite a bit. The design is classic. Uncluttered. Harmonizes with any silverware pattern. Cutting edges are super sharp and stay that way through repeated use because the blades are crafted from Gerber's exclusive high speed tool steel known as the steel that cuts other steel.
There are more than a dozen blade styles to choose from, available individually or in a wide selection of distinguished sets for carving, dining and kitchen use.
At fine silverware, cutlery and gift shops everywhere.
Write for free folder.

Let your love show

of Berry ($15) and The Hours of Etienne Chevalier, illustrated by Jean Fouquet ($17.50 until Dec. 25; then $20). . . . And for everyone—a good atlas. (How often have you wished for one, to make sense out of the world entanglements, perhaps, or to find an elusive crossword-puzzle word.) As up-to-date as can be, the new Medallion World Atlas (Hammond, $24.95) even includes zip codes of U.S. cities and zip-code maps of major metropolises—a great help for letter writers. It also has a complete world history atlas and a biblical atlas. What more could you ask for? The moon? Page E-28 . . . Rand McNally, the other titan of map biz has a new edition of its popular Cosmopolitan World Atlas ($19.95) with an enlarged "planet earth" section, even including maps of the ocean bottom.
And don't forget our special presents to everyone: House & Garden's Complete Guide to Creative Entertaining (McGraw-Hill, $14.95 until Jan. 1; then $17.50), everything you may ever need to know to make you the perfect hostess; And The Art of the Painted Finish for Furniture and Decoration by Isabel O'Neil (A House & Garden Book, Morrow, $17.95 until Jan. 1; then $19.95), a definitive work that opens up a wonderfully rewarding craft to everyone.

THE SOUNDS OF MUSIC AND THE SPOKEN WORD

Does anyone ever have too many (or enough) records? I think not. Especially when so many good new ones are at hand to give or enjoy yourself. The most talked about composition of the year (the decade?) is Leonard Bernstein's Mass. In its first recording (Columbia, $11.96) it is performed by the cast that premiered it, and conducted by Bernstein. The Mass has stirred up a minor tornado of controversy, and I can't imagine anyone not wanting to hear it.
It's a real feast season for the opera buff: Donizetti's Maria Stuarda (ABC ATS-20010-3, $17.95) with spectacular divas Beverly Sills and Eileen Farrell. . . . Puccini's II Tabarro (RCA LSC-3220, $5.98) sung by Leontyne Price, Placido Domingo, Sherrill Milnes; Erich Leinsdorf conducting. . . . Handel's Ariodante (RCA LSC-6200, $17.95) with the Vienna Volksoper orchestra and soloists. . . . Wagner's Tannhaeuser (London OSA1438, $23.95) with Christa Ludwig, Helga Dernesch, René Kollo; George Solti conducting. . . . Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov (London OSA1439, $23.95) with Nicolai Ghiaurov; Von Karajan conducting. . . . Strauss's Der Rosenkavalier (Columbia MJX30652, $25) with Christa Ludwig, Walter Berry, Gwyneth Jones; Leonard Bernstein conducting. . . . Weber's Oberon (Deutsche Grammophon 2709-035, $20.95) with Birgit Nilsson, Hermann Prey, Placido Domingo; Rafael Kubelik conducting. . . . And an RCA Victrola release Golden Age Rigoletto (VIC-1633, $2.98) highlights with Amelia Galli-Curci, Tito Schipa, Enrico Caruso, Giuseppe de Luca. Wow!

There is plenty of orchestral music too. Mahler's Complete Symphonies (Deutsche Grammophon 2720-033, $63), played by the Bavarian Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik conducting—a 14-record deluxe album. . . . The Concerto for Sitar and Orchestra (Angel SFO-36906, Continued on page 105

BOOKS AND RECORDS continued from preceding page
Christmas starts early and tarries long when you make herbal gifts. Fragrance fills the house of the giver, lifts spirits wherever your gift may go. At Caprilands Herb Farm (see page 87), you can see and smell marvelous things all year in Adelma Simmons's garden and shop. You can also order ingredients for do-it-yourself gifts of herbs and spices. Two of this herb grower’s books are chock full of gift, party, and recipe ideas: A Merry Christmas Herbal (Morrow, $5.95) and Herb Gardening in Five Seasons (Hawthorn, $7.95). To order books (add 35c postage) or a free brochure with ideas of what you can make and festive dates when you can visit and lunch with Mrs. Simmons, write Caprilands Herb Farm, Silver Street, North Coventry, Conn., 06238.

Here are three Christmas gifts you can make or order:

CLOVE POMANDERS
Choose firm whole apples or thin-skinned oranges to stud with cloves, then roll in spice and tie with ribbons. Pomanders last for years and can be restored to their original fragrance simply by washing them in warm water and rolling them again in spice. To stud six or eight fruits, you will need 1/2 pound long-stemmed cloves. Wear a Band-Aid to protect your thumb while inserting cloves in close rows. Allow thirty minutes to an hour for each pomander, and be sure to finish it within a period of twenty-four hours. After studding it, roll the pomander in this spice bath (makes enough for six or eight):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{4} \text{ cup} & \quad \text{ground cinnamon} \\
\frac{1}{4} \text{ cup} & \quad \text{ground cloves} \\
\frac{1}{4} \text{ cup} & \quad \text{ground nutmeg and allspice} \\
\frac{1}{4} \text{ teaspoon} & \quad \text{ground ginger} \\
\frac{1}{4} \text{ cup} & \quad \text{powdered orris root}
\end{align*}
\]

Let pomanders remain in spice in an open bowl in a warm, dry place for at least a week and turn them daily. After a week’s curing and drying, you may tie the pomander with ribbons but allow another week or more before boxing as a gift. Meanwhile the bowl of pomanders makes an aromatic centerpiece for your kitchen or dining table. Mrs. Simmons has a make-it-yourself pomander kit containing cloves and spice for six, 84 including postage; or you can order pomanders already made and packaged at $2.75 each, including postage.

HERB AND SPICE POTPOURRI
Summer drifts through any room when you open a jar of potpourri—dried petals and leaves whose fragrance is intensified with spices and oils. To make potpourri from your garden, collect ingredients all summer and fall. Dry the

Continued on the next page

Ekco has the only kitchen utensils guaranteed 15 years. And they’re pretty as well as functional.

Ekco Country Garden cooking and serving tools, pretty in the kitchen or dining room. Colorful flowers on dishwasher-safe Melamine® handles. But pretty is as pretty does; these stainless steel tools make flipping, dishing and stirring easier.

7-piece set includes ladle, basting spoon, potato masher, spatula, fork, pancake turner, and wall rack. Gift boxed ... a most-welcomed gift item. Approximately $15.95.

EKCO GUARANTEE. If Country Garden kitchen tools fail due to defects in workmanship or material within 15 years, Ekco will replace or provide equivalent substitute at no charge.

Send for Ekco’s free Cookery Book. Write Dept. H1412, Ekco Housewares, Franklin Park, Ill. 60131.

Your
Very Own
Solar System

Anytime you want a tan, just turn on your Sperti “solar system.” You can plan your tan through rain, hail, snow, and the darkness of night. Just touch a button and Sperti pours forth with powerful tanning rays. Because Sperti’s rays are concentrated, they tan you faster than the sun and Sperti’s exclusive Filter-Glass™ screens out the undesirable rays. You can have your very own “solar system” all year long. Choose from a large variety of models. Sperti—the largest selling complete sunlamp for more than 35 years.

Sperti Sunlamps
Seven Sperti Drive, Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 41017, Phone (606)331-0800
the bright spot in any season

No matter what the season - or the occasion - the Little Giant Mini-Fountain will give you hours of pleasure. Ideal for use as a table centerpiece or home decoration, this modestly-priced, portable Mini-Fountain needs no plumbing or drain. Available in yellow or green Cycolac, it weighs only 4½ pounds and features a completely dependable, trouble-free Little Giant pump. Set the mood for your home decor with the charm of quietly flowing, softly illuminated water. Write for free brochure.

Little Giant Pump Company
P. O. Box 12010 • Dept. 411 • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73112
"World's Largest Manufacturer of Underwater Pumps."

Valuable Limited Editions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1970 EDITION</th>
<th>1971 EDITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gorham Sterling Christmas Tree Ornaments

Limited Editions

- 1970 EDITION
  - 1971 WEDGWOOD MOTHER'S DAY PLATE. $20
  - 1971 WEDGWOOD CHILDREN'S PLATE. $10


"The Sandman"

Renee's Collectibles
Specialist in Limited Edition Collectors Items
Box 247, Lahaska, Bucks County, Pa. 18931

HERBAL GIFTS YOU CAN MAKE OR BUY

continued from the preceding page

petals and leaves on a metal tray in an open oven at about 100° for several hours. Store each variety in individual airtight crocks or cardboard containers. Combine ingredients and allow them to ripen at least a month before giving. Two quarts of petals to 1 ounce granulated orris root is a common recipe for potpourri. (Orris is a fixative, as are ground benzoin gum and tonka beans.) A jigger of brandy or a few drops of essential oils will improve an already potent mix or revive the faded fragrance of a jar that has been opened so much it has lost its pungency.

This Caprilands recipe can also be burned as incense:

- 2 cups dried rose petals
- 1 cup dried lavender flower heads
- 1 cup frankincense granules
- 1 cup sandalwood chips
- 1/2 cup crushed benzoin gum
- 1 cup ground tonka beans
- 1 cup vetiver roots

Household spices: 1/2 cup each ground cinnamon sticks, powdered cinnamon, powdered cloves; 1/4 cup each powdered nutmeg, ground allspice, crushed coriander seeds

Combine these ingredients, then add: 1 cup granulated orris root on top, then 20 drops oil of rose, 1 drops vetiver oil, 4 drops patchouli oil.

Let the mix mellow a month, turning from time to time. Caprilands can supply all ingredients for this formula, which will fill some thirty containers. Vials of fragrant oils are $1 each. Or you can order individually wrapped-and-ribboned Herb and Spice potpourris for $1.30 each, including postage; twelve or more at $1 each plus $1.35 total postage.

HERBAL WREATH

Herbal wreaths make festive decorations and gifts. Long-lasting Silver King Artemisia albula can be shaped around wire circles and held in place with florist's wire. Gather in September when artemisia is supple. Hang or lay it flat where it can remain limp in moist air. Trim wreath with clusters of bay leaves, nutmegs, cinnamon sticks, packets of herbal seeds. You will need a heavy 10-inch wire ring, a roll of all-purpose 21-gauge silver florist's wire, wire snippers, hand pruner, kitchen shears, moss-green velvet ribbon, clear plastic bag for packaging, and perhaps a small electric hand drill for boring nutmeg. Drill holes through one end, not the middle, of each nutmeg or cinnamon stick you want to attach. Use 1-inch pieces of wire to add nut and leaf clusters. Put finished wreath into a plastic bag immediately. To reuse, store in plastic in a dark dry place during summer; rinse lightly in the fall and let dry in a warm place. Mrs. Simmons mails Herb and Spice wreaths in sturdy boxes: $8 east of the Mississippi, $9 west, including postage.

Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans.

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.
$5.98) composed and played by renowned sitarist Ravi Shankar with the London Symphony, André Previn conducting. . . . Beethoven's Nine Symphonies plus the Coriolanus and Egmont overtures (Angel SIG-6071, $20.85), performed by André Cluytens conducting the Berlin Philharmonic is a 7-record bargain.

For people to whom words can make music too, Caedmon, the giant in this field of spoken recordings, offers The Repertory Theater of Lincoln Center’s production of Arthur Miller’s version of Henrik Ibsen’s An Enemy of the People (TRS349, $20.50) . . . Victorian Poetry (TC3004, $19.50) read by Max Adrian, Claire Bloom, and Alan Howard. . . . Long Day’s Journey into Night I TUS350, $27 1 Eugene O'Neill’s shattering play acted to the hilt in Robert Ryan, Stacy Keach, Geraldine Fitzgerald. . . .

BUILDING FACTS

**CONTRACTOR:** Charles Baldwin, Baldwin Construction Co., Virgin Islands.

**SIZE OF HOUSE:** Approximately 2,269 square feet of enclosed space. Guesthouse, approximately 86 square feet, enclosed space. Total area of house and terraces, 10,000 square feet.

**STRUCTURE**

- **Foundations:** Concrete block footings and 4-inch concrete slabs.
- **Framing:** Reinforced concrete beams and concrete block exterior walls; wood frame construction of interior walls and roofs.

**EXTERIOR OF HOUSE**

- **Exterior walls:** Concrete block with %-inch white stucco finish.
- **Roof:** “Hypalon” white silicone rubber roofing by General Electric Co. applied over 5-ply built-up roofing materials on %-inch plywood.
- **Windows and exterior doors:** Fixed glass window panels and “Lumidor” sliding glass doors by Lumidor Mfg. Co. with “Parallel-O-Gray” heat-absorbing glass by Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co.

**INTERIOR OF HOUSE**

- **Interior doors:** Wood frame faced in “Masonite” by Milo Products, Inc., wood louver screen doors.
- **Walls and ceilings:** “Sheetrock” gypsum wallboard by U.S. Gypsum Co.
- **Floors:** Precast 2-hy-2-inch concrete tiles by Taylor Concrete Products, Inc. Sealer applied.

**INTERIOR FINISHES**

- **Interior paints:** In all rooms, white paint by Martin Senour Co.
- **Lighting fixtures:** In major rooms, recessed ceiling down lights and wall washers by Edison Price, Inc.; in bedrooms and bathrooms, recessed ceiling down lights by Lightolier, Inc.
- **Light fixture controls:** General Electric Co.
- **Hardware:** Aluminum finish, General Lock Mfg. Co.
- **Kitchen cabinets:** White, wood cabinets with “Nevarmar” plastic laminate by Enjay Fillers & Laminates.
- **Kitchen and bathroom countertops:** “Textolite” plastic laminate in textured pattern by General Electric Co.
- **Plumbing fixtures:** In bathrooms, American-Standard, Inc., fittings by Speakman Co.; in kitchen, sink by Elkay Mfg. Co., fittings by Speakman Co.

**MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES**

- **Appliances:** In kitchen, wall oven, range, freezer, refrigerator, “Disposal” food waste disposer by General Electric Co.; in laundry, washer and dryer by General Electric Co.
- **Heating and cooling system:** “Zoneline,” through-the-wall, air-conditioning units by General Electric Co.

**EKCO**

Send for Ekco’s free Cookery Book. Write Dept. H112, Ekco Housewares, Franklin Park, Ill. 60131.

EKCO has the only cookware guaranteed 15 years. And you get nutritious cooking and tastier meals to enjoy.

Exclusive and striking! Jet black ceramic decorations bonded permanently to stainless steel. Fry, bake, boil up a beautiful feast in Criteria’s three-ply construction . . . featuring a special sealed-in heat core that cooks faster and more evenly.

Shown, 7-piece set: 1 qt. and 3 qt. covered saucepans, 6 qt. covered saucepot, 10 ¾” skillet (saucepot cover fits). Price $44.95. A most-welcomed gift item. Also available in 6 and 10 piece sets. 16 open stock items priced from $8.95.

*EKCO GUARANTEE. If Criteria cookware fails due to defects in workmanship or material within 15 years, Ekco will replace or provide equivalent substitute at no charge.

The piano remains the basic musical instrument. We make a good piano—have since 1896. Music is something to enjoy and relax with. Think about it.

Kohler & Campbell
Granite Falls, North Carolina 28630
They make your home look young.

Decorating sensation of the year, these little beauties are terrific indoors or out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out. As cocktail tables, coffee tables, bunching tables, end tables, even as extra seating. Chip-proof ABS plastic (just like your telephone). Gorgeous out.

Knits should be dry cleaned.

Knits can snag and wear out faster in a washer. That's why you need professional "Martinezing" dry cleaning. Your One Hour "Martinezing" dry cleaner has the know-how to properly care for knitwear.

MADE-FOR-YOURSELF

For instructions for origami ornaments: 1, 3, 4. Instructions for making these by the origami method have not been published, but almost identical ornaments made cut-and-fold style can be found in Creating with Paper by Pauline Johnson (University of Washington Press, $7.95).

2. Instructions for star in "The Flapping Bird" No. 16, available for $1 a yard at Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625. 5. Instructions for eagle in The Best of Origami by Samuel Randlett (Dutton, $6.95).

6. Instructions for polyhedron and six other ornaments in "The Origami" Vol. 7, issue 4, available for 50c from the Origami Center, 71 West 11th St., New York, N. Y., 10011.

DuPont Flame Retardant available in 1 lb. package for $1 at Flameproof Chemical Co., 60 W. 18th St., New York, N. Y., 10011; and S. Wolf & Sons, 771 Ninth Ave. (at 52nd St.), New York, N. Y., 10019.

Queen Anne secretary, 30" wide x 18" deep x 83" high, $990. Louis XVI card table, 31 1/2" square x 29 1/2" high, $150. Brass tray table (left of arm chair), 31" x 17 1/2" x 19" high, $210. Georgian side chairs with cane seats, 19" x 16 1/2" x 45" high, $160 each. Jacobean table/desk with rope turned legs, 63" x 16" x 29 1/2" high, $310. All from Thomasville's Four Corners Import Collection. Banquette draped with Isabel Scott wool fabric, from $675 in custom sizes and fabrics. Armchair by Charles of London, 40" x 30" x 34" high, $640. Both at International Enterprises. Armchair upholstered in "Roses & Rubians" glazed chintz fabric with Zepel finish, 46" wide, 30" repeat, $675. Arm chair at Brunschwig & Fils. Pair of ginger jars (on mantel), 10" diam. x 16" high, $84 each. Flooring of Italian glazed ceramic tiles, 7 1/2" square x 1/2" thick, $3.40 square foot. Antique French mantel, 52" wide x 16" deep x 41 1/2" high, $2400. Antique steel fender, $160. Antique steel fire tools, $120 set. Antique fireplace grate, $220. Hearth broom, $5. Log basket, $80. All at Edwin Jackson.

ROOMS FOR CELEBRATING

"Lady Claire" sterling silver flatware by Stieff, 4-piece place setting $59.75. "Princess" china by Pickard, 5-piece place setting $82. "Debutante" crystal iced tea and wine glasses by Fostoria, $5 each. Transparent yellow acrylic serving trays, 22 1/2" x 14", also in red, blue, smoke, olive, and crystal clear, $15 at Lucidity. Red enamel covered casserole, $22. Red bowl, $3.50. Clear glass salad bowl, $2.50. All at Tablerie. Hanging Christmas tree, $175 to order at Ronaldo Maia.

Christmas tree, $95 to order at Ronaldo Maia.

"Puritan" sterling silver bread trays, 12" long, $57.50 each, and bread and butter plate, 6" diam., $17. All by Gorham. "Paul Revere" silver-plated punch set: 22-pint punch bowl, 14" diam., $60; 6-oz. punch cups, $90 doz.; 14 1/2" ladle, $16.50; 21" tray, $68.50. "Princess" china by Pickard, 5-piece place setting $59.75. "Renais-sance" crystal wine glasses, $13 each. All by Gorham.

"Imari" china by Royale Limoges, 5-piece place setting $79.50. "Fairfax" silverplated silver flatware, 4-piece place setting $45. "Paul Revere" tray and punch bowl, $68.50. "Puritan" sterling silver bread trays (see above). "Black Contessa" china, 5-piece place setting $85. "Golden Modern Baroque" gold-plated flatware by Onida, 6-piece place setting $89. "Chippendale" gold-plated service plates, 11" diam., $20 each. Both at International. "Imari" china by Royale Limoges, 5-piece place setting $34.50 at Altman's. Bottom left: Tabletop Christmas tree, $95 to order at Ronaldo Maia.

"Golden Modern Baroque" gold-plated flatware by Onida, 6-piece place setting $89. "Chippendale" gold-plated service plates, 11" diam., $20 each. Both at International. "Imari" china by Royale Limoges, 5-piece place setting $34.50 at Altman's. Bottom left: Tabletop Christmas tree, $95 to order at Ronaldo Maia.
silver picture frames, $20 each. Verniel Christmas-star, $45. Favor-left-right: gold felt tipped pen, $24.50; stix 18k gold compact, $900; sterling silver lion figure, $75; vermeil pill box holder, $20. Sterling silver reinder, 12" high, $275. All from Cattier. Steal dining chairs, 11" wide x 19" deep x 36" high, $120 each at John-Lewis. Floral decorations by Ronaldo Mai. Top left: Tabitha Christos tree, $50 to order at Ronaldo Mai. Top right: Christmas decorations on view from the first week in December at Van Cortlandt Manor. Cotson-on-Hudson (off U.S. Route 91), N.Y., 10520. Open 12-1 Mon. through Fri., 10:5 Sat. and Sun. (Closed Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's Day.)

Page 54:

Top: "Golden Aegean Weave" vermeil flatware, 6-piece place setting $893 ($149 after Dec. 31). Sterling silver hurricane lamps, 13" high, $65.50 pair. All by Wallace. Lenore Hutschenreuther "Cherrywood Gold" dinner china, 5-piece place setting $89. "Rosewood," crystal stubs, $9.50 each, and juice glasses, $7.25 each. All by Posen. Linen mats and napkins, $140 service for 6 at Lenox. Antique Meissen porcelain figurines from The Antique Porcelain Company. Bottom right: Wreath, $180 to order at Ronaldo Mai.

Page 55:

Bottom: "Pointed Antique" sterling silver flatware, 6-piece place setting $71.75, and sandwich plates, 11" dia., $10 each. Silver-plated glass-bottomed tankards, 12-oz. capacity, 4.5" high, $21.50 each. Top right: Tabitha Christmas tree, $230 to order at Ronaldo Mai.

Page 56:

Top: Sofa, 60" long x 36" deep x 32" high, $850. Caboja carpet from the Kang Hsi Collection, solid pecan with brass hardware, 34" wide x 17" deep x 92" high, $1,350. Dining chairs in white lacquer finish, 22 wide x 24" deep x 39" high, $276 each. Matching arm chairs, 26 wide, $416 each. All by Tomlinson at Vanleigh Furniture Showrooms. "Butter Cup" cotton saikoth (on walls, screen, and pillow), 48" wide, $21 repeat, $113.50 Yard. Connoisseur's. Bent dining table with Perspex and chrome base, 45" diam. x 28.5" high, $930 at Albrizzi. "Blanco" china: 10" dinner plates, $4 each; 6" bread and butter plates, $1.35 each; crescent melon plates, $2.83 each. "Pomerd" crystal wine glasses, 6%" high, 8 each. "Versailles" silver-plated flatware, 6-piece place setting $80. All at Ginori Fifth Avenue. "Sawtooth" blue water glasses, 6½" high, 4 each. Aqua opaline cigarette cups and ashtays, 86 set. All at Carole Stupelli. Green and white china dog (left of fireplace), 12" high, $75 at The Very Thing. Terre-fired crystal goblets, 5½" wide x 11½" high, $60.00 Polished steel candlesticks with shell motif, 12" high, $130. Both at Edwin Jackson. Sea shells from Karl Springer. Coral from Stix. Baskets from The Greener.
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Top: "Silver Flutes" sterling silver flatware, 6-piece place setting $70.75. Satin finish gold-plated soup bowls, 5" diam., $20 each. Silver-plated 4-position candlesticks, 10" high, $33 pair. "Polly Pol" silver-plated cups (with flowers), 8 oz. capacity, 8 each. All by Towle. "Greenfield" china, 5-piece place setting $39. "Espresso Brown" crystal wine and water glasses, $8.25 each. Smokeless and dripless dinner tapers, 10" high, 83 dozen. All by Lenox. Tablecloth made from "Rouen Mantel" corded fabric, 89 yard at Boussac of France. Linen damask dinner napkins, 24" square, $6 each at Porthault. Bottom left: Tabitha Christmas tree, $80 to order at Ronaldo Mai. Bottom right: Christmas decorations on view from the first week in December at Van Cortlandt Manor (see page 54 above).
For years, New England housewives have made these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. COUNTRY CURTAINS makes them for you with all the original simplicity, warmth and handmade look. Practical, long-wearing, these unusually attractive curtains of bleached pre-shrunk muslin retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care.

Selections: curtain, tieback, tiers, valance. Please add 50c to each order for handling.

Curtain Charm
With White-Ruffled Muslin Tieback
45" $6.00 pr.
54" $6.30 pr.
63" $6.50 pr.
72" $6.80 pr.
81" $7.00 pr.
90" $7.50 pr.

Tiers
20" $4.50 pr.
25" $4.50 pr.
30" $4.75 pr.
36" $5.00 pr.
40" $5.25 pr.

Matching Valance
11" x 74" $2.25

Imported Owl Pitcher
Our big-eyed owl pitcher is a wise choice for a flower container, for serving cold drinks, or to add to a collection. Imported from sunny Italy, it is molded of heavy, textured glass in glowing tones of amber, blue or green. However you use it, this unusual “bird” will bring you compliments galore! Stands proudly, 7 1/2" high, holds 32 oz.

Send for Free Gift Catalog
$2.50 plus 80c postage
No C.O.D.s

Antique Slide Stickpin Bracelet
Exquisite jeweled bracelet in an antique gold look setting. Reproductions of 14 stickpins with a variety of replica gems—garnet, amethyst, diamond, coral, emerald, pearl, turquoise, lapis, lazuli. Antique bracelet, postpaid.

Style 100B $5.98

Send 25¢ for New Antique Jewelry Catalog

Bennie Sue Gifts
Dept. HG-120, P.O. Box 253
Oceanside, New York 11572

Norwegian Handmade Wool Cardigans
For Back-to-School, For College, Campus
Away from the busy world, relax, ski, lounge or spoon in our unique sweaters. Made exclusively for us with age old traditional techniques. FOR MEN OR WOMEN in SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, $49. Add $1 for handling. Conn. residents add 6 1/2% tax. Send 25¢ for Brochure of Viking Imports & Gifts.

La Boutique Unique
Box 823, Stamford, Conn. 06904

Mini Melange
Merry mix for any season, stovetop vases in marvelous earth tones with holiday holly; give a damsels who dotes on dried flowers a sassy cherry rack that holds 36 cherry ornaments. Done up in padded, softly antiqued finish, slots designed so any size dried flower will slip-proof style. Or store your complete set for everyday use. 11 3/4" w. $14.95 ppd. Catalogue, Carl Forslund, HG12, 122 E. 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY

From One To 36
That’s how many spoons the cherry rack holds! Done up in padded, softly antiqued finish, slots designed so any size dried flower will slip-proof style. Or store your complete set for everyday use. 11 3/4" w. $14.95 ppd. Catalogue, Carl Forslund, HG12, 122 E. 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY

Christmas Plates
Each year the deep blue Danish porcelain plates seem more beautiful. 1971 Bing & Grondahl edition is “Christmas at Home”; Royal Copenhagen’s is “Hare in Winter”. Each is a rare collector’s item. $15 each plus 75c post. Reizenstein’s, HG12, 300 6th Ave. Bldg., Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
Jasper Stars
A quartet of swinging snowflakes hand cut from satin-finish jewel brass to dangle lightly from the tree. A set of six, each 2⅛" in diameter. $5.98; two sets, 1.185. Ppd. Down Bros., Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill 60204.

Hairpin Side Chair
From Door Store, of course, a new bend in bentwood. Black with cane seat shown is our choice at $21 each. You may prefer yours with matte yellow, red, orange, white, black or walnut finish. $22 exp. coll. Send $1 for 56-page catalogue. Door Store of Washington, DC, HG12, 3140 M St. NW, Washington, DC 20007.

From Tyrol to Tree
Enchanting nativity tree ornament from Italy with hand-carved Holy Family and manger of natural wood. Carefully enameled it looks like a dear little shrine. 23⁄8" high. To cherish year after year. $1.95 ppd. Shopping Intl., Inc., Dept. 579, Norwich, VT 05055.

Make a Salt Box Dollhouse
And have it done in time for Santa's delivery! Three-floor mansion has front that swings back on hinges, roof to swing up, back that lifts off. 17 shuttered windows, two staircases, three bedrooms and much more! Complete kit even to the door knobs! 33" h., 38" w., 38" l.. $34.95 exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. Yield House, HG12, North Conway, N.H. 03860.

Leaf Maple Sconces
BUY DIRECTLY FROM IMPORTER & SAVE!
REG. $6.60
NOW $4.45
Pair
Harriet Carter
Dept. HG-6129, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

Victoriaan Slide Necklace
A beautifully detailed reproduction of an heirloom piece. Universal link chain has slide with genuine camees. Remove spinning bob and wear Grandmother's old watch on chain. Antiqued finish gold plate, 28" long. $6.90

Alexander Blue Onion Staffordshire
From England
Dinner at eight - polished mahogany and fine linen - needs this lovely "Blue Onion" ware from England to complete the picture. Service for eight includes: 8 dinner plates, 8 salads, 8 soup bowls, 8 cups and saucers, 8 fruit dishes, vegetable server, platter, sugar and creamer. Also available in Old Red or Green.

MEISSEH BLUE ONION STAFFORDSHIRE
Complete 53-piece set, $47.50 ppd.
Complete 45-piece set, including coffee pot and cover, $49.95 exp. coll. Please $50 W. of Wisc.

Meissen Blue Onion Staffordshire
Jenifer House
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS. 01230

The Pewter Look
Our stainless steel flatware authentically reproduced from an antique English design. Classic pistol handle knives, 3 fined forks... and a mellow pewter look. Dishwasher safe. Service for eight includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 tea spoons and 2 serving pieces.

Service for 8... $29.98
Service for 12... $44.98

Cutting Board
SLICE. CHOP. CARVE ON IT!
Can't see it? Well, it's there... taking those tough 3-8" coops and slices and cloth while saving your table. Crystal-clear Lucite lets pretty Formica or table cloth colors and patterns shine through. Acts as a protective hot plate, too. Unbreakable, heat resistant... and unobtrusive - no need to hide it when not in use. 8" x 11" $3.98, 12" x 16" $5.98, 14" round $5.98. All orders prepaid. Prompt Delivery. Money back guarantee. Member Better Business Bureau.
Edelweiss Bell Earrings from Austria

Edelweiss, "noble-white" flower of the Tyrolean Alps, is delicately hand enamelled in white and blue onto miniature silver bells. Each with a tiny clapper, they tinkle as you move. Order pierced or screw type.

Price: $8.50 ppd

FREE — SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL INC.
581 Shopping International Bldg.
Norwich, Vermont 05055

RARE ANIMAL Skins Look Dangerously Real

SAFARI
P.O. Box 15th
San Rafael, Calif. 94903

EXECUTIVE ORGANIZER
A successful executive has his hand on the phone, his feet on the desk, and his thoughts in outer space. This 4½" electronic unit simulates the executive mind. Blinking lights, high frequency sound and many complex unmoving parts.

TALKING TOILET
Wildest party idea of the year. When a guest sits on your "John" seat, a deep voice says: "Hey! I'm working down here"; "Move over you're blocking the light," or some other such comment. The battery operated unit is hidden from view when in use. The sound tape speaks out whenever there is pressure on the seat.

$5.00, plus 75c mailing.

FREE — FUN CATALOG
P. O. Box 1816, Washington, D. C. 20013

MINI FURNITURE

...makes it easy to be your own Interior Decorator!

AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create miniature settings for every room in your house before spending a cent for a piece of furniture. A yard of fabric, a roll of wallpaper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much you can save if you really plan before you buy. Over 150 different furniture combinations for every room. Sofas, chairs, sections, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, etc. Decorate furniture pieces, walls, with 300+ actual fabric and paint samples. Includes: 3-D miniature furniture of balsa styrene, Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to exact ½" scale. Design and instruction book included. Designed by professional decorator. NSID. Guaranteed. Only $7.98 (we pay postage).

Shipping Inc., Dept. HG12, Box 429, Northport, Conn.

CHRISTMAS FERNERY

Spark your holiday tabletop with a delicate Christmas tree trivet of real green ferns trimmed with colorful sequins and stars. Smooth as glass clear plastic and a big 6" dia. For the Christmas breakfast coffee pot and holiday hot cocoa. $7.98 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1152, Sixth Ave., New York, NY 10016.

ROCKING OLD-TIMERS

You can almost hear the yarn Grandpa's weaving as patient Grandma sits knitting. Seated in old-fashioned wrought-iron rockers. $4.50 each; two for $8.50. Ppd. Two old-fashioned toy catalogues, 25c; free with order. Federal Smallwares, HG12, 85 Fifth Ave., NY 10003.

NOËL TRAY

Serve holiday snacks with a festive touch this year—a color rich red, white and green poinsettia-decked white tray with deep wells for dips, crackers, hors d'oeuvres, cookies. Easy-clean polystyrene tray is a generous 12" by 19" and a real table brightener to use year after year.

$3 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.
22 HUMOROUS DESK PLAQUES
Gold-colored metal desk plaques on stained wooden stand. 2½” x 4”. $1.98 Each + 20¢ Mailing Each

- It's hard to be humble when you're as great as I am
- Nobody's Perfect
- SALES MANGLER
- SILENCE!
- GENIUS AT WORK
- STUPIDVISOR
- ULCER DEPT.
- ORDER MISTAKER
- "BIG BOSS"
- CHAIRMAN OF THE BORED
- OFF DUTY
- PLEASE!
- I'D RATHER YOU DID IT YOURSELF
- TEMPORARILY OUT OF SERVICE
- I'M NEW HERE MYSELF
- WHAT MAKES YOU THINK I WORK HERE??
- NO SPIKA DA INGLISH
- INQUIRE NEXT DESK PLEASE
- I'M STILL ON MY LUNCH HOUR
- I NEVER GET LOST. EVERYONE TELLS ME WHERE TO GO
- TELL IT TO MY PSYCHIATRIST HE GETS PAID TO LISTEN
- THIS SECTION CLOSED
- BE REASONABLE-DO IT MY WAY
- Have a nice Day

Titles:
- It's hard to be humble when you're as great as I am
- Nobody's Perfect
- Sales Mangler
- Silence! Genius at work
- Stupidvisor
- Ulcer Dept.
- Order Mistaker
- Big Boss
- Chairman of the Bored
- Off Duty
- Please! I'd rather you did it yourself
- Temporarily out of service
- I'm new here myself
- What makes you think I work here
- No Spika Da Inglisn
- Inquire next Desk Please
- I'm Still on my lunch hour
- I never get lost, everyone tells me where to go
- Tell it to my Psychiatrist He gets paid to listen
- This Section Closed
- Be reasonable-Do it my way
- Have a nice day

$1.98 each + 20¢ mailing each
Calif. residents add 5¢ sales tax.

Anthony Enterprises
Dept. HG-121
585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105
SIT, STACK, STOW
Handsome enough to stack in a corner, these stools are a welcome addition for conversation re-grouping. 9¾" high by 23½" long. Cushions are foam-filled naugahyde in oxblood red, antique gold, avocado green, black. Frame is solid maple. Set of two, $27.95 exp. charges collect.

BERUFFLED BEAUTY
Old-fashioned pillow sham with a two-inch ruffle is just right for an Early American four-poster. A fresh look with a patchwork quilt, woven coverlet or white crocheted bedspread. 18½" by 26" in bleached muslin, $4 each; unbleached muslin, $3 each. Add 50¢ for handling per order. Country Curtains, HG12, Stockbridge, MA 01262.

ENLIGHTENING PEN
By daylight, a nifty ballpoint—but whisk it into darkness and it shines! Chrome-plated satin finish pen comes with penlite battery and refill. Dandy for children of all ages. Great for jotting middle-of-the-night brainstorms. $3.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CRYSTAL BRILLIANCE
Spray any hanging crystal chandelier with Crystal Clean and it drip-dries to original luster eliminating tedious wiping and polishing. No need to remove prisms and reassemble. Atomizer nozzle comes with spray can of liquid cleaner. 16-ounces, $4.75 ppd. Kellum’s Crystal Clean, HG12, 652 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, CA 93940.
Announcing the year-round flame gun! (It'll save your back and heart!)

New JN INSTA-JET PROPANE FLAME GUN WITH TUNE-A-FLAME INSTANT ACTION

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $9.99 ONLY

Blasts away ice and snow in winter

In summer, your JN Insta-Jet Flame Gun burns out weeds so fast, it's downright amazing! Destroys insect nests at a safe distance. Edges walks, paths, lawns and flower beds. Burns out unsightly grass between bricks or flagstones on the patio. Removes old paint from hard-to-reach places. All without exertion. And without staining your clothes.

Outperforms The Others!

This remarkable gun produces a clean, hot flame for up to 14 hours on a single standard cylinder of propane gas—easily obtainable at most hardware, paint and department stores. Compare efficiency. Kerosene-burning rods (costing as much as $29.95 and more) work only twenty minutes to one hour before requiring refilling. What's more, the JN Insta-Jet propane flame is nearly twice as hot as kerosene. And the Insta-Jet is clean . . . can be used indoors or outdoors. Kerosene rods are messy . . . their flame leaves an ugly black residue on both the gun and the cleaned area.

Yes, compare. It's no contest! This JN Insta-Jet wins on virtually every count! So use your head instead of straining your heart. Send for this money-saving, work-saving flame gun today—without risking a single penny!

UNCONDITIONAL FREE Replacement Guarantee!

We guarantee the JN Insta-Jet Propane Flame Gun absolutely. If you should damage it return it to our factory together with $1.00 to cover the cost of shipping and handling. We will return it in perfect condition or send you a brand new JN Insta-Jet Propane Flame Gun as a replacement.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON NOW!

JAY NORRIS CORP., 31 Hanse Ave., Dept. QE-23, Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Please rush JN Insta-Jet Propane Flame Gun(s) @ only $9.99 plus $1.00 each for shipping and handling, under your money-back guarantee. N.Y. residents add sales tax.

☐ Check or ☐ money order enclosed for total: $_

Print Name
Address
City State Zip

☐ SPECIAL OFFER! SAVE EVEN MORE!

Order two guns for only $17.98 plus $1.50 postage and handling—extra gun makes an ideal gift.
From Fabulous San Francisco, ANTHONY ENTERPRISES unveils
47 Exciting new ideas for gifts and better living

GOLFER'S GAGS
No. 146—Long Ball Hitter Award
No. 147—Golfer's Diet Plaque
No. 157—Definition of Golf Plaque
No. 170—Nude Golf Tees
$1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each

Definition of Golf Plaque, Wood Frame, 5/4 x 6/5".

Golfer's Diet Plaque, Wood Frame, 5/4 x 6/5".

12 Multi-Colored, Plastic Nude Golf Tees.

CARPET TAPE
Carpet Tape preserves and holds Tuckless carpeting. From carpets to rugs, 15-in. wide x 12 ya. roll to double-faced backing to both surfaces. Removable and re-useable.

No. 169—Carpet Tape $1.49
Mailing 25c Each

STEAM IRON COVER
Suitable for electric and all hand-corded irons without coming close. It's made of one of three colors and your size selection. Placed between irons in serges, fade-resistant silks, wools and knits

No. 1996—Iron Cover $1.00
Mailing 25c Each

TUB TAPE
Self-adhesive white, which seals the cracks and seams around the bathtub, sink basin, Press-on adhesive tape onto clean dry spec- lage and it's ready to stick. Waterproof, easy to clean. 15 feet roll

No. 201—Tub Tape $1.98
Mailing 15c Each

WHITE SHORTHAND IN 4 DAYS!
Compatible typewriters, made easy! Invaluable for studen- t's, business, machine operators, reporters. No tedious learning period. Complete 4 lesson course, with prentice handbook, to be learned

No. 165—Shorthand Book $2.98
Mailing 15c Each

No. 101—Shorthand Book $1.98
Mailing 15c Each

4 CARD TRICKS
An explanation of the general principle of sleight of hand. And to become an expert in this hocus-pocus requires very little practice. There are enough tricks to while away hours of time in real pleasure.

No. 117—Card Trick Book $1.00
Mailing 15c Each

No. 130—Telephone Holder $1.25
Mailing 15c Each

COMMUNICATION GAP
Here's that gap! A wall plaque and a perfect gift-guard. Makes a perfect gift-guaranteed to bridge the communication gap. Black letters on golden plate in finest finish plaque, 5" x 7"

No. 185—Communication Plaque $1.
Mailing 25c Each

WORK WHILE YOU TALK!
"Shoeless Joe" holds the phone for you—leaves your hands free. Comfortably padded. Ends 15½, 15¾, 16½, 17½, 18½, 19½ in. Fits any phone. Reaches anywhere by just lifting the receiver. In brown, black, white. Permanent magnetization.

No. 130—Telephone Holder $1.50
Mailing 25c Each

ELIMINATE WET FLOORS
No more shower curtain blowing Plastic snap-on Magnetic Showo Curtain Holders hold curtain to tub or metal stall magnetized. Will not rust or mar any surface. Set of 4

No. 188—Curtain Holders $1.75
Mailing 15c Each

BACK SCRATCHER
An instant solution to back aches and pains. Back aches and pains are much too common. So imagine the incredible amount of a battery-operated back-scratcher that adds 15 inches to your reach and keeps in most positions. Bottoms are included. Complete with instructions.

No. 175—Back Scratcher $2.98
Mailing 15c Each

SHORTHAND IN 4 DAYS!
Incredible luxury of a battery operated back-scratcher that adds 15 inches to your reach and keeps in most positions. Bottoms are included. Complete with instructions.

No. 175—Back Scratcher $2.98
Mailing 15c Each

IT'S EASY TO RE-STRING BEADS!
It's easy, that is—if you have this clever head stringer. It does the job quickly. Tiny knots close between beads and next to clasp. Prevents gapping in case of breakage. Extra strong strands included. Complete with instructions.

No. 147—Bead Stringer $1.29
Mailing 15c Each

PEN SIZE TELESCOPE
Observe objects and people blocks away with the Spy Scope. Built on patent. Has 9 power magnification, adjusts quickly for both close viewing. Converts to 30 power microscope for precision work. Lightweight pocket clutch

No. 149—Spy Scope $1.98
Mailing 15c Each

VEGETABLE STEAMER
Now averse serve nutrionally dis- favored tender-crisp perfect vegetables with simple, efficient, fold- ing steam basket that makes a double boiler. 12½ wide with sides up, 18½ flat. Wire handles for lift- ing. Steel frames. 3½ quart capacity. Heavy cast iron pan broils fish, steak, or chicken and holds fruits for delicious tender-crisp perfect vegetables.

No. 187—Steam Basket $3.98
Mailing 15c Each

No. 190—Steamer $1.25
Mailing 15c Each
MAGIC MENDING
New miracle crystal clear liquid glass chemical sensation creates a washable, waterproof, heat- or cold-proof film bond. For permanent mending or repair of glass, china, crystal, ceramics and porcelain.

No. 178—Liquid Glass $1.98
Mailing 15c Each

UNDER-SHELF JAR OPENER
No jar or bottle—large or small—can stay sealed when grasped by the notched steel edges of this amazing opener. Permanently installed under shelf or cupboard. Works quickly, safely—with no effort. Screws included.

No. 123—Under Shelf Opener $1.98
Mailing 15c Each

COUNT COINS FAST!
Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters by seconds. Simply slide coins into 4 channels. Shows the totals as you go. No more fumbling with the wrapper. Real timesaver for merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, etc.

No. 102—Coin Counting Tray $1.98
Mailing 15c Each

GLAMOUR SLEEP BRA
For undreamed comfort in nylon or silk. For curves currently in fashion—control and feminine flattery. Ideal for sleep, gathering, clipping or not bunning. Snap front closure for dressing ease. White. A, B or C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trophy Cups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description: miniature, gold-plated styrene trophy cups, beautifully engraved with the titles listed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price: $1.29 each. Add 15c postage per cup.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Miscellaneous Titles:

- Blank Plaques
- I Love You
- You're A First Class Goldbrick
- Tri Vice President
- World's Greatest
- You've Got A Heart Of Gold
- The Hostess with the Mostest
- It's A Boy
- World's Worst Fisherman
- World's Worst Gollter
- World's Worst Bowler
- World's Cutest Baby
- World's Most Patient Wife
- World's Most Patient Husband
- World's Most Popular Girlfriend
- World's Most Popular Wife
- World's Most Card Player
- World's World's Word Player
- World's Word Driver
- World's Best Driver
- World's Best Football Player
- World's Best Golfer
- World's Best Actor
- World's Best Actress
- World's Best Singer
- World's Best Dancer

### Genuinely Flowers in Our

**Fabric French Egg**

- Original gentle colors! Beautiful of real dried flowers and particles of real colored leaves naturally hand-tied in France with exquisite 14k gold. Each egg is a work of art and comes with certificate of authenticity. 3/$10.98

**Floral Pedestal Stand**

- Single-euro-facial pedestal stand $4.98

**Lucite Column Stand**

- Lucite column stand $2.98

### RARE & ROOTED

- Stands: 4" x 15/8". Walnut Base. $1.29 each. Add 15c postage per cup.
- Miniature, gold plated styrene Trophy Cups, ready to frame on 11" x 14" graphic prints. Ready to frame on 11" x 14" graphic prints. Includes 12" poster per name, 28 different expressions joy, anger, sadness, and more. 112 in all. $15.95. 17-jewel deluxe model, $24.95. Ppd. Two year guarantee. Photo Poster, Dept. X118, 210 E. 23rd St., New York, NY 10010.

### FAVORITE TIME


### OAK TREE WISDOM

It's a wise gal who puts her hot plates on a ceramic tile backed with cork. Tile is six inches square, has hanger to use when not protecting precious tables from heat. Owl with a wink sits on an oak tree branch above a printed adage below. $3.98 plus 40c post. Order #524. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

### PIXIE PUT-ONS

If you've ever had a friend who illustrated her letters you know how much more charming they are. But you needn't be an artist. Just press self-adhesive Pixie seals where they apply—28 different expressions—joy, anger, sadness and more. 112 in all in $1 ppd. West-Berg Enterprises, Ltd., HG12, P.O. Box 4177, Columbia, PA 17512.
after month, a parade of hand-gift boxes, each with your name and all announced by a cove of membership inscribed in red. These famous Clubs you* in warm, friendly contact people important to you or your business. The proved perfect family over 30 years. Sent direct to your door... the savings are ideal for business associates, friends and you!

CLUB: Surprise them with gorgeous gift Christmas, January and February! Gift No. 1, only... $17.95 delv'd
CLUB: Keeps coming and coming! Christ- mas, February, May and September. Gift No. 141, only... $28.95 delv'd
CLUB: Delight them to pieces again and again! Christmas, January, February, May. Gift No. 151, only... $45.95 delv'd
CLUB: Flabbergasting! A gorgeous gift club month of the year. Gift No. 201, only... $69.95 delv'd

HARLEY PEARLS
America's rarest and finest fruit. So big and juicy you eat 'em with a spoon. Net weight 6 lbs.

CRISP MOUNTAIN APPLES
Huge, red rascals. Really fresh and snappy from the cold mountain country. Net weight 7 lbs.

ROYAL GRAPEFRUIT

ROYAL ORANGES
Rare sunshiney surprises from the pirate coast. Sweet and tempting. Net weight 6 lbs.

HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES
Two hulapaloozers. Fully ripened the way mainlanders hardly ever taste 'em. Net weight 9 lbs.

WILD 'N RARE Preserve
Old fashioned pure fruit preserves - no preserva- tives added. Four 1/2 lb. jars. Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

HOME CANNED FRUIT
Uncanny! Orchard fresh, in extra-heavy syrup. Baked Pears, Summer Delight Pears and Oregold Peaches. No. 2 cans. Net wt, 5 lbs.

ALPHONSE LAVALLE GRAPES
Big, velvety-black Belgian hothouse type. Used to grow only for Royalty. Net weight 4 1/4 lbs.

SPANISH MELONS
From Valencia in sunny Spain. Exotic and juicy with the limes we include. Net weight 6 lbs.

EXOTIC NECTARINES

OREGOLD PEACHES
Family and friends'll never forgive these huge Oregon beauties. Net weight 7 lbs.

GIANT KIWI-BERRIES
Amazing NEW fruit from New Zealand. Sorta watermelon strawberry flavor. Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

ROYAL RBORANGES
Rare sunshiney surprises from the pirate coast. Sweet and tempting. Net weight 6 lbs.

CRISP MOUNTAIN APPLES
Huge, red rascals. Really fresh and snappy from the cold mountain country. Net weight 7 lbs.

ROYAL GRAPEFRUIT

March

ROYAL ORANGES
Rare sunshiney surprises from the pirate coast. Sweet and tempting. Net weight 6 lbs.

JULY

GIANT KIWI-BERRIES
Amazing NEW fruit from New Zealand. Sorta watermelon strawberry flavor. Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

SPANISH MELONS
From Valencia in sunny Spain. Exotic and juicy with the limes we include. Net weight 6 lbs.

EXOTIC NECTARINES

OREGOLD PEACHES
Family and friends'll never forgive these huge Oregon beauties. Net weight 7 lbs.
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10804
CHANGASTONE CORP., DEPT. HG12
P.O. BOX 55, WYKAGYL STATION

Contains over 1,000 predictions extending into the future. Prophetic visions of future events, including science-fiction. Predictions include the coming of the year 2000, the end of the world, and other apocalyptic scenarios.

SIX RINGS IN ONE
New ring idea featuring 6 inter-changeable precious stones to match or contrast with your wardrobe. A different look every day! Also available in pendants and cuff links. Write for free catalog and order form.

GLAMOROUS ISLAND SANDALS
From Hawaii in two great versions—all gold, or with white trim. Wonderfully comfortable—beautifully made. Strips woven together by a hooking gold chain. Heel strap stretchy for comfort. Size: 5-6-7-8-9. $2.95 each ppd. Twisted, sculptured slip-on bracelet, $3.75 ppd. Send for catalogue; it's free from Desert House, HG8, P.O. Box 11114, Albuquerque, NM 87112.

ROYAL DOINGS
Remember the famous Toby jugs? This tankard begins a new series of hand-painted Royal Doulton masterpieces with Dickens' Christmas Carol as a theme—a delight to collectors. Dated 1971, it stands 5" high, shows Scrooge's living room by deep sculptured relief. $35 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

LISTEN, MY CHILDREN
And you shall hear the alarm to tell you the parking meter has run out! Attach it to the key ring, park the car and set it for the meter's time; it will ring loud and clear saving you from the clutches of the meter maid. Key chain comes with it, $4.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

HAND BLOWN CRYSTAL
ONE-PIECE AQUARIUMS
Enjoy the glory of fully viewing a variety of fish. These tanks are made by hand in the centuries old glass blower tradition of quality craftsmanship. Ideal as Terrariums, too.

GLISTENING COPPER
Smart solid copper jewelry. Simple cross on a chain, smooth half-sphere screw-back earrings, $2.95 each ppd. Twisted, sculptured slip-on bracelet, $3.75 ppd. Send for catalogue; it's free from Desert House, HG8, P.O. Box 11114, Albuquerque, NM 87112.

COMPLETE Prophecies of Nostradamus
Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus

SIX RINGS IN ONE
New ring idea featuring 6 inter-changeable precious stones to match or contrast with your wardrobe. A different look every day! Also available in pendants and cuff links. Write for free catalog and order form.

GLAMOROUS ISLAND SANDALS
From Hawaii in two great versions—all gold, or with white trim. Wonderfully comfortable—beautifully made. Strips woven together by a hooking gold chain. Heel strap stretchy for comfort. Size: 5-6-7-8-9. $2.95 each ppd. Twisted, sculptured slip-on bracelet, $3.75 ppd. Send for catalogue; it's free from Desert House, HG8, P.O. Box 11114, Albuquerque, NM 87112.

ROYAL DOINGS
Remember the famous Toby jugs? This tankard begins a new series of hand-painted Royal Doulton masterpieces with Dickens' Christmas Carol as a theme—a delight to collectors. Dated 1971, it stands 5" high, shows Scrooge's living room by deep sculptured relief. $35 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

LISTEN, MY CHILDREN
And you shall hear the alarm to tell you the parking meter has run out! Attach it to the key ring, park the car and set it for the meter's time; it will ring loud and clear saving you from the clutches of the meter maid. Key chain comes with it, $4.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

COMPLETE Prophecies of Nostradamus
Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus

SIX RINGS IN ONE
New ring idea featuring 6 inter-changeable precious stones to match or contrast with your wardrobe. A different look every day! Also available in pendants and cuff links. Write for free catalog and order form.

GLAMOROUS ISLAND SANDALS
From Hawaii in two great versions—all gold, or with white trim. Wonderfully comfortable—beautifully made. Strips woven together by a hooking gold chain. Heel strap stretchy for comfort. Size: 5-6-7-8-9. $2.95 each ppd. Twisted, sculptured slip-on bracelet, $3.75 ppd. Send for catalogue; it's free from Desert House, HG8, P.O. Box 11114, Albuquerque, NM 87112.

ROYAL DOINGS
Remember the famous Toby jugs? This tankard begins a new series of hand-painted Royal Doulton masterpieces with Dickens' Christmas Carol as a theme—a delight to collectors. Dated 1971, it stands 5" high, shows Scrooge's living room by deep sculptured relief. $35 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

LISTEN, MY CHILDREN
And you shall hear the alarm to tell you the parking meter has run out! Attach it to the key ring, park the car and set it for the meter's time; it will ring loud and clear saving you from the clutches of the meter maid. Key chain comes with it, $4.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

COMPLETE Prophecies of Nostradamus
Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus

SIX RINGS IN ONE
New ring idea featuring 6 inter-changeable precious stones to match or contrast with your wardrobe. A different look every day! Also available in pendants and cuff links. Write for free catalog and order form.

GLAMOROUS ISLAND SANDALS
From Hawaii in two great versions—all gold, or with white trim. Wonderfully comfortable—beautifully made. Strips woven together by a hooking gold chain. Heel strap stretchy for comfort. Size: 5-6-7-8-9. $2.95 each ppd. Twisted, sculptured slip-on bracelet, $3.75 ppd. Send for catalogue; it's free from Desert House, HG8, P.O. Box 11114, Albuquerque, NM 87112.

ROYAL DOINGS
Remember the famous Toby jugs? This tankard begins a new series of hand-painted Royal Doulton masterpieces with Dickens' Christmas Carol as a theme—a delight to collectors. Dated 1971, it stands 5" high, shows Scrooge's living room by deep sculptured relief. $35 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.
# 12 Helpful Travel Aids from Anthony Enterprises

**We Think More of You!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Mailing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A GAL'S BEST FRIEND</strong></td>
<td>Bosom Money Cache is your best protection against purse snatchers. Snaps onto bra or slip straps. Holds folding money or other valuables. Plastic lined with a fold over flap. Keeps contents dry. A “must” for every woman.</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td>15c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLEEP MASK</strong></td>
<td>Ideal for day sleepers and a life saver if you sleep with a reader in bed. Designed to fit men and women. It shuts out light. Flexible foil molds to fit your individual features. Adjustable elastic band.</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN</strong></td>
<td>Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of refreshing sleep... even snoring! Ear Drum Silencers designed by a sound engineer. Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with an easy-to-grasp safety flap.</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>$1.59</td>
<td>15c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAVEL WATER HEATER</strong></td>
<td>The perfect answer when you're yearning for a solo cup of brew. Place this wonderful little gadget in a cup of water, plug in any 110 volt electrical outlet and in just seconds, the water is boiling for instant coffee or soup.</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLANT NURSEMAIDS FOR THIRSTY PLANTS</strong></td>
<td>Planting a trip, but worried about your thirsty plants? Use these wonder wicks to feed moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert one end of wick in soil, the other in water. Won't rot or mildew. Reusable. Set of 4.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td>20c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAKES SWIMMING EASIER</strong></td>
<td>Swimming Aid increases the body's natural buoyancy, making swimming easier for beginners and experts alike. Thin, inflatable air-tight jersey worn underneath swim suit. For men, women or children. State waist size.</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>$0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENTURE REPAIR KIT</strong></td>
<td>Be prepared for an emergency. Denture Repair Kit fixes breaks, cracks or loose teeth in dentures. Avoid embarrassment when traveling. Kit includes material similar to that used by dentists. Instructions included.</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td>20c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REPAIR EYGLASSES ANYWHERE</strong></td>
<td>This handy kit is invaluable whenever glasses come apart at home, at the office or when traveling. Carry it in your pocket. Kit includes a professional optical screwdriver and an assortment of frame screws.</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STOCKING WALLET</strong></td>
<td>The Stocking Wallet is the perfect travel companion. Keeps bills secure between thigh and stocking top. Insert money in the hose hideaway, fasten to garter button and the cash is safe as can be. Washable.</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SNORE NO MORE</strong></td>
<td>Scientifically designed anti-snore mask insures sound silent sleep. Washable nylon mask fits over chin, keeps jaws closed, prevents snoring by encouraging proper breathing. Adjustable to fit men and women.</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
<td>20c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZIPPER MONEY BELT</strong></td>
<td>Genuine top grain calfskin leather belt with a long zipper compartment making it easy to conceal 15-20 large bills indestructibly. Belt is 1⅞ wide with nylon coil zipper. Sizes 30 to 44. Black or Brown. Specify color and size.</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>$8.98</td>
<td>35c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROTECT EYES FROM GLARE</strong></td>
<td>Enjoy comfortable vision in strong sunlight, while playing tennis, golfing, motoring or walking. Adjustable dark green plastic shield slips on your specs in a jiffy. Gives added protection to sun glasses.</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Anthony Enterprises, 585 Market, Dept. HG-121, San Francisco, Ca. 94105**

Name:

Address:

City & State:

Zip:

Item No. | How Many | Name of Item | Price
--- | --- | --- | ---

**NO STAMPS OR COD's, PLEASE**

Total:

California residents add 5% Sales Tax:

Mailing Charges (refer to each item):

**SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK!**

**TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED.**
BALLOON WINE GLASSES

This beautiful Burgundy Balloon glass is the most flamboyant of all wine glasses gracing today's tables. Once reserved for vintage wines, it is now inexpensive and sturdy enough to use everyday. Generously large, well balanced, blown of crystal-clear glass. It's curving sides concentrate the bouquet of the wine. 20-ounce capacity allows plenty of room to swirl and concentrate the bouquet. Makes every-day wine taste great. Set of four. $11.00 Ppd. (Cal. Res. add 5½% S. Tax). Many other traditional wine glasses in stock. Send for Free catalogue.

—Marjorie Lumm's—
WINE GLASSES
Box 732, Sausalito, Calif. 94965

ELECTRIC FOOTBALL CLOCK

1% x 2 Ft $2.50 • 3x4 Ft $7.50
RUSH SERVICE orders shipped in 1 day
by first class mail
Add $2 per poster ordered
Your original returned unmanaged Add $5 for postage & handling

PEGASUS, DEPT. HG-12
175 LAUMAN LANE
HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE
friends, relatives, baby showers, pets, and you name it! Mail in tube.

magazine photo. Better offer yourself up any b&w or color photo, polaroid print, cartoon or magazine photo better offers produced better posters. Giant b&w poster mailed in tube.

2 FT. x 3 FT. $3.00
1½ x 2 Ft $2.50 • 3 x 4 Ft $7.50

PHOTO POSTER INC.
Dept. HG1271, 210 E 23 St., NY. 10010

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Add $1.50 postage & handling

PEGASUS, DEPT. HG-12
175 LAUMAN LANE
HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801

TIE LINES
Hand him his initials on a splendid silver or gold tie tack. It keeps his tie neat via an invisible clutch, while the three-part story shines in front—be sure and set his initials down in descending order. Sterling silver is $5.50; 14k gold, $12.95. Ppd. Holiday Gifts, 312-F, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, CO 80221.

DOESN'T JUST LOCK YOUR DOOR,
LOCK YOUR HINGES!

Many burglars simply "jimmy" the hinges from the outside and force the door. Made of case-hardened steel, new Protect-A-Plug™ works to prevent this. Easy to self-install through hinges, it keeps door from being removed, even if hinge pins are taken out. Protect your home and family. Order a set of 3 for each door. Mail check, or M.O. With your Zip Code (no C.O.D.) to:

Dept. 7A PROTECT-A-PLUG
Box 99, Bronxville, N.Y. 10708

$149 Per Set (plus 25¢ handling charge for each order)

COATS OF ARMS

OVER
500,000 Names
32 Countries

FREE CATALOG

The Ship's Chandler
Dept. G141
Wilmington
Vermont
05363

SHOPPING AROUND

CHARMING, CHARming
Tiny enough to slip into a Christmas stocking of someone you love, this birthstone charm dangles a jewel of a heart between a good-luck horseshoe in 14k gold or sterling silver. A perfect addition to a charm bracelet or chain necklace. A delicate ¾" wide, 14k gold, $8; Silver, $3. Charm & Treasure, Inc., HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

WORKING STETHOSCOPE
Young and old alike learn the mysteries of the heart with an authentic stethoscope. Just like the equipment doctors and nurses use, the instrument is fitted with rubber hose, chrome plate fittings, plastic ear caps. Its cost is hardly any more than a toy model. $3.98 plus 30c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

STRAWBERRY SET
Just about the swingingest strawberry print around turns up on this cotton robe and shorts set. If he gets one, she'll want one too. So they're matched in a long robe $19.95 or short robe $15.95 (one size fits all); His shorts in S, M, L, XL at $6.95. Add 50c post. New catalogue 25c. Ah Men, HG12, 8933 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069.

AWARD AT WILL
Framed Award of Merit is on parchment paper 13" by 10". Space is provided for hand lettering name, type of event for which it is given, date and organization. Printing is black and red; wooden frame is black. $1.98 plus 25c post. Order #107 from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

LOVE STORY
The beautiful musical theme from the film, "Love Story" is a fitting one for a contemporary music box topped by enchanting little figures of a lad and a lass. The figures are 6" high. What a pretty decorative note for a little girl's room! $4.98 plus 25c post. Colonial Studios, PLS-33, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10603.

HOUSE & GARDEN
SHOPPING AROUND

COUNTRY ENCHANTRESS
Adorable rag doll from Vermont to charm some little miss on her birthday or at Christmas. She's 18" tall dressed in pink gingham bonnet, dress and parasol. Her tresses come in blonde, brunette or red! What fun for a favorite girl! New 40-page catalogue, 50c. $17.95 p.p. The Enchanted Doll House, HG12, Rte. 7, Manchester Center, VT 05255.

CREATURE COMFORT
Needlepoint a butterfly to light in a corner of your sofa or favorite chair. Delf design is hand-painted on 10 pt. French canvas, in black and white on painted 10 pt. French blue, or on lemon yellow with coral border. Persian wool, needle, instructions included. 10" by 12". $14.95 plus 75c. post. Cornucopia Gifts, HG12, 55 Prince St., New York 10012.

MIGHTY MAGNIFIER
Here's one magnifier you never lose. Hang it 'round your neck and free your hands to skim the Yellow Pages, crochet, manicure, needlepoint or whatever. Comes in black and white on 10 pt. French canvas, 18" tall dressed in pink gingham in a corner of your sofa or favorite chair. Deft design is hand-drawn. 7V2" sq. by 7V2" h. $4.95 plus 20c. post. Order #156, Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FABULOUS FRUITS
Once again from Texas' 75 year old Collin Street Bakery, superb fruitcake, the Original DeLuxe baked fresh, perfectly flavored and filled with imported fruits and rich pecans. Holiday packed - the Original DeLuxe, Super size, 16 x 20" FLEUR-de-LIS BATH PILLOW. 4-suction cups hold it securely in any position to cradle and support your head and back in cloud-soft comfort. Keeps hair dry. Gaily decorated in gold Fleur-de-Lis pattern on white or fuchsia background. Makes a beautiful gift of comfort—$1.98. Add 6 inches of luxurious sleeping length to any bed instantly! BED EXTENDER features foam-padded inner spring construction. Adjusts to any mattress thickness. Completely hidden when bed is made. Provides beautiful, sleep comfort. Use at home, or in Vacations, at college or for tall guests. Twin Bed Size $10.95; Double Bed Size $12.95. Side Roll Extenders to lengthen wood bed frames 6 inches. $7.95.

FORMAL FINERY
Sized with White House dinners in mind, a tablecloth in white or oval, $44.95. 72" by 126", $54.95. 72" by 108" sq., $69.95. Add $1 post. Catalogue, 55c. Hildegarde's, HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

NEAT FOR NAPKINS
A lucite holder is clearly a good idea for carting napkins from here to there and keeping them in folded trim during the process. There's casual entertainment value too when the picnic or in-door party--or in the garden, the path, around the swimming pool. The young, the old find this Very useful. Holds 2 pink acetate satin zipper covers—$5.98. Add 6 inches of luxurious sleeping length to any bed instantly! BED EXTENDER features foam-padded inner spring construction. Adjusts to any mattress thickness. Completely hidden when bed is made. Provides beautiful, sleep comfort. Use at home, or in vacations, at college or for tall guests. Twin Bed Size $10.95; Double Bed Size $12.95. Side Roll Extenders to lengthen wood bed frames 6 inches. $7.95.

BATH-TIME COMFORT
Relax and discover the refined, revived feeling that comes only from bathing with this DeLuxe, super size, 16 x 20" FLEUR-de-LIS BATH PILLOW. 4-suction cups hold it securely in any position to cradle and support your head and back in cloud-soft comfort. Keeps hair dry. Gaily decorated in gold Fleur-de-Lis pattern on white or fuchsia background. Makes a beautiful gift of comfort—$1.98.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts regular, contoured or electric blankets for restful foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plot coated sheets arms told invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritics, convalescents—$6.49.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts regular, contoured or electric blankets for restful foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plot coated sheets arms told invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritics, convalescents—$6.49.

BED TOO SHORT?
Extend your reach 27" without strain or effort. MAGNETIC E-Z REACH saves many a stoop, stretch or call for help. Scissors-like action with non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects from tables, holds sponge to mop up spills from floor; Magnetic tip picks up pins, clips, etc. Ideal for arthritics, convalescents, mothers-to-be. Buy several for gifts. Made of sturdy 5-ply Birch—$4.29.

COMFORT-A Priceless Gift
Throw away extra pillows
Enjoy new comfort with back, shoulders and head gently raised and cushioned on this light, buoyant FOAM-SLANT. Provides an even, gradual slope for more restful, healthy sleep. Head elevation comforts diaphragms, parts of the heart, and helps breathing. Bronchial and heart ailments. Leg elevation eases varicose and swelling leg discomforts. 37" long. Washable Zipper Cover. Available in heights most often prescribed by doctors. Order 4" high for 2 pillow users at $10.00, 7/" high for 3 pillow users $12.00; or choose extra high 10" at $15.00 or 15" at $19.00. NU-FOAM LEG REST fixes users to assure fully relaxed contoured comfort while on side or back. Avoids sliding down. With washable cover—$4.99.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts regular, contoured or electric blankets for restful foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plot coated sheets arms told invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritics, convalescents—$6.49.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts regular, contoured or electric blankets for restful foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plot coated sheets arms told invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritics, convalescents—$6.49.

BED TOO SHORT?
Extend your reach 27" without strain or effort. MAGNETIC E-Z REACH saves many a stoop, stretch or call for help. Scissors-like action with non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects from tables, holds sponge to mop up spills from floor; Magnetic tip picks up pins, clips, etc. Ideal for arthritics, convalescents, mothers-to-be. Buy several for gifts. Made of sturdy 5-ply Birch—$4.29.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts regular, contoured or electric blankets for restful foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plot coated sheets arms told invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritics, convalescents—$6.49.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts regular, contoured or electric blankets for restful foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plot coated sheets arms told invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritics, convalescents—$6.49.

BED TOO SHORT?
Find your reach 27" without strain or effort. MAGNETIC E-Z REACH saves many a stoop, stretch or call for help. Scissors-like action with non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects from tables, holds sponge to mop up spills from floor; Magnetic tip picks up pins, clips, etc. Ideal for arthritics, convalescents, mothers-to-be. Buy several for gifts. Made of sturdy 5-ply Birch—$4.29.
EXQUISITE DISCOVERY

It's hard to believe that hand made Dainty Maltese Lace Hankies as exquisite as these are so reasonable in price. Patiently made by convent nuns our assortment of 4 different lace designs is sent to you for only $6.50 postpaid. N.Y.S. res. add tax. Shipped ppd. immediately.

For year round gifts...

Limoges Porcelain Bell
Snowy white in graceful gleaming porcelain, perfect for a holiday mantel hung on a gay velvet ribbon, in a centerpiece for a collector's shelf. Hand made, about 4 1/2" tall with golden metal clapper to ring loud and clear. Imported from France. Order No. 8113 $10.00 pdd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

COURAGE MESDAMES
Framed cartoon, "Fat is Beautiful," is a note of encouragement to girls struggling through diet and exercise programs. Hang it over the scales and laugh as the pounds melt away. 8" by 11 1/4" wood frame is printed in hot colors. $2.98 plus 35c post. The Country Gourmet, GD, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

PREHISTORIC WEIGHTS
Fabulous crystalline stones, called geodes, are splendid paperweights, lovely display pieces. Mixed blue, gray and brown swirled crystals with explanatory material. One 4" half or two 3" mating halves, $5.95 plus 95c post. Smaller whole geodes, $2 each; four, $7.20. Ppd. Postmatic Co., HG1271, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.

CRYSTAL GAZER
The future is always up for grabs so it could be soothing to have your own crystal ball right on hand for gazing. You can order the 3" diameter ball on a solid walnut traditional pedestal for $6.95 or a contemporary chrome base at $7.95. Add 50c post. per order. World Arts, HG12, Box 577, Wilmington, CA 90744.

SMILE FOR PRESIDENT
We agree that the favorite candidate in '72 will surely be the guy who sports a smile button on his lapel. Each button is 2 3/4" inches in diameter and in warm dayglo colors to keep everyone smiling no matter what comes along. Two, $1 pdd. Anthoney Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

PERFECT PAIR
There is no nicer way to preserve baby's first shoes! Bronze plated in solid metal to last forever. Also portrait stands (shown), bookends, TV lamps. Send for full details, money saving certificate, and handy mailing sack. A lasting gift for grandparents. $3.99 pr., order 125 for $1 on white, or 125 for $2 on gold, packed in a handy plastic box. Ppd. Add 22c for air mail delivery. Bruce Bollind, HG12, Boulder, CO 80302.
12 NEW FOOT DISCOVERIES UNCOVERED BY ANTHONY ENTERPRISES GUARANTEED TO ALLEVIATE YOUR FOOT PROBLEMS

RELIEF FROM BENT TOES

Unique orthopedic pads provide soft, yet effective toe support which helps to strengthen and alleviate pain from crooked toes. Even big toe corn disappear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size.

No. F54—Orthopedic Pads $7.98 Pr.
Mailing 15c

CALLOUS CUSHION

Helps support metatarsal arch, eases tenderness at ball of foot. Constructed of two layers of soft foam, covered with nylon type mesh. Slips over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size, left or right.

No. F82—Forefoot Pad $1.98 Each
Mailing 20c

BUNION REGULATOR

Works while you rest or sleep. Lever action urges the bent big toe towards normal position, even correcting the strain which causes discomfort and deformity. Specify shoe size, man or woman, left or right.

No. F35—Bunion Regulator $6.98 Ex. $11.98 Pr.
Mailing 30c

RELIEF FROM TIGHT SHOES

Liquid Leather Stretch provides instant relief from tight shoes. Works like a miracle to stretch leather permanently, loosen shoes to conform to your foot while you walk. Harmless and will not stain.

No. 206—Liquid Shoe Stretch $1.49
Mailing 20c

CALLOUS CUSHION

Helps support metatarsal arch, eases tenderness at ball of foot. Constructed of two layers of soft foam, covered with nylon type mesh. Slips over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size, left or right.

No. F82—Forefoot Pad $1.98 Each
Mailing 20c

POLYURETHANE PADS FOR CORNS

All round remedy for the irritating pressures which cause corns. Cushions corns on tops, sides and under toes. Slips onto toe, self forms to contours, stays in place without adhesives. Thousands of air bubbles soak rubbing, squeezing stress. Non-allergic. Soft, supple, one piece polyfoam, nylon covered, takes up practically no space in shoe. Wear, wash and re-use. 3 piece Set.

No. F36—Polytube Pads $1.98
Mailing 20c

BUNION REGULATOR

Works while you rest or sleep. Lever action urges the bent big toe towards normal position, even correcting the strain which causes discomfort and deformity. Specify shoe size, man or woman, left or right.

No. F35—Bunion Regulator $6.98 Ex. $11.98 Pr.
Mailing 30c

LOOP-N-CUSHION TOE REGULATOR

Helps to hold toe in more normal position. The adjustable elastic band provides a downward pull on the 2nd or 3rd toe, helping to hold it straighter. Pressure at callosity area of forefoot is eased by the cloth covered foam pad. Controls toe against too irritation. When walking, elastic retainer bands acts as a corrective manipulator of toe. Washable. One size fits all. Specify left or right.

No. F55—Toe Regulator $1.98 Each
Mailing 20c

TOE CAPS

Cushions corns on toe tips, toe tips, and between toes. Protects ingrown nails. Foam, nylon covered, non-irritating, washable. Takes up practically no space in shoe. 3 piece set.

No. F34—Toe Caps Set $2.50
Mailing 15c

CORN AND CALLOUS TRIMMER

Just glide blade, corn or callous "peels" off. Precision made of fine surgical steel. Double edge blade is encased in a protective shell to protect your skin. Easy to clean and replace blade. Uses standard blades.

No. 198—Callous Trimmer $1.98
Mailing 20c

TOE SEPARATORS

Provides gentle, comfortable toe separation. Worn as illustrated or reversed and placed over toes to ease shoe pressure. Also useful for pedicure. Synthetic foam, washable. Specify shoe size.

No. F83—Toe Separators $1.00 Pair
Mailing 20c

TOE TOP SHIELDS

Cushions corns on toe tips, toe tips, and between toes. Protects ingrown nails. Foam, nylon covered, non-irritating, washable. Takes up practically no space in shoe. 3 piece set.

No. F83—Toe Top Shields Set $1.98
Mailing 20c

TOE CAPS

Cushions corns on toe tips, toe tips, and between toes. Protects ingrown nails. Foam, nylon covered, non-irritating, washable. Takes up practically no space in shoe. 3 piece set.

No. F34—Toe Caps Set $2.50
Mailing 15c

TOE CAPS

Cushions corns on toe tips, toe tips, and between toes. Protects ingrown nails. Foam, nylon covered, non-irritating, washable. Takes up practically no space in shoe. 3 piece set.

No. F34—Toe Caps Set $2.50
Mailing 15c

Anthony Enterprises, 585 Market, Dept. HG-121, San Francisco, Ca. 94105

Name
Address
City & State Zip.

Item No. How Many Name of Item Price

No. 206—Liquid Shoe Stretch $1.49
Mailing 20c

NO STAMPS OR COD'S, PLEASE

California residents add 5½% Sales Tax.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

ECMBR, 1971
**HAWAIIAN CALENDAR**

1972 Calendar

Beautiful, colorful scenic pictures — in Hawaiian and English languages

Full calendar size 17" x 11"

A perfect gift item

$1.75 each or three for $4.95

Mailed promptly — we pay postage.

Send check or money order to Hawaiian Calendars, Dept. HG, P.O. Box 10372, Honolulu, Hawaii 96816

**SHOPTING AROUND**

**PERFECT PATINA**

For the best ideas on protecting good furniture, you go to the craftsmen who make it piece by piece. One of the best waxes recommended by cabinetmakers, blends beeswax, lemon oil with natural oils, makes antiques and contemporary designs gleam.

8 oz., $2.50 ppd. Williamsville Wax, HG12, 111 No. Pitt St., Alexandria, VA 22314.

**ANIMAL LORE**

Why wait for a trip to the zoo? Have your favorite jungle animals anytime in life-like flock plastic composition. Giraffe is 5", elephant stands 8" and furry maned lion is 7½" long. Each $1.95 or three for $4. Ppd. Dollhouse furniture and old-fashioned toy reproduction catalogues, 25c each. Grand Com Smallwares, HG12, 85 Fifth Ave., NY 10003.

**SHINING EXAMPLE**

Start a campaign to end eye strain! Torch magnifier not only makes items look bigger, but brighter, too. Order several for the house, car, vacation home, everywhere. . . . Two junior size batteries make her shine. $2.98 plus 25c post from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**OWN YOUR OWN PHONE**

Black standard telephone complete with cord and plug has a ringing bell and dials just like the regular company phone. Eliminates monthly rental fee and goes along to vacation home or to Timbuktu. $9.95 plus $1.50 post. Free catalogue. Grand Com, Inc., HG12, 1152 Sixth Ave., NY 10036.

**WINGED EASE**

We believe that a wing chair is one of the best designs ever developed for comfort and beauty. This beauty has a mahogany finish, full webbed base, hand-tied coil springs. Dacron cushion. 33" w., 32" d., 40" h. Regular fabric, $149; your fabric, $129. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 50c. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 937, Box 266, Concord, NC 28025.

**AIRY FISH**

Open mouthed rattan fish has a million uses: whopping waste basket, laundry, wet swim suits, sewing or toys. White, yellow, green, orange, pink or blue with banded colors. Sizes range from 2½" to 14½". $9.95 plus $1.50 post. Includes catalogue. Grand Com, Inc., HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.
STERLING THIMBLE
Pretty little thimble is a sterling find, all dressed up in delicate hearts and flowers. Happy choice for the lucky lady who embroiders, sews, or does crewel work. Sterling silver with antique finish, hand-crafted, 1" deep, and imported from Mexico. Magnifico at $2.96 each; two for $5.75! Ppd. The Ferry House, HG12, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10522.

LUXE BLOOMS
Delicate flowers and leaves all beaded in soft colors and housed in a 4½" white finger vase is a new import from France. That’s where they do this sort of thing with special grace to go on a dressing table or etagere or wherever you will. Overall height, 9". It costs $17.95 ppd. and comes to you from Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

CHIEF SPOOF
Hail to the punster who came up with this perfect put-on. It’s all in fun, of course, whatever your dressing table or etagere or wherever you will. Now you can pick out 18k gold rings with the proper sign as the emblem—shown here is Pisces. Measure around her finger with a piece of string, set the string on a ruler for number of inches—important because ring has closed back. $25 ppd. and made of tubular steel.

WHAT’S HER SIGN?
The zodiac appeal is greater than ever. Now you can pick out 18k gold rings with the proper sign as the emblem—shown here is Pisces. Measure around her finger with a piece of string, set the string on a ruler for number of inches—important because ring has closed back. $25 ppd. and made of tubular steel.

MONEY TALKS
Tell a story the money clip way. Let it show his business card, name, address, records, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1" x ¾" Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line. Send in any picture, document, marriage license, black and white or color snapshot (no negatives) . . . or a 35mm color slide . . . and have it enlarged into a giant 2-ft. x 3-ft. black and white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real conversation piece for any room or office!

WEATHER WISE
When fair weather is in store the children come out, for rain or snow it’s the old witch. The chalet they live in is gingerbready as they come, of marble-look plastic—right for any wall. Fun and so useful. Thermometer, too, 5¾" by 4½" by 1½" deep. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #142. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT
For your own home and for gifts! Tough, springy vinyl backs trap sand, grass, dirt. Self-draining. Name is molded in white letters (max. 17) on blue, green, red, brown or black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color, 2-4 weeks delivery.

PERSONAL STATIONERY SETS
Smooth white vellum, with your name, address, zip code beautifully printed in rich midnight blue ink. Perfect for all your correspondence—convenient too! Sheets approximate 5½" x 7½". Any name & address up to 4 lines.

EASY COMB FOR PETS
Now you can comb out knots, mats, tangles and fur from your pet’s hair without strain or pain. Leave his coat smooth and neat. Knurled brass safety blades remove snarls, etc. as you comb through coat. A pet owner’s must.

REST AS YOU PEDAL INCHES AWAY!
Pedal a few minutes each day to firm up your legs and thigh muscles . . . funny too! Go no further than your favorite chair! Adjustable pedal regulator lets you choose from easy to more energetic pedaling. 11" high, made of tubular steel.

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS $1
Quick, easy way to put your name and address on letters, records, books. Any name, address & zip code up to 4 lines beautifully printed in black ink on white gummed labels. Choose from ready-made styles.

ELECTRIC CALLUS ERASER
Erases ugly calluses, corns, dead skin — leaves feet smooth as silk from heel to toe. Safe, gentle vibrating action smooths rough, scratchy skin that looks so unpleasant and snags nylons. 5½ ft. cord. White plastic case.

GIANT 2-FT. x 3-FT. POSTER
Send in any picture, document, marriage license, birth certificate, wedding invitation, black and white or color snapshot (no negatives) . . . or a 35mm color slide . . . and have it enlarged into a giant 2-ft. x 3-ft. black and white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real conversation piece for any room or office!
FLASHY FINERY
Sparkle smartly with a cluster of jewels on a patterned band of silvery metal. Star-like rhinestones look like glittering diamonds and the elegant setting combines marquise and round shapes. Adjustable band lets you fit any finger. $5 ppd. House of Camelot, HG12, 38 Carroll Court, Greenlawn, NY 11740.

RESCUE—POCKET SIZE
Stainless steel screwdriver is only two inches long, fits on your key chain. Its many uses include fixing cigarette lighters, small motors, lawn mowers, radios and TV. Two initials engraved at no extra charge. Super Christmas stocking stuffer! $3 each ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South St., Dundee, IL 60118.

CLEARLY USEFUL
Picture a pitcher that holds a big 48 ounces for serving a perfectly chilled martini! Picture it again chock-full of leaves on a coffee table. Handmade in Europe in a Paul Revere tankard shape. It's the perfect answer to any gift problems. $4.50 plus 50c post. Added Touch, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

BAG THAT BOUQUET
Here's a bouquet you carry a long time! Creamy Belgian linen is stamped with rose or pansy motif. You crewel embroider a garden of rainbow blossoms. Kit includes brown Bermuda handle wood frame plus all the makings. 9" x 9", 5 oz, with 2" gusset. $9.95 ea. plus 75c post. Classic Corner, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

DOING THE SOFT SHOE
The next softest thing to these genuine cowhide leather shoes is a downy feather. You won't believe such cushiony comfort possible. All hand laced with built-in arch lift with a crepe sole and heel. Sizes 4-10 M and W; 5-10 N, M, W. White, natural, black. $10.90 plus 70c post. Old Pueblo Traders, HDG-610, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

FOR STOCK WATCHERS!
You're an automatic expert with this handy stock market calculator. A fast flip of the dial tells total price, profit or loss, commission, break even cost. For any stock from $1 to $100 in share units 5 to 500. Outmoded pencil figuring, prevents errors. $9.35 plus 50c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SHOPPING AROUND

KLEEN-LINE
BOTTLE CUTTER
Make your own glasses, goblets and vases from discarded bottles. Do your bit for ecology. Sell for profit, give as gifts, use at home. Give your friends glasses made from their favorite beverage bottle. Any round bottle can be safely and easily cut in less than 5 min. Abrasive paper included to smooth the cut edges. Precision tool of plated steel comes with 3 cutters. $9.95 plus tax. California residents add 5% sales tax. Money back guarantee. Ppd. — No C.O.D.'s. TRACY LEE PRODUCTS
Dept. G, P.O. Box 1186, Kerrville, Tex. 78028

PATCHWORK PRINT
Bedspreads and matching curtains. Spreads are puffed quilted with polyester filling. All cotton print in tones of blue, gold or pink.

Tiffany Style Stained Glass
Authentic Lead Glass
REGENCY LAMP KIT
Exquisite 17"-high lamp kit includes pre-cut stained art glass, lead-antique plated metal base, electrical hardware & simple directions. (1) Honey & Gold (2) Honey & Ruby (3) Avocado & Gold (4) Avocado & Ruby. Order now, only $19.95. Send check or money order with color number to:
REGENCY GLASSWORKS
229 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. 60610

THE FOUR POSTER
Box 454, San Gabriel, California 91776

Hawaiian "Good Luck" Ti Plant
"GROWS LIKE MAGIC!"
Bring the tropics into your home. This amazing, easy-to-grow plant gives you the fun of watching it grow from a plant. Have the fun of watching it grow from a seed. A beautiful house plant in only a few weeks. Can grow to 8 ft. with little care. An unusual, straightforward gift for yours and Cool growing instructions included.
FERNALE:
P.O. Box 2280, Nc. Hollywood, CA 91610

UNIQUE PENCIL CUPS WITH MONOGRAMS
Ideal for students, perfect for home, a handless property to the engraved lettering. Dark sturdiness of acrylic. Four compartments keep items in order. Specify one large raised gold initial or three raised gold letters. Orders shipped within 48 hours. Satisfaction guaranteed.
VINYL PROY PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept.A2
Box 696, Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083
Send for outstanding catalog of acrylic gift ideas. Catalog free with order.

HOUSE & GARDEN
ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF A CORDLESS MASSAGER

BEAUTY IS MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

Deep gentle penetrating vibrations from battery-operated massager soothe neck, shoulder muscles, arms, legs and tired feet. Helps stimulate skin to a new radiance when used with your favorite creams and lotions. Revitalizing vibrations bring satisfying relaxation; relief from aches and pains and stimulates circulation. Cordless massager comes in 3 models. Uses standard size batteries (not included) available everywhere.

No. 208—Mini Massager, 4½”...............
No. 196A—Regular Massager, 7”...........
No. 177—Deluxe Massager, 10”..........  

California Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-121
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>How Many</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price Ea.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td>MINI MASSAGER 4½”</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196A</td>
<td></td>
<td>REGULAR MASSAGER 7”</td>
<td>$3.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td>DELUXE MASSAGER 10”</td>
<td>$6.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

NO STAMPS OR COD’s, PLEASE

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-121
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

DECEMBER, 1971
Tintine Handbag from Morocco

Permanent pleated CAFTAN

Create a grand entrance, an unforgettable exit on your beautiful, all around pleated Hostess Gown. Graceful, colorful as a fluttering butterfly. In hand-washable, drip-dry crepe textured 100% acrylic. Adjustable scoop neckline. Radiant hues of turquoise, Fuschia or jade. Hot pink. One size fits all. $28.00 Plus 50c postage Airmail $1.00 Satisfaction Guar.

Cataloff of 000 Import • i/. • and 2.5c for so pa. • Extra Large $12.50. All postpaid. In your wardrobe. Medium $7.50; Large $9.95; natural beige is perfect with everything.

Here’s a superlative example of the finest Yugoslavian beech, this attractive solid frame chair will give you pleasure for years to come. Caned seat. Side chair $69.95. Front leg chair $79.95. Finished both chairs add $25. Exp. chgs. Col. No COD 128 page catalog $1.50. No COD. 128 page catalog $1.50. Add 50c postage each set. Order from Classic Corner, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

PRIVATE DIRECTORY

Space for 600 phone numbers and it pops open to exactly the right letter of the alphabet. Here’s one of the most compact telephone indexes we’ve ever seen—so slim it slips right under the phone for out-of-sight storage. $1.98 plus 20c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

WHAT’S COOKING?

Easy to hunt up the recipe with your favorite cookbooks at hand. Stack them neatly in this practical rack. In honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Hang or stand, 17” h., 13” w., 8 ¼” d. Twin drawers hold 3” by 5” index recipe cards incl. Finished $16.50; kit $13.50. Ppd. Add 50c W. of Miss. Yield House, HG12, No. Conway, NH 03860.

COLLECTOR’S CASE

Superb showcase in solid walnut, maple, other fine finishes. Wide selection of linings in colored velvets. Hinged glass door with lock; special display hangers. Several sizes for spoons, coins, watches, antiques. 20-page catalogue, $1, refunded on first order. Christmas orders guaranteed delivery. Award Maker, HG12, 12495 N E. 8th St., Miami, FL 33161.

ROYAL ROOSTER

Up and ready to be stitched with basic embroidery stitches is a handsome rooster wallhanging 19¾” by 25 ½”. Kit includes: design stamped on deep brown ground, cotton yarns, felt appliques, sequins, rod, cord, orange, gold, pinks, aqua. $16.95 ppd. 40-pg. color catalogue, $2. Skon, GE12, 55 Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, NY 10804.

TRAVELER’S TREASURE

Clothes line to string up wherever travels take one requires no clothespins—just lay stockings or bras over, use hangers for slips, shirts and such. It stretches about 45”—room enough for a journeying family. Two packets of detergent included. $1.29 plus 15¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
SKATING BARTENDER
You've heard of singing waiters? Well, here's a skating bartender! Wind him up, top with a drink, and send your guest his pleasure. Special Delivery. Flags blaze a toast—"Cheers" and "Lachiam." Automatically stops at bar's edge. Works without batteries. $2.49.

FROM THE RANGE
A western touch for your young cowboy's quarters is this nicely marked tanned calfskin that won't shed. Sueded backing prevents slipping. Perfect on a playroom wall, before a fireplace. Brown/white or black/white. About 8½ square feet $14.95. Ppd. Western Calfskin, HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

Heraldica Imports
Heritage and Artistic Gifts
21 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y. 10036

Hand-Carved Coat of Arms & Family-Crest RINGS
Your order of choice hand-crafted in gold, 24Kt or full color $85.00, 14Kt gold-filled $45.00, 10Kt gold-filled $25.00, silver $15.00. Services include: Your coat of arms or initials carved in amber, framed in silver, engraved on yellow, engraved on white.

Sentimental Tunes
Musical wall plaques with silk paintings of Renoir and Murillo. Art-print is made in Italy, music in Switzerland, gold frame in Germany! 6" x 7½", ready for hanging, pull knobs for "Edelweiss" (girl) or "Try To Remember" (boy), $11.95. Ppd. Hildegarde's, HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

Rattan Frog
A happy-looking rattan frog hopping with a huge smile, will delight all ages. MAJESTIC FROG, $15.95 plus 30c postage. The Winner of Last Grain Race 1939

SHIPPING AROUND

Pictorial Publications, Inc., Div of McGrew Color Graphics 1615 Grand, Kansas City, Mo. 64108
Enclose $1.00 extra for each first class mailing otherwise shipments will be made third or fourth class postage.
SHOPPING AROUND

CRANBERRY GLASS MINIATURES
To gleam and glisten on a sunny window sill, genuine cranberry glass miniatures. Each pitcher and dinner bell is a collector's item hand-blown of lead crystal and gold. Assorted 3¼" pitchers, $3.50. ¾" dinner bell, $5.95. Add 80c post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. Haskell, Dallas, TX 75204.

SWINGING SUNSHINE
Giant balloon of light to hang anywhere. Inflatable vinyl lamp gives light soft enough for parties, strong enough for reading. 11" by 18" ball comes with 15' cord, mounting bracket, and deflates to be stored in its own 4½" by 9" canister. Choose blue, orange, yellow, or yellow. $9.95 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

HELP'S AT HAND
Changing handbags is hazardous, especially if you like to tote a bureau drawer's worth of gear. If you insist, at least be wise with a purse organizer—seven pockets help keep order. In multicolored fabrics, 7" by 3½". $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

KITT A-GO-GO
Your kitty goes proper with a washable, waterproof, red and white house of heavy corrugated fiberboard which fits over any litter tray. House confines odors, hides litter, withstands roughest treatment. 22" by 17" by 14½". $3.95 plus 75c post. House of Minnel, Dept. 5121-A, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

TOWER OF TREATS
Handsome box and topped by a white satin bow are five delicious treats: French plums, cranberry glass, chocolate, English toffee, Riviera pears and fresh juicy mountain apples. Food for the gods for us everyday mortals! Really heavenly Xmas gift! $9.95 ppd. Free color catalogue. Harry and David, HG12, Box 200F, Medford, OR 97501.

IN THE CARDS!
Some days he can't remember? His signature or business card fittingly displayed on his cuffs or tie-clasp. Unique identification in black on anodized aluminum. Tie bar, $3.95, cufflinks, $5.95. Both, $9.50. Ppd. Send one card for bar, two for links, three for combination. L. C. Cards, HG12, Box 18043, Cleveland Heights, OH 44118.
WHIPPING TOP
Butcher block wood makes the ideal working surface for both a work and play table. This one's a compact size, stands 30" or 34" high, measures 36" by 18" across the top, $59.50. A folding chair in natural wood matches. $11.75. Exp. charges coll. Send 50c for 52-page catalogue. J & D Brauner, Inc., Dept. HG12, 298 Bowery, New York, NY 10012

CAMEO TELEPHONE
A happy blending of the old and the new! Grecian cameo design, Cameo Telephone off-white handset, tilted dial pan-

el. Complete with plug, ready for instant use. $149.95 plus $2 $11.75 Exp. charges coll. Send 50c in coin for swatch and COLOR CATALOG.
GURIANS, 11 East 33rd Street
Dept. HG-12, New York 10016

LITTLE FIXIT
Miniature tool kit with five handy tools. Besides a wrench, a mallet, screwdriver, awl and Phillips screwdriver share a master han-
dle. Keep a set upstairs and save running down to hubby's work-
shop. Ideal for office or shop too. $1.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

ANTIQUE MONTHLY
If you're an antiquer, you'll love every page of the current hap-
penings in the antiques world. Up-to-date information on shows, exhibits—many photos in full color and lots of black and white illustrations, too. 68 to 72 pages. Special offer: 12 issues for $4.99 ppp. Sample copy, 25c. Antique Monthly, HG12, P. O. Drawer 2, Tuscaloosa, AL 35401.

REAL CUT-UP
We flipped for this clipper! If you love shopping recipes, coupons, ads and Shopping Around, clip it paper cutter speeds the job. Neater and safer than scissors. Order now for your school children—and one for Pop's office, too. $1 plus 20c post. from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FLATWARE CRADLES
All set for the fall entertainment season are bamboo design stack-
ers to cradle knives, forks and spoons. Each 18k gold plated stacker holds a dozen. Stackers are convenient for guests at the buffet and free needed serving space. $7.98 the set of three plus. 50c post. Country Gourmet, Dept. GD, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

ELEGANT HAREM RING
Lovely five-banded ring with 9 genuine precious stones—your choice of rubies, blue sapphires or opals—hand-set by skilled Thai craftsmen in a simple, distinctive 14 karat gold setting. A leg-
gendary gift of love to delight the most sophisticated—especially for Christ-
mas!
And notice this guarantee—you money readily refunded if your appra-isal value is not at least double this price of $35 Ppd.
Please include ring size and choice of stone, and send check, money order or Master Charge Account & Bank Number to:
the DYNASTY
Dept. DI2, Crystal Baler Ave., Chicago 18, Illinois

AUTOMATIC NEEDLE THREADER
works like a charm, never fails to thread needle. Great little gadget is a necessity for any needlewoman. No more squinting, no more hit-and-miss tries. Simply put the needle and thread in place, depress the lever, and presto! it's threaded. Has a built-in cutter for thread too! ONLY $1 FPD.
Silverart
(Rec. Jamaica Silversmith)
417 Rockaway Ave.
Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581 Dept. HG12

Rec. Jamaica Silversmith
417 Rockaway Ave.
Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581 Dept. HG12

ECCLESIA, 1971
HANDMADE TOLE BASKET
HOLDS BUSHEL'S OF BEAUTY

Fill our tole basket with fresh or dried flowers and it will turn winter-dull rooms into springtime beauty! Handcrafted of tole finished metal, basket has an intricate hand-hammered design. 8" high overall, 8 3/4" long, 8 1/8" wide, 8 1/4" deep, holds up to 8 quarts. Make wine and beer, too! And it is also perfect for spring bulbs, for holding anything of soft suede lined with imported natural lamb's wool; soles of durable cowhide. You've never seen anything so beautiful; never owned anything so comfortable. And the red is a real Christmas red— just as cheerful as holly berries.

THE BOOZE BOOK

Keeping you laughing while you learn how to brew the very finest whiskey, brandies, liquors for less than $1 a quart. Make wine and beer, too! And it all can be legal! Also fascinating history of liquor and modern methods. This "How To" book is the author's own (his) personal research. An unforgettable gift! Be a lovable old booze maker! $2.98 and 12c postage or 36c for First Class Mail. This is the only book of its kind! Write Johnny Applesseed's, Box 704, Beverly, Mass. 01915. Zip number required!

Showcases for the Achievers

Display your medals and ribbons in our magnificent showcases. Solid walnut, maple, black, or antique gold finish. Velvet lining in black or any military or school color. Glass front. Engraving only 8c per letter. All military insignia engraved $2.50 ea. or 2 for $4.00. We carry a complete line of cases for medals, memorial flag, swords, pistols, coins, spoons, watches, and all collections. Send $1 for complete FULL COLOR CATALOG (refunded with your first order).

ANGLER'S PAL

Combining 15 tools in one neat package, this wizard does everything but catch the fish. There's a hook disgorger, fish scaler, line cutter, shot splitter, can opener, screwdriver, and smart leather case stamped in gold. Loop to hang on belt. Send initials, $9.95 plus 50c post. What's New Shop, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.
SHOPPING AROUND

HOLLAND FEWTER

Historic reproduction of coffee and tea service from the 17th Century Van Cortlandt Manor. Graceful, black-handled 7-cup coffee pot, $5.5; 5-cup teapot, $4.4; sugar, $1.75; creamer, $13.50. Complete set, $130.

Gallery tray, 15"; $42.50; 19"; $57.50. Ppd. Catalogue, 75c.

Changing Times

The best gadget ever invented for separating and dispensing nickels, dimes, pennies and quarters. Made of sturdy chrome it hangs on a belt—ideal for any business without a cash register. And imagine how a small boy would love one! $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Hearty Palms

If your taste runs to exotic flora, then a palm's definitely your kind of plant. Feathery leaves crown a slim stem which—with t.l.c.—grows and grows. Three to a pot, one pot $3 plus 50c post.; two pots, $5 plus 75c post.; three pots, $7 plus $1 post. Disguise your patio as a tropical retreat. Palm Nursery Co., Dept. HG12, Box 383, Westport, CT 06880.

Shape Up

Undercover ideas have never had so good what with stretch lace and emphasis on smooth fit and comfort. The bra and bikini brief would love one! $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Froggy Do

A mini pillow with maxi effect thanks to a charming frog who's bug-eyed over his dinner-to-be. The kit has hand-painted 10-mesh canvas, chart for switching your stitches from cashmere to gobelin or tent, persian yarns but not tassels. 8" by 11". $13.25 ppd. Send $1 for brochure. Peacock Alley, HG12, 650 Croswell S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

Leaded and Lovely

Neat for newlows; terrific for individual tray service. Imported European lead crystal, too! Creamer, 3" high; sugar, 3" diameter. Surely the selection for the Christmas bride. Impresssiive looking yet just $3.98 the complete set plus 85c postage. Order from Harriet Carter, Dept. 6315, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

3 Exciting New Gifts!

Gator Slumberchum

For the young fry to cuddle up in for TV watching, camping, slumber parties or a night at Grandma's. 26" w. x 66" l. all quilted cotton, filled with acrylic batting...outer top side in brilliant pink with bright multi-colored poses; lining and underside in pastel green. Super soft and warm...makes a memorable gift for any sub-teen. $19.95 plus $1.75 post. & hand.

Ballerina Skirt

A pink satin top trimmed with glitter, combined with a skirt adorned with yards of pink net. Results in this frothy bit of fluff to charm any little girl right out of her dancing slippers! Built-in stretch back expands with growth. Sizes: 4-6-7-8-10-12-14. Great for dancing class, school plays or fun around home. $9.95 plus 75c post. & hand.

Cherub Chimes

Mood music for children! 5 interchangeable musical cartridges, each with a different melody to calm, relax, soothe or stimulate...whatever the mood calls for. Varnish speed control; nothing to plug in or wind. Battery included. Delight children of any age thru kindergarten. One-year warranty on materials and workmanship. $24.95 plus $1.75 post. & hand.

House of Minnel

Exotic owls at their findest. One-year warranty on materials and workmanship. Just $7.95 plus 45c Mailing Each Pair. Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises

585 Market St., Dept. HG12, San Francisco. Calif. 94105

Porta-Desk

A real discovery for students, teachers, sick bed use.

New 72 page gift catalog—25c

Suburkia, Inc.

Mail Shopping Service

366 Wacouta, Dept. 307, St. Paul, Minn. 55105

Ice Wool Scarf

Imported from England, it's woven from the softest mohair wool into an intricate, delicate pattern. Scarf drapes softly and can be used as a stole or a head covering. Completely moth proof and hand washable, it measures a generous 20" x 60". Choose White, Black, Beige or Copen Blue. $3.98 postpaid; 2 for $7.50

Ferry House

Dept. G-12, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y. 10510
**SALE**

**ELECTRONIC PHONE AMPLIFIER**

Never hold a phone again! Simply plug real phone receiver into our telephone amplifier and you can hear & speak from anywhere in the room. Permits 2 way conversation with anyone in the house, ideal for business center, family gatherings, impaired hearing, arthritis. No installation. Use, standard battery (included). Has volume control. Convenient terms.

Reg. $11.98

**NOW**

$9.98 plus the post

**MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED**

West Berg Enterprises, Ltd., Dept. HG12, Box 4177, Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

---

**PET NAME TAG**

Don't lose your dog, cat, parrot or what have you. Safeguard your pet with a stainless steel identification tag engraved free with his name, address and your phone number. Steel hook for easy attachment to pet's collar. Guaranteed for life of pet. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

---

**SUR-PRIZE HIM**

If you're into a sport, you expect to get ribbed. But even the best golfers have a day of missed putts. Be prepared to move in with the top award anyway. "Greatest Golfer" ribbon 9 1/2". Boss, bowler, lover, Dad, Mother. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

---

**THE BAG BERMUDA**


---

**SOFA GLAMOUR**

Velvet-covered toss pillows come in wonderful colors. 12" plain, knife-edged or corded (specify), $7.95 each, four, $28.80; 12" sq. or round, fringed, $9.95 each, four, $36.80; 12" sq. or round, monogrammed, $10.95; fringed and monogrammed, $12.95 ea. Ppd. Swatches, 25c. Derek Furniture by Amanda, HG12, Box 2581, Hickory, NC 28601.

---

**DELICIOUS ARTISTRY**

Country's city kitchen with Merri Makers' vegetable prints. Bright green peppers, red, red tomatoes, yellow squash and soft green asparagus colored and signed by the imaginative artist, Ebb Pate, who prints these prizes. Each is a unique creation of original art block prints. 9" by 12". Four for $10 plus 25c post. Merri Makers, HG12, Thomasville, GA 31792.
SUPER STREAM
Forceful jets of water spurt from a "toothpick" that doesn't touch gums or teeth, yet clears away food particles and bacteria missed by a toothbrush. Hose attaches to faucet; water pressure and temperature are adjustable. White. $6.98; two for $13.85 ppd. Collier's, GE1271, P.O. Box 585, Skokie, IL 60076.

HOME BASEBALL?
Yes, indeed, and at less than the price of a seat in the bleachers! Colorful game chart comes ready to mount on cardboard. A roll of dice included and it's, "Play Ball!" Simple chart indicates action of base runners and batters. Just $1 ppd. so it solves lots of Christmas gift problems. Visual Dynamics, HG12, Brightwaters, NY 11718.

WORK OR PLAY GEAR
Heavy duty gloves for the outdoor man. Pair shows up in vivid red suede lined with a brand new thermal knit that keeps the paws real warm in sub-zero weather. Work or play, the man will want it in his size: small, medium or large. $4.95 ppd. Deerskin Trading Post, HG12, 119 Foster St., Peabody, MA 01960.

PEEK-OVERS
Half-frame reading glasses are for reading fine print, detail work, but permit regular vision over the top of the lenses. The lenses are polished and ground, designed for over 40's without special eye problems. State age. $3.98 including case plus 45c postage. Nel-King Products, HG-112HG, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, MO 64105.

WITCH WAY
If you're about to plan it any which way, hold off for a game with gypsy fortune telling cards. Similar to the Tarot, each of certain cards bears an allegorical representation with a meaning all its own—especially for you, you and you. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #115 from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

PRETTY NOTEWORTHY
Collector's Little Mermaid Spoon

An appealing portrayal of Denmark's favorite statue, the Little Mermaid, atop a gleaming sterling silver spoon—just as Hans Christian Andersen wrote about her, rock and all! Bowl is highlighted with design of Tivoli Gate, fountain, featuring "Wonderful Copenhagen," handle has embossed "Denmark." For a travel memory, a collector. About 4" long, from Norway.

8106 $5.00
2 for $9.85, p.pd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

DEPT. HG12, EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

WHAT HAPPENED
THE DAY YOU WERE BORN
DATED NEWSPAPER COPY

Find out what happened the day you were born—or any other special date. You pick the date—any time from Jan. 1, 1900 through Dec. 31, 1964; you'll get the front page copy of the New York Herald Tribune for that day. Please specify exact dates. $1.50 Ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of gifts.

Holiday Gifts

DOLLHOUSE DINING

Dining a deux for the dollhouse contingent is made delightful on the scale of 1" to 1 foot. Two plates and two cups and saucers are decorated with roses, $1.50, two place settings of "silver", $3, pitcher and glasses, $3, place mats and two napkins, $1. Ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

NATURE'S OWN

Handmade by native Carolina mountain craftsmen, fluted roof bird houses are works of fine craft. Natural poplar bark wraps the exterior, trim twig forms the perch. 9" high. Each one is slightly different. Metal hanging loops. $7.95 plus 50c post. For many wild birds! Carolina Nature Crafts, HG12, Box 3277, Wilmingon, NC 28401.

WALL COVERINGS

Imported hand-crafted wallcoverings lend a distinctive aura to home interiors. Choose from grass cloths, burlaps, corks, heavy textured weaves. Send 50c for over 60 samples, full information and wholesale prices. Do-it-yourself instructions and tools available. Shibui Wallcoverings, Dept. HG12, P. O. Box 1268, Santa Rosa, CA 95403.

GLASS INSULATION

Clear plastic brushes on glass surfaces of windows to keep them air-tight and dry. Plastic forms a tough coat, but is transparent and washable. Peel it off when spring arrives. Quart for six windows, $4.95 plus 50c post.; gallon, 24 windows, $14.95 plus $1.50. Jay Norris Corp., Dept. QE-30, 31 Hanse Ave., Freeport, NY 11520.

BLARING ALARM

City dwellers welcome this pocket alarm to summon help at a sudden attack on the night run (not included) and fits in purse or pocket. Use it effectively on doors or windows, too. $1.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FOR ONE AND ALL

Lots of lounging here with the bride and/or the groom. A kimono (yukata for those in the know) of real cotton whose pattern for women's the bamboo, for men the tortoise. At home or on the beach rights, appreciate the way it looks and feels in midnight blue on white. One size fits all. $11.95 p.pd. Shopping Intl., 580 Shopping Int'l Bldg., Norwich, VT 05055.
NEE-HIGH KNOCKOUTS
Flat boots, too giddy for gravity but great for the gad-about generation. Laced to the knee to any calf size. In glistening rinkle patent leather, navy, red, black or luggage, with a 2" heel. Smart with anything from hot pants to split skirts. $5.10 M and $6.26 plus 70c post. Old Pueblo traders, 600 HDB, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

SPLIT IMAGE TRANSIT
$10.95
The Most Revolutionary LEVEL & INCLINE MEASURE Ever Made!
Ideal For: Contour Flowing, Carpentry, Brick Laying, Cement Work, Surveying, Etc. Leatherette
$1.25 pp Case $3.95-
This simple yet amazingly accurate instrument indicates level and measures incline down to a fraction of an inch. Makes bubble type or string levels superfluous. The unit generates its own moisture, providing intense moist heat, relieves pain. The THERMOPHORE uses applied them to painful areas—and they worked. The THERMOPHORE uses the same principle as hot towels, scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric unit, 24" x 24" of its own moisture, provides intense moist heat, relieves pain of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle soreness...relieves misery of colds and flu. Two thermostats—uniform heat distribution. Automatic Turn-off. 30 DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY.

A WINNING AWARD
For gifts, gags, sports and spoofs, here's a plaque that "engraves" yourself. Any ballpoint pen transmits your jovial message onto any ballpoint pen transcript of your choice. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #162 from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, NY 11581.

FACES
Watch you'll enjoy looking at morning, noon and night. An answer puts the picture (man, woman or child of your choice) on the face of the Swiss made timepiece. Send black and white or color photo: returned unharmed. Black or blue leather strap. $15.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS
Mini bird with maxi artistry. Deep blue crystal with clear tear and beak delicately detailed. Signed from The Ferry House, HG12, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.

THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY
LEVEL & INCLINE MEASURE Ever Made!
Ideal For: Contour Flowing, Carpentry, Brick Laying, Cement Work, Surveying, Etc. Leatherette
$1.25 pp Case $3.95-
This simple yet amazingly accurate instrument indicates level and measures incline down to a fraction of an inch. Makes bubble type or string levels superfluous. The unit generates its own moisture, providing intense moist heat, relieves pain. The THERMOPHORE uses applied them to painful areas—and they worked. The THERMOPHORE uses the same principle as hot towels, scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric unit, 24" x 24" of its own moisture, provides intense moist heat, relieves pain of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle soreness...relieves misery of colds and flu. Two thermostats—uniform heat distribution. Automatic Turn-off. 30 DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY.

Pistol-Handled Stainless in a heirloom tradition
An exact replica of a famous old sterling pattern, with graceful pistol hollow handled knives, 3 blurred forks and rattailed spoons. In heavy hand-forged (these are not stamped) satin fin ish. Service for eight includes 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 teaspoons, plus 2 serving spoons. $79.95 plus 70c post. Order #137 from The Ferry House, HG12, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.

A PERFECT PUT-DOWN
Company coming? Keep coasters ready to split skirts. 5-10 M and $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #162 from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, NY 11581.

MOIST HEAT RELIEVES PAIN.
The principle isn't new. Your grandmother dipped towels in boiling water, applied them to painful areas—and they worked. The THERMOPHORE uses the same principle: without hot towels, scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric unit, provides intense moist heat, relieves pain of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle soreness...relieves misery of colds and flu. Two thermostats—uniform heat distribution. Automatic Turn-off. 30 DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY.

kat-trene
$4.98 postpaid (two for $9.50)
(add $1.00 ea. postage west of Miss.)
Personalized: $1.00 a word PRINT
kat-trene Dept. HG12
P.O. Box 3055/Elmira, N.Y. 14905

CEMBER, 1971
IMPROVED®
Model...

Hand Embosser
For Personalized Stationery

Hand Embosser
For Personalized Stationery

Newspaper Stack Rock
Storing old papers 'til collection day can be a real pain to a neat homemaker. For quick relief, try stacking them in this specially designed rack made of vinyl-coated heavy steel rods. It holds a foot-high pile neatly regimented and ready to tie. The 12"x12"x17 1/2" size fits easily in back hall, garage or basement. Postpaid.

Hand Embosser
For Personalized Stationery

Hand Embosser
For Personalized Stationery

Newspaper Stack Rock
Storing old papers 'til collection day can be a real pain to a neat homemaker. For quick relief, try stacking them in this specially designed rack made of vinyl-coated heavy steel rods. It holds a foot-high pile neatly regimented and ready to tie. The 12"x12"x17 1/2" size fits easily in back hall, garage or basement. Postpaid.

WISDOM MAGNIFIED
A wise old owl has a body that's a powerful magnifying glass for reading 'phone books, menus, concert and theatre programs. Chain, head, branch and body outline are in antique gold finish. Eyes are emerald color. Wear it around as a neat necklace. $2.98 post. Harriet Carter, Dept. 6319, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

Pull-Up Tables
We're happy to report on a splendid table whose solid support is designed to slide under a chair for buffet use, letter writing and the like. Pull-up lap piece has a walnut finish fibresin top that stains and heat-resistant. 15" by 23 3/4", 24" h. $18.95 ea. plus $2.25 post. Camalier & Buckley, HG12, 1141 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

CLOWN PUT-ON
Circus clown switch plate cover for the nursery. With his red nose, big blue eyes, red hair, yellow hat and giant bow-tie he sets a jolly mood. Great for the good night ritual with any reluctant sleepyhead. Ceramic plate fits all standard light switches. 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". $1.25 ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. CCC-15, 20 Bank Street, White Plains, NY 10603.

Hawaiian Pillow Kit
Decorative dash from Hawaii for stateside quilters—pretty pillow you make yourself. All you need for a 20" square with pineapple or mango design. Orange or purple on yellow, dark green on light green, or light pink on dark rose. $8.95 ppd. Dacon and cotton fabric samples, 20c. House of Aloha, HG12, Box 355, Lahaina, Maui, HI 96761.
SHOPPING AROUND

CLASSY CRUMBER
When you get into a crumby situation at the dinner table make a clean sweep with the “Table Maid” and clear up the problem. Silver plated cover, revolving brush of nylon and mahogany body. 5¾” by 3”. Snaps open for emptying. Engraved with three initials. $6.98 plus 35c post. Spartan Enterprises, EHG12, 219 E. Blaine St., McAdoo, PA 18237.

FILM OF FANTASY
Nylon and Spandex stretch fabric underline today’s look of nature. Fashioned into a bra and the cupping bottom. 5¾” by 3”. Snaps open for removal. Black, pale blue or pink . . . on a soft padded sole. A round coaster of a heel for added lift.

SPRAY AWAY
Whether you weekend in Nice or Newport, a stash of gromming aids is de rigueur. Purse size refills for an Old English initial. $1.49 each plus 20c post, from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

BRASSY CHARMERS
Enchanting antique doll house furniture is sure to charm little and big ladies. A blue-and-white-plus 20c post. Order #5076. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CHILD CERAMICS
Proud parents think their fledgling artist’s efforts worth preserving. Grandparents go doity over an ashtray or tile designed by the littlest darling. Send any size drawing for reproduction in full color under-glaze. Tile 6¾” sq. $4.75. Ashtray, 6” sq. $5.25; 7¾” sq. $5.95. Pnd. Nancy Resetar, HG112, P. O. Box 781, Port Chester, NY 10573.

MIGHTY EXCALIBUR
The legendary sword, Excalibur, is reproduced in stainless steel with a handle of gold plate; 8” l. It makes a mighty letter opener and the Lalique lucite block, 4” by 3” by 3¾”, is a paperweight fit for any king or queen. $9.95 plus $1.25 post. Pegasus, HG12, 175 Lauren Lane, Hicksville, NY 11801.

LILLIAN VERNON PERSONALIZED TWINKLES
Start today for FREE 64 page Sho Booklet H See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes. Great values now at Low Money Saving Prices.

LILLIAN VERNON
Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet H See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes. Great values now at Low Money Saving Prices.

BRASSY CHARMERS
Enchanting antique doll house furniture is sure to charm little and big ladies. A blue-and-white-plus 20c post. Order #5076. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CHILD CERAMICS
Proud parents think their fledgling artist’s efforts worth preserving. Grandparents go doity over an ashtray or tile designed by the littlest darling. Send any size drawing for reproduction in full color under-glaze. Tile 6¾” sq. $4.75. Ashtray, 6” sq. $5.25; 7¾” sq. $5.95. Pnd. Nancy Resetar, HG112, P. O. Box 781, Port Chester, NY 10573.
**WICKER WONDERLAND**

$15.95

plus $1.50 Postage

- Uses standard size sheets.
- Fits any size twin beds.
- Made of soft polyurethane foam.
- Rolls up for easy storage.
- Fills space between beds.

Yellow, space blue, or azalea add $3.00. Use up to 150 watt bulb. Immediate delivery.

---

**COLLECTORS BRASS STAND**

2 for $18.85

6 for $10.99

Add 3¢ Postage per order

---

**HARRETT CARTER**

Dept. HG-9215

Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462

---

**IDEAL GIFT FOR PET OWNER**

The Perfect

**"ANIMAL GROOMER"**

STOPS THE MESS OF FLYING HAIRS

The New and Improved "ANIMAL GROOMER" is one of the best Grooming tools. It is the only one permitting grooming of an animal inside the house without the mess of flying hairs. Dust and loose hair are sucked by the comb. It makes grooming of an animal an easy job.

Price $5.95 Postpaid

Send Check or Money Order

ANIMAL GROOMER CORP.

23 E. 39th St.

New York, N.Y. 10016

---

**SECRET POWER ANTENNA**

Power plug attaches to rear of TV set and into any AC/DC outlet to bring marvelously crisp, clear pictures and eliminate all manner of ghosts and electronic gnomes. Unseen antennas eliminate need for ugly roof equipment or old-fashioned rabbit ears. For Black & White or color, UL approved.

Price $3.98 + 30c Mailing Each

Send check or money order to

Anthony Enterprises

585 Market St., Dept. HG-121
San Francisco, CA 94105

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**NEATNESS COUNTS**

Especially when it is a golden finish metal rack that stores dozens of paper bags in only 12" by 6" of space. Rack has three roomy partitions to separate bag sizes. Four hooks at bottom hold keys, potholders, etc. Screws incl. $1.29 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

---

**ESKIMOS AT XMAS**

Why shouldn't an Eskimo team of dogs pull Santa in his gift-laden sled? Hand-painted wooden ornament for tree, window or door is 6" w., 3½" h. We think the igloo is a nice touch of whimsy as is Santa's dotted stocking cap. $3.98 plus 35c post.

---

**TASTY, TIDY TOAST**

It looks elegant and you feel elegant when you serve toast and jelly from this sparkling silver-plated breakfast set. Crafted in England, the graceful rack holds four pieces of toast. Fluted glass dish has a handy spreader. Great idea that's sure to please any hostess. $4.98 plus 35c post.

**KITCHEN DELIGHT**

Hand-crafted pine recipe box hangs on the wall to free counter space while you try a new recipe. The box is 7½" w., 16½" h., 5½" d. and comes with hardware. Categorized index cards. Opened, a ledge is revealed to hold recipe card in view. Specially priced at $7.95 plus 75c post. Village Wood Shop, H121, Box 645, Englestown, NJ 07026.

**NEWSPAPER LOGGING**

Make logs easily from discarded newspapers with a special roller and binders. Newspaper logs burn for nearly two hours and do a great job of cleaning up excess papers. Roller plus 12 binders, $1.98; 100 refills, $1. Add 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

---

**SLEEP SUPPORT**

Pillow filled with shredded foam provides a pre-shaped cradle to support the neck in perfect alignment whether sleeping on back, side or stomach. 26" by 11", you vary height and fullness. Comforts and soothes neck, back and shoulders. $7.98. Pink zipper cover, $1.79 extra. Pd. Better Sleep, HG12, New Providence, NJ 07974.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

A SMILE A DAY

Here's that goofy little glad face again to greet you every day of the next year. On pressure-sensitive yellow cardboard he'll say with his calendar wherever you put him. Buy a bunch and tuck them in Xmas cards to special friends. 3" by 4 1/4" $1 each; two for 75c each. Ppd. Handy Calendar Co., HG12, Handy Bldg., Scott City, KS 67871.

NO MORE CURLS

Now you can have crunchy bacon—minus the curls. Bacon press keeps bacon flat while conducting heat for evenly-cooked crispy meat. No more bumpy BLT’s. Bacon even looks more appetizing. Fits any round pan 8" or larger. For draining grease, too. $1 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

WONDER WEAVER

Turn tatters to treasure with all your scraps and remnants of yarns and fabrics and this unique metal and plastic Palmloom. Simply by winding you create yarns and fabrics and this unique mini punch service a dream comes true. Every doll house keeper finds this miniature punch service a dream come true. The 1 1/4" bowl, 4 tiny cups and graceful, long-handled ladle are hand-blown glass with a fiery brilliance. The silvery metal tray is 1 3/8" long, has filigree rim, mirror finish. For any and all mini collectors! $6 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

DREAM COME TRUE

A pair of colorful owls perched on a branch guard the hours on a battery operating clock 8" in diameter. Lively iridescent colors are achieved by fusing enamels on copper. The background is golden green. Clock takes a "C" battery (not incl.), $24.95 plus $1 post. Clymer’s of Bucks County, HG12, Pt. Pleasant, PA 18950.

TIMELY WISDOM

A SMILE A DAY

To have and to hold "those precious moments" are now at hand, brought to mind by cherished charms and miniatures that tell a story all your own.

PRETTY PLANT CART

Indoors now and on the patio when balmy weather arrives, a metal flower cart fills the bill in pretty fashion. Weather-proof under-coating; two coats of vinyl in yellow, spring or antique green, white, satin black. 35" l., 23" w., 36" h. $29.95 exp. coll. Catalogue, 35c. The Lakeside House, HG12, Box 486, White Rock, SC 29177.

**1000 CHARMS IN THIS FREE Charm & Treasure CATALOG**

**SOLID GOLD and STERLING SILVER CHARMS COMPARE PRICES!**

To have and to hold "those precious moments" are now at hand, brought to mind by cherished charms and miniatures that tell a story all your own.
AN-OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY GIFT FOR YOUR VERY SPECIAL FRIENDS

THE CHRISTMAS PRESENT THAT DELIVERS PLEASURE ALL YEAR

To give HOUSE & GARDEN, simply mail the order form today.
We'll do the rest: sign gift cards for you, and send them to your friends just before Christmas.
Every month during the coming year, we'll deliver another of your HOUSE & GARDEN presents.
CHARM TIME
If she's collecting charms, her zodiac sign is a must. In fact, if she hasn't a charm bracelet, start one and begin at the beginning with the big date—the birthday via the appropriate heavenly sign.

They're 4½" across, 14k gold $8 or sterling silver $2. Ppd. 160-page catalogue $1. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

GOOD GROOMING '72
Zippered top grain cowhide case to keep the guys well-groomed in all departments, from the trimmest accessories to the latest tools of the trade. A must for the full-size lounge chair, it can be used as a carryall for the groomsman, or as a carryall for the groom. (Shipping weight 100 lbs.)

OLD LACE CURE-ALL?
CHANEL SPRAY
Just spray it on and allow to dry. Your crystal chandeliers will sparkle in a blaze of glory. Your candle holders, crystal and preservers all surfaces with an invisible coating of miracle silicone.

CHANEL SPRAY $1.98 + 30c Mailing Each Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-121
365 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

PLATING PERFECTION
Master craftsmen at Simmons restore heirlooms in metals to original beauty. The filigree brass tray and Chinese brass vase are exquisite examples of restoration. Lacquer protects the refinished object. Send for free booklet and price list. Simmons Silver Plating Co., Inc., HG12, 411 L Whitehall St., Atlanta, GA 30303.

NEW! Flower Lites
A quaint, natural green colored wicker basket, a velvet bow about the handle, tiny imported roses and baby’s breath, and two miniature light bulbs nestled among the posies make this a romantic night light for the boudoir, bath, foyer, dressing room, TV room, everywhere! Buds and bow in white, pink, yellow, blue, red or orange. Extra light bulbs included. U.L. approved. Order for yourself . . . $9.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling Satisfaction guaranteed.

MORIN
Dept. G-12
4900 Georgia Avenue
West Palm Beach, Florida 33405

ABE WATANABE OF NEW YORK
...goes “country” for parties, events. "ABE WATANABE" overalls in sturdy European-Imported hardwood frame, walnut lined and hand-crafted curved Danish look, blue or tan. Or furnish two yards, 54” wide, your fabric. Cushions zippered, fully welted and removable brass-plated hanger. Three-pair, $5.98; four-pair, $7.98. Ppd. Crest House, Dept. HG 121
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

on heirloom of tomorrow . . . Cloisonne Flower Thimble
A dainty addition to a sewing basket, a thimble that fairly sparkles in beautiful gold and white, delicate band of white cloisonne about 5/16” wide, wreathed with pink and blue posies, green leaves. Goldplated brass thimble. For sewers or collectors, a gift of heirloom beauty and usefulness.

No. 7948 $3.50, D for $6.85 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please your zip code is required.

Down DEPT. 1412-P to EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

Musician Player Piano

Back to the good old days... petit player piano even has a rotating musical cylinder! Smooth grained cherrywood; good windup music box plays "Beautiful Dreamer." 5 x 4 x 2'/2", for collectors of miniatures or musicana, a doll house, for just a bit of nostalgia. Bench not included.

No. 7410 $12.50 ppd.

A FULL MONTH...

Right on your watchband... know the date last week, next week or today. Easily attached metal calendars, champagne color blends with all watches. New printing process enables us to guarantee that our clear, sharp dates will not wear off. Each 12-month set packaged in-... 12- .69 Set . . . 12- .69 Set

PUSH BUTTON COMFORT

TOUCH A SWITCH... recline to any position, footrest automatically elevates, returns to sitting position. TOUCH A SWITCH... return to sitting position. TOUCH A SWITCH... the soft luxuriant seat raises gently standing you on your feet.

BURKE ENTERPRISES

P. O. Box 1011, Dept. HG-12
Mission, Kansas 66202
913-722-0004

A handier gift... a beautiful 4-color folder especially designed for use as a Christmas Card or Gift Folder.

Handy Calendar Co.

Handy Bldg., Dept. HG48
Scott City, Ks. 67871

PLESE ORDER EARLY—THANK YOU

SHOPPING AROUND

FROM THE NECK UP

Apply makeup any time, anywhere. Handy 5" mirror hangs lightly from your neck as well on a wall. Regular on one side, magnifying on the other. Sturdy steel frame stands on dresser too. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #122 from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

PUFFER'S PAIR

Dashing pipe dreams for dash- ing pipe types. Rich red suede leather-bound pipe, 5 1/2" long imported from France, made from French briar. $10.95. Handsome companion is the matching suede pouch. It rolls flat to fit his pocket. Lined to keep his tobacco mixture extra-fresh. $6.95. Ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, Box 708, Beverly, MA 01915.

19TH CENTURY EAGLE

Decanter in bottle green glass is made in the original 19th c. mold that was probably used during a political convention when the goings-on were even livelier than they are today. The handsome head serves as a stopper. 12" h. $2.98 plus 75c post. Order from Harriet Carter, Dept. 6317, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

ORIENTAL OPULENCE

Wonderful natural willow ottoman can support a 300 pound guy or a bevy of kids. 24" dia., 14" h. Foam rubber covered in corduroy makes a cushion; choose gold, black, avocado or tangerine. $2.95. Great for extra seating. Ottoman, $12.45; plus $2 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.

QUICK TRIM

Handy hair-trimmer does the job professionally in minutes. Made in Sweden, it's a fine quality tool, professionally in minutes. Made in Sweden, it's a fine quality tool, has an adjustment for regular trims, medium trim or scalp-close. Trims as it combs. Mom can do the job or Dad and young long-hairs operate it easily. $2.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

TAKE A FLYER

If he knows aviation (or just reads "Peanuts") he knows and loves Snoopy, famous World War I flying ace. "Black and white with a red helmet, he's in his familiar attack position on tie tac or cuff links. 14k gold-plated finish, 1" long. Tie tac $3, cuff links $4. Add 25c post. Holiday Gifts, 312-G, 7047 Pecos Street, Denver, CO 80221.
STOCKING STUFF!
Four fun wind-up mechanical toys. Roll over sparking metal tank, 2½" h. Cat who chases and eats a mouse, 5" h. Midget sedan with on-off switch, steering gear and motor, 2¾" h. Spooky skull that shakes, 2½" h. $4.75 for all four. Two catalogues, 25¢ free with order. Federal Smallwares, HG12, 85 Fifth Ave., NY 10003.

WEE WEATHERVANE
"Wither doth the wild wind blow?" A small, wiggly, charming weathervane to spin from your pool house roof, your lamp post or even to add importance and stature to the home of the family watchdog. Of black metal on a redwood base, a proud 6½" tall, $1.98 ppd. Walter Drake, HG77 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

NEW TIMER
The beauty of this random timer is that it turns lights on and off at irregular times, simulating the normal "at home" look. The 24-hour unit is nicely styled in dark brown wood grain, has 125 volts, 15 amps, 1875 watt capacity. May be used to turn on appliances, too. $12.98; two, $21.95. Add 15¢ postage each. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SMILING AWAKENING
A sunshine yellow face with a cheerful grin starts the morning off right when its brass bells sound the alarm. Case is red hard plastic, numerals, white; hands have luminous tips. Clock is 4" h., a perfect size for travel, $4.98 plus 50¢ post. Colonial Studios, Dept. SMC-5, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10603.

SCULPTURED COASTERS
Elegant party accessories are sculptured snowflakes that sit in round plastic coasters and pop out for easy cleaning. Set of six, $1.95 plus 75c post. Gift catalogue, 25¢. The Gift Tree, HG1271, Box 55, Kensington, MD 20795.
PHOTO-GO-ROUND

Take treasured snapshots out of hiding. Display them in this revolving photo file! No gluing! No postage. Deluxe model (not shown) has round wooden base. 2" wooden turning knots. Plexiglas photos. Envelopes for each additional 32 photos are included. $16.95 plus $30.00 Ppd.

BATH PILLOW

Sticks to Tub or any Wall! Deluxe Quality—Heavy Vinyl

Now you can relax while bathing in luxury. Head nestled comfortably in this unique design daisy pillow which inflates with a few puffs. Sticks firmly with patented suction cup to any smooth surface. Heavy vinyl, 14". Blue, Green, Pink, Yellow (state). $2.99

Crystal Napkin Rings

Sparkling circles of lead crystal, the party touch your guests will remember! 2" diamond-cut rings shimmer in the light of candles or chandeliers; handsome with white or colored napkins, and very festive with red and greens for the holidays! Cut edges that fit flush to the wall. $10.00 ppd.

BAY BREEZE

Crystal Napkin Rings

Sparkling circles of lead crystal, the party touch your guests will remember! 2" diamond-cut rings shimmer in the light of candles or chandeliers; handsome with white or colored napkins, and very festive with red and greens for the holidays! Cut edges that fit flush to the wall. $10.00 ppd.

Herbal Eye Soothers

Eye pads, treated with a blend of European herbs and flowers, soothe eyelids and reduce puffiness beneath the eyes. Remove eye makeup, dip the pads in warm water, place them over closed eyes for 10 to 20 minutes. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Very Victorian

One of the most elegant stands we have seen yet for African violets and a natural for your antique collections. Four graceful shelves of pine with scalloped edges that fit flush to the wall. Over 38" h.; 37" w. at bottom, graduated to 18" at top. Finished Black or white nylon tricot, elasticized waist in sizes P, S, M, L, $6 plus $30c post. Vicki Wayne, 610QDP, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

A LA TIFFANY

The warm glow of nostalgia from the lovely light of Tiffany glass authentically reproduced in an antique finish brass base and leaded stained-glass shade. Base 14" high, shade in opal and amber, 9" by 13". This is a faithfully done replica and well worth the $125 plus $1.25 post. House of Minnel, Dept. 5121-C, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

A NAET CASE

Getting the cassette collector collected is the job at hand. Made of heavy bookbinder's board and bound in leatherette with a gold embossed design, the large unit holds 60 cassettes, is 13 1/2" by 5 1/2" wide at $14.95. Small, 30, is 13 1/2" by 5 1/2" wide at $10.95. Ppd. Black, blue, brown, green. ArtGuild, HG12, Box 23201, Minneapolis, MN 55423.

Herbal Eye Soothers

Eye pads, treated with a blend of European herbs and flowers, soothe eyelids and reduce puffiness beneath the eyes. Remove eye makeup, dip the pads in warm water, place them over closed eyes for 10 to 20 minutes. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
SHOPPING AROUND

SUPER SNIPS
It's a snap to snip with heavy duty multi-snip. Tough enough to cut through steel wire, sheet metal, hardboard, plastic, leather and stripping. A great aid in office, home or how about the family car? They work! 53” long.

MIGHTY MINIS
One dozen miniature plastic clothespins are just what a gal needs to hang up her hosiery and lingerie at home or at a vacation spot. The little pins are 1 ¼” long and are easy to slip in a suitcase pocket or a handy clear plastic bag. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

GRANNY CANDY JAR
Colonial Garden remembers the corner grocery store where the counter tops (plumb full of good- nies). Heavy clear glass (two gal- lon) has polished metal lid, tilted front opening for showing candy, cookies. $5.95; two for $10.95. Ppd. Colonial Garden, HGE-12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

DON'T WORRY. HE WILL
If you know someone who is a chronic worrier, give him a Worry Bird. Just the sight of that lugu- stous feet rates a chuckle even before you read his message. $1.98 plus 25c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

TIMELY DECORATION
Little turtle, 3” by 5” is hand- cast antiqued gold-tone metal. What a handsome housing for a precision 30 hour alarm clock with luminous dial! An elegant decorative note for bedside table, desk or treasure cabinet. Defi- nitely a decorative plus and a helpful traveler. $14.95 plus $1 post. World Art, HG12, 606 Post Rd., Westport, CT 06885.

CLASSIC CROSSES
Old interpretations of the Christ- tian symbol reproduced by hand in sterling silver to capture all the delicate detail of the originals. A, Florentine; B, English; C, French; D, Cellini. With sterling silver cross and chain $6.50 ea., four for $23. 14k gold, $35 ea. Ppd. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, NY 11581.

SHOPPING AROUND

VEGETABLE PRINTS
Our delicious vegetable prints enliven your home with a joyful flair. We offer a set of four colorless, Progress. To live on. A wonderful wood block original (available only from us) water-colored by hand in natural colors on white paper, then personally signed by the artist. $30. Perfect delight in this fresh foursome for $35-$50 postage.

Send for our catalog of other delights, 25 refundable cents!

MERRI MAKERS
352 S. Broad
Thomasville, Ga. 31792

HOLIDAY CHEST STORES ALL YOUR XMAS TREE TRIMMINGS
At last, a place to store your Christmas decora- tions so they won't get lost or broken! Our holiday chest holds over 100 ornaments in 3 partitioned trays, with extra space for garlands and strings of lights. Made of sturdy paperboard, chest is colorfully decorated in gay Christmas colors. Use it year after year-com- pactly made to save closet space. 29 ¼” long, 20” high, 12 ¼” wide.

$5.95

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG No C.O.D.'s

Artisan Galleries
2100 B-12 No. Haskell, Dallas, Tex. 75204

YOUR CHILD'S OWN FACE
On Big or Little Sister PHOTOGRAPHIC DOLL
$3.98 each p.p.d.; both $7.50

YOUR CHILD'S OWN FACE
On Big or Little Sister PHOTOGRAPHIC DOLL
$3.98 each p.p.d.; both $7.50

A Living Doll! Lovely stand- up paperboard dolls with your child's face hand- colored in oils; 8 pc. wardrobe copies of outfits from Saks 5th Ave. for either big or little sister (we use head only), 8 pc. coloring set, also lovely new bridal set. Send check or M.O. with clear pic- ture (will be re- turned). State size, color of hair and eyes.

Over 6 yrs. $3.98 Order $3.95

DOLLPACK
Dept. HG-12, 50 Jane St., N.Y.C. 10014

CERAMIC TILES

VEGETABLE PRINTS

SERENITY PRAYER

THE CLOCK OF LIFE

THEIR TIPPLER

GALIC ROAD

IRISH TOAST

IRISH TIPPLER

White Ceramic Tiles used as wall plaques or trivets. Cork base with hanger, 4 ¼”. Designs will not wash off.

$3.98 each / 40c Mailing Each

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-121
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

A toast to celcbrate the Irish as he can, a toast to the Irish as he can.

An Irishman is never drunk as long as he can hold on to one blade of grass and not fall off the face of the earth.
REPAIR AND WEAR

Often only a minor repair is all it takes to put a favorite piece of jewelry back in shape again. Pocket-sized kit includes miniature pliers, screwdriver, earring adjust-a-key plus more than two dozen assorted gold and silver-plated parts. $1.29 plus 15c post.
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

DISPOSAL CLEANER


TAKE IT EASY

Smart cowhide "skuffs" are as easy on the foot as on the eye. Splendid for traveling, slippers weigh only 10 ozs. Whole sizes only. Men's 6 to 13, $4.95. Add $1 for size 13, tan, black or brown. Ladies' 4 to 9, $4.95; tan, black or red. Ppd. Pokorny's, HG12, 124 St. Charles St., New Orleans, LA 70130.

PET DOOR

You couldn't ask for a more convenient invention than this Flex- port door. Lets your pet go in and out at will with flexible plastic triangles. Eliminates annoying whining, destructive scratching. Keeps out rain, snow, wind, bugs. Eight models. Write for free catalogue. Turen, Inc., Dept. 612, Danvers, MA 01923.

SPORTSMAN'S SPECIAL

Coasters for hunters' happy hour and so handsome you'll want a set to frame. Six different wildlife fowl prints in full color from paintings by James Lockhart. Laminated in rigid vinyl that resists scratches and other damage. 3½" by 4½". $14.95 for six plus $1 post. House of Minnell, Dept. 5121-B, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

A GIMME FOR SURE

Sheer one-upsanship for weekend golfers, or any golfers for that matter, is having the ball right in the middle of the cup. If his putting is anything but putting, a GIMME FOR SURE often only a minor repair is all it takes to put a favorite piece of jewelry back in shape again. Pocket-sized kit includes miniature pliers, screwdriver, earring adjust-a-key plus more than two dozen assorted gold and silver-plated parts. $1.29 plus 15c post.
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

A GIMME FOR SURE
Sheer one-upsanship for weekend golfers, or any golfers for that matter, is having the ball right in the middle of the cup. If his putting is anything but putting, a GIMME FOR SURE often only a minor repair is all it takes to put a favorite piece of jewelry back in shape again. Pocket-sized kit includes miniature pliers, screwdriver, earring adjust-a-key plus more than two dozen assorted gold and silver-plated parts. $1.29 plus 15c post.
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.
COMMUTER’S CADDY
Whiz through those “exact change only” lanes—you’ll always have coins ready with this self stick car caddy. Nickels, dimes and quarters find their self-stick car caddy. Nickels, dimes and quarters find their nooks. And so do specs! Swap sunglasses for regular lenses or specs, too. Send $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

RACER STRIPES GO BIG
From King-Size, racing stripe shoes a combination of maroon, blue or gold suede leather and sparkling white, a terrific style for casual wear. Padded tongue and heel, cushioned insole, arch, non-slip sole. Even sizes 10 to 16. $15.95 plus $1 post. Free catalogue. The King-Size Co., 6321 King-Size Bldg., Newark, DE 19711.

BIG COIN PLAQUES
Giant reproductions of U.S. coins are 5” in diameter and mounted on a flocked background set in a 10” by 17” nut brown frame. And so do specs! Swap sunglasses for regular lenses or specs, too. Choose the Mercury dime, buffalo nickel, Indian head penny or Walking Liberty half dollar. Both sides of coins shown. $11.95 ppd. The Mailsource, HG12, Box 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

BITTERSWEET BUBBLE
Autumn brilliance in the scarlet and gold of real bittersweet picked at its color peak—striking against a rich black background. Startling contrast magnified in a crystal clear heavy polyester paperweight, 31/4” in diameter. Enliven your home or office desk or add to a collector’s shelf. Pretty, pretty at $5 ppd. Downs, Dept. HG12, Evanston, IL 60204.

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT
Hand-cut crystal showered with prisms gives a soft diffused light on dining room buffet or the ends of a mantel. The light bulb is all concealed by the crystal drops, 161⁄2” high, 9” diameter. $29.95 a pair. Exp. coil. Perfect 15th wedding anniversary remembrance! Luigi Crystal, HG12, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19136.

SHOPPING AROUND

ROMANTIC TUNES
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Baked to Order for You and Friends

That famous Corsicana, Texas Fruit Cake," since 1896

Serve and give the only fruit cake ever to win the
New York Gourmet Society Award for Excellence

Here's the remarkable Christmas cake that earned its fame throughout America and in more than 158 foreign lands.avored by hostesses for more than 75 years, the DeLuxe is custom-baked for you and mailed straight from our kitchens. Filled with nicest imported fruits and rich Texas pecans - flavor so perfect we guarantee it the best you've ever bought, baked, or eaten; or money promptly refunded.

ORDER NOW... SEND LIST AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER Holiday packed, cakes colorful history enclosed Tell us how to sign gift cards. Postpaid: 2 lb., $4.75; 3 lb., $6.55; 5 lb., $10.45. Discount on 25 cakes or more

COLLIN STREET BAKERY
P.O. Box 123, Corsicana, Texas 75110

Please ship: 2 lb. | 3 lb. | 5 lb.

[ ] Ship to me
[ ] Attached list shows addresses, sizes, delivery date Payment enclosed

MY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

Luscious, large Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected - individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in-colorful gift boxes to any point in 48 states. Write for Alaskan and Hawaiian prices. Packages are guaranteed. Your greetings enclosed. Send list, we do the rest.

No. 1—Deluxe Box (8 to 14 pears, pictured above) $6.85
No. 2—Deluxe Box (16 to 20 pears) $7.75

Write for FREE Catalog
PINNACLE ORCHARDS
931 FIA STREET
MEDFORD, OR 97501

New from the "Land of Aloha" is this specially designed 8 1/2 inch stainless steel pineapple knife and the stainless steel "Pineapple Prince", which peels and cores with one easy action. Both of these items will enable you to create many exciting and novel salads, desserts and centerpieces with tasty fresh pineapple - such as pineapple canoes, boats and baskets. Aunty Wilikina's instructions for these and many more included free. We are confident as soon as you become familiar with using these items you will be creating your own originals. The knife, "Pineapple Prince" and instructions all for $5.95 PPBD. NO C.O.D.'s USE THE REAL THING!!

CHALLENGE YOUR LOCAL STORE TO MATCH OUR PRICES ON FRESH HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

HOLIDAYS BIZARRE & COOKBOOK

HOUSE OF ALOHA
P. O. BOX 355
LA HAINA, MAUI
HAWAII 96761

PERFECT PECANS
For good health and a wealth of flavor, try paper shell Schley or the larger, thicker Stuart. Fine flavored, large kernel nuts for nutritious snacking or baked treats. 5 lbs. Schley $6.45; 5 lbs. Stuarts, $5.81. Ppd. Sunnyland Farms, Rt. 9, Box 95B, Albany, GA 31701.

TRADITIONAL DELIGHT

PARTY PLANNER
And just plain fun to read - The Holidays Bizarre and Cool book. For Xmas, certainly, but how about a fabulous fete of Guy Fawkes Day or maybe Gasparilla Day. Colorful compendium of unusual holidays with many recipes and timely tales 7" by 10", $3.50 ppd. The Berkshire Traveller, Hqo Stockbridge, MA 01262.
PRIME TIME

FOR CHEESE, PLEASE
And look at all that room for crackers! Handsome walnut server with clear plastic dome top to seal flavor inside, keeps cheeses perfectly moist. 10 1/2" by 10 1/2". $7 ppd. Send 25c for gourmet catalogue plus REM Research Service. REM Imports, PGH12, Box 184, Monroeville, PA 15146.

TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT!
The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley
1/2-bu. Grapefruit ...... $7.50 Full bu. G.F. & Ors... $10.95
Carton of 12 G.F. ........ $5.70 1/2-bu. G.F. & Ors. in
Full bushel G.F. .......... $10.90 Mex. bamboo basket... $8.50
Carton of 6 G.F. .......... $3.95 Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in
1/2-bu. G.F. & oranges... $7.60 Mex. bamboo basket $12.50
All are delivered prices — Write for free illustrated folder.
Other citrus packs and also pecans, rare honeys, fruit cakes and cheese.

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January.
PITTMAN & DAVIS, Inc., 124 Eye St., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550

AN APPALACHIAN COOKBOOK
Charm family and friends with these mouth-watering, authentic receipts, from stick-to-the-ribs Plantation Gumbo to elegant Lane Cake. All have been gathered together by the Norris Women's Fellowship, Norris, Tenn. 4.25 ppd. Md. res., add 4%

GRAHAM KERR'S FIRST RECORD ALBUM
THE GALLOPING GOURMET" HELPS YOU CELEBRATE A FESTIVE OCCASION
...How to Prepare a Gourmet Meal ...The Recipes with Spice ...Selected Music to Dine By
AN ALBUM TO HEAR OVER AND OVER — BON APPETIT!
GALLOPING GOURMET RECORD
P.O. BOX 800 R. ROSEMOUNT, MINNESOTA 55068
I enclose $          check          money order in payment for Record Album(s) ordered.
Name
Address
City, State Zip

GOURMET GIFTS
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE GOURMET GIFTS
CLASSIC TENDERIZER

You can improve any cut of meat with this special tenderizer. Makes inexpensive cuts more flavorful, succulent, digestible. Has beautiful hardwood handle and sharp stainless steel blades that pierce deeply into meat to bring out the hidden flavor. Excellent as baked Pizza-Puffer as it lets melting butter penetrate evenly for added flavor. Great gift idea. Money back if not delighted, "insta-ship" same day shipment.

MW-0848 Tenderizer postpaid $1.99
MARSHALL WADE & COMPANY
1217 S.W. 139th St.,
Dept. 292, Seattle, Wash. 98166

GOURMET GIFTS

GORGEOUS GRAPEFRUIT


SAFE STORAGE FOR DINNERSWARE

FINE CHINA DESERVES SPECIAL CARE!
ZIPPER PACKS HOLD SERVICE FOR 12,
KEEP IT DUST-FREE, READY FOR USE.

Store protection for prized china—wind less work for you, because it’s vacuumed away, kept clean and ready to use without re-washing. Four dish packs have convenient zip-guard that keeps from tearing, fits any box. Utility pack is perfect for racks, has built-in dividers. Order now, pay invoice Jan. 72. Pittman & Davis, Inc., HG12, 126 Eye St., Harlingen, TX 78550.

CLASSIC TENDERIZER

People have been coming back for this fine old RIT TRAP cheddar cheese for over 25 years. We sell tons each year and the flavor is a nice mellow medium sharp. Please for everyone! Special for Christmas—all gift wrapped with your card at no extra charge.

Cut-off-lg 10 lb 15 lb 3 1/2 lb 5 1/2 lb
wheel min 3 lbs. wheels 5 lbs. wheels
Ppd. East $1.70 lb $5.95 $9.10

All sizes of Vermont 100% pure Maple Syrup and candy. Free catalogue. Satisfaction guaranteed in the Vermont Yankee way.

Benn- Byron Shop, Dept. HG12
Route 7, Shaftsbury, Vt. 05262

RIEKES-CRISA

stands for elegant distinction as well as durability in glassware.
Order this beautiful 10 qt. handblown glass punch bowl with matching cups and ladle for all entertaining. Cost of only $30.00 includes all fourteen pieces plus $2.25 for postage and handling.

JOHN WAYNE IMPORTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1873, Laredo, Texas 78040

HERITAGE RECIPES

Century-old never-before-shared Deep South recipes of the plantation country. "C'est si bon! (It's so good!) is the cookbook treasured by thousands. Yours to cherish, or a truly distinctive gift for Christmas. $3.95 plus 30c post.

YOUNG WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION
HG 1, 201 St. Charles St.
Baton Rouge, La. 70802

MUFFIN BREAKER

Do you know a muffin man? Must gift—terrific tool with metal prongs to split muffin perfectly. Toasts up crisp and crunchy, $3.50 plus 75c post. A product of American ingenuity. The Pampered Chef, Inc., HG12, 3094 Fuller St., Coconut Grove, FL 33133

GALLOPING GOURMET

Television recipe cookbooks, each a different delight by Graham Kerr are just $2 each ppd. Order a set of seven (or singles) for on-hand gifts, door prizes, house gifts. Galloping Gourmet Books, Dept. G, Box 886, Rosemount, MN 55068

EDITH HAAS, Dept. HG12, 130 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036

SAFE STORAGE FOR DINNERSWARE

THE COUNTRY GOURMET INC.
Dept. GO, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550

MUFFIN BREAKER

SECURITY RECORDS

CERTIFIED RECORDS

SAFE STORAGE FOR DINNERSWARE

FLAVORS OF THE WORLD

WINE CLUB

SHIPPING AROUND FOR GOURMET GIFTS

Syrup and candy, Free catalogue. Satisfaction guaranteed in the Vermont Yankee way.

LIQUID AMBER CHEESE

People have been coming back for this fine old RIT TRAP cheddar cheese for over 25 years. We sell tons each year and the flavor is a nice mellow medium sharp. Please for everyone! Special for Christmas—all gift wrapped with your card at no extra charge.

Cut-off-lg 10 lb 15 lb 3 1/2 lb 5 1/2 lb
wheel min 3 lbs. wheels 5 lbs. wheels
Ppd. East $1.70 lb $5.95 $9.10

All sizes of Vermont 100% pure Maple Syrup and candy. Free catalogue. Satisfaction guaranteed in the Vermont Yankee way.

Benn- Byron Shop, Dept. HG12
Route 7, Shaftsbury, Vt. 05262

RIEKES-CRISA

stands for elegant distinction as well as durability in glassware.
Order this beautiful 10 qt. handblown glass punch bowl with matching cups and ladle for all entertaining. Cost of only $30.00 includes all fourteen pieces plus $2.25 for postage and handling.

JOHN WAYNE IMPORTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1873, Laredo, Texas 78040

HERITAGE RECIPES

Century-old never-before-shared Deep South recipes of the plantation country. "C'est si bon! (It's so good!) is the cookbook treasured by thousands. Yours to cherish, or a truly distinctive gift for Christmas. $3.95 plus 30c post.

YOUNG WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION
HG 1, 201 St. Charles St.
Baton Rouge, La. 70802

MUFFIN BREAKER

Do you know a muffin man? Must gift—terrific tool with metal prongs to split muffin perfectly. Toasts up crisp and crunchy, $3.50 plus 75c post. A product of American ingenuity. The Pampered Chef, Inc., HG12, 3094 Fuller St., Coconut Grove, FL 33133

GALLOPING GOURMET

Television recipe cookbooks, each a different delight by Graham Kerr are just $2 each ppd. Order a set of seven (or singles) for on-hand gifts, door prizes, house gifts. Galloping Gourmet Books, Dept. G, Box 886, Rosemount, MN 55068
WASHING WIZARD

CUDDLE COAT
Slip on this soft leopard flannel coffee coat on chilly mornings. Washable flannel, too, with a furry texture. Superbly styled to flatter even fuller figures with its soft lines. Sizes 10-20, 14 1/2-24 1/2. $7 plus 50c post. Vicki Wayne, 610-HDL-So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

HANGING HOLDER
Pop a pottery planter into this hangingrope holder and you bring the quaintness of Old Mexico into any room. Natural brown rope expands to fit different size pots. Add a spot of color by a window now with gay dried flowers or leafy green ones. 5 1/4" long $4.95 ppd. The Royal Retreat, HG436, 2700 Nielson Way, Santa Monica, CA 90405.

5 O'CLOCK FUNNIES
For the family room that has everything, a gag clock that spells out one house rule big and bold: “No drinking until after five,” the red day-glo letters blaze on black and white masonite. Nine inch diameter. $1.98 plus 25c post. A kooky gift but fun. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SUPER SCARF
Elegant satin, monogrammed, and long enough to wind luxuriously. Ladies, 11” by 50”, white, pink, orchid, blue, olive, red, lilac, mint, gold, orange, black, silver, or bronze. Men’s lined muffler, 10” by 50”, white, gold, black, olive, red or silver. $4.98. Ppd. Add $1.50 for monogram. Scintilla, Dept. G, 4802 No. Broadway, Chicago, IL 60640.

COASTER STITCHERY
New and neat—needlepoint coasters! “Strawberry’s” 3 1/2" in diameter with navy, light blue or white background. “Fantasy Flowers” are 3 1/2" square, each different, on white or blue. Each set of four includes canvas yarn, needles, instructions. $18.95 the set ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Margot Hamilton Needlepoint, HG12, 10-R River Rd., Worthington, MA 01090.

Capital idea! A dollar spent now, nets a dollar gain plus Bonwit’s ‘71 Christmas Catalog
Invest a dollar now with Bonwit Teller and get our great return... The 1971 B T Christmas Catalog plus a dollar note which you may use toward the purchase of any gift. Take stock now and write to: Bonwit Teller P.O. Box 569 F.D.R. Station, New York, N.Y. 10022
The Present with a Past

A FAMILY COAT of ARMS
The one timeless gift that keeps on giving through the years. Give your favorite family its authentic coat of arms in full color, accented with a three-dimensional heraldic design and luxuriously set off against the deep red tones of a velvet-like background. A 14 1/2" by 17 1/2" frame with a warm walnut wood tone finish enhances this beautiful ensemble. Only $27.75. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. (Money back, too, if we can’t trace a coat of arms for your name requested. We’ve found over 92% of the names sent to us.)

HALBERTS DEPT. HG-121 3687 IRA RD., BATH, OHIO 44230

SHOPPING AROUND
WEARABLE SAUNA
Slim suit works just like a Finnish sauna bath: it retains body heat and releases excess tissue moisture. Easy to wear while you’re cleaning house or jogging or even watching TV! Elastic around wrists and ankles. Easy way to lose pounds, feel great! $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT
Move the cowboys and Indians outside with a sturdy all-weather real Cedar Wood Fort. Lasts for generations! A Big 9' by 8' by 8' with a swinging gate, firing platform, blockhouse and ladder. Easy assembly. $38.95 F.O.B. Camden, N. J. Order from Cedar Products, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

AUTOMATIC ADDITION
Automatic machine keeps budget with skin bound on marketing trips! Click buttons add up to $20 automatically. Handy to have along for your weekly grocery shopping! Children can keep track of their allowances. $1 plus 15c postage. Write to Anthony Enterprises, HG12, Box 84, No. Baldwin, NY 11510.

PET MASSAGE
Short or shaggy your pet’s coat grows sleeker, more healthy with a stimulating vibrating hairbrush. Brings out natural oils, removes loose hair, burrs, snarls. Lifts animal powder through hair to skin. Removable bristles for washing. 110-120 volts AC. $8.95 plus $1 post. House of Minnel, Dept. 5121E, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

MUSIC MASTER
“How To Read Music In One Evening!” cuts learning time from months to hours. A method that eliminates agonizing practice sessions and costly lessons. Book reduces music to the three basic elements: melody, rhythm and harmony; $2.95 plus 25c post. J. W. Hohst, Inc., Dept. HO, 1005 E. Bay, East Tawas, MI 48730.

MAN’S MARVEL
Resplendent necklace presents the Stronglite germ: pure lookalike for a diamond. Heart, pear, oval, hand-set 14k white gold pendant, on a delicate white gold chain, 15” long. Each fetching number fetches $38 ppd. Free catalogues of rings, pins, bracelets, earrings. Stronglite Co., HG12, 2 W. 47th St., NY 10036.
PROUD AS A PEACOCK
And even more beautiful than the
living bird is one hand-woven
Europe of multi-colored silk. Its
tail is hand-painted fiber glass.
He stands five proud inches tall,
with smooth fit makes it easy to add-
and seals super tight. Water
can't seep through. Perfect for
the shower, tub or at the pool. Its
downy protection makes it easy to
just and allows for our familiar Teddy Bear.
Musical koala has concealed music box to play
"Waltzing Matilda." Perfect for bed or
shelf, from Australia.
7376 Musical Koala, 81/2" ... $20.00 ppd.
7576 Regular Koala, 51/2" ... 7.98 ppd.
Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.
Please, your zip code is required.

Real Fur Koalas
Made of soft wallaby and kangaroo furs in natural koala colors—darling versions of the
"down under" tree climbing bear are look-akikes for our own familiar Teddy Bear. Musical
koala has concealed music box to play
"Waltzing Matilda." Perfect for bed or
shelf, from Australia.
7376 Musical Koala, 81/2" ... $20.00 ppd.
7576 Regular Koala, 51/2" ... 7.98 ppd.
Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.
Please, your zip code is required.

SHOPPING AROUND

COIFFURE PROTECTOR
Polyfoam band wraps around
head to protect locks in the
shower, tub or at the pool. Its
smooth fit makes it easy to adjust
and seals super tight. Water
can't seep through. Perfect for
gals and long-haired gals. $1
plus 15c post. Anthony Enter-
prises, HG12, 585 Market St.,
San Francisco, CA 94105.

LID LADDER
A place for the pot-lids! Elimin-
ates the noisy hunt when you
need that pot cover. Holds lids of
any size or type. Also great for
other back-of-door storage in the
house. Cushiony plastic coating
bonded to heavy steel wire. White
is only, 14" by 4" by 7 1/2" high.
$1.98 plus 35c post. The Country
Gourmet, GD, 545 Fourth Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

18TH C. EXQUISITE
High-backed modified wing chair. Hardwood frame finished in an-
tiqued oak, fruitwood or chestnut
with imported cane. Hand-tufted
velvet over foam. 46" h., 26" w.,
34" d. In plain velvet, $115; pair,
$230. Add $5 for colored finish.
Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. Bryan Robe-
sen, HG34, Box 757, Hickory, NC
28601.

WELCOME LIGHT
Splendid light and are beautifull-
y combined in the solid brass
antique-finished six sided foyer
fixture. Hand-leaded, clear bev-
ed glass with three candelabra
bases. Extends 9" from ceil-
ing. W. 7 1/4", canopy, 8 1/4". Con-
tinental brass or English pewter
finish. $71, exp. coll. Catalogue,
$1. Lamp Crafter, HG12, Box
501, Lawerenceville, GA 30045.

KITCHEN CHEMISTRY
The exciting new "natural" look of Crystal and Cork! Clean simple designs, permit the beauty
of food to show "show-through." All handblown. Shown above: (A) Flask, 26 oz. cap.; $17.75 ppd.
(B) Spaghetti Jar, 13" high; $7.75 ppd. (C) Can-
tainer, 5 1/2" high; $6.50 ppd. Many more sizes
and exciting shapes of Kitchen Chemistry in our
new 76 page color catalog. Send 50c for it today!
Money refunded if not delighted.

French Door Knobs
$2.98 ea.
GOLD PLATED GLAMOR—NOW IN
LEFT- OR RIGHT-HAND STYLES!
In a vast drama for your doors, fashion-design copies from a treasure-strewn Cast metal. Los Angeles.
Gold plated, antiqued to enhance every ex-
terior. Designed for lasting touch-tangency. Each
complete with 8" back plate, spindle, and
caps. Choose left- or right-turning knobs, customized for
every door.
• 1830—Left-hand knob...$2.98 ea. ... 2 for $4.98
• 1897—Right-hand Knob...$2.98 ea. ... 2 for $4.98
• 1930—Set of 1 each, left & right...Set $4.98
Please add 35c p&h.

LILIAN VERON
THE SPLENDOUR OF MEDIEVAL ARTISTRY IN YOUR OWN HOME!

IMPORTED TAPESTRY FROM
WEST GERMANY
Display this magnificent wall hanging with any decor from medieval to ultra modern.
You'll treasure this splended replica of a centuries old tapestry, painstakingly
created in the original colors by West German craftsmen. Quilted fabrics have become
the predominant color tones are green and
gold, which harmonize and create of these
provide striking accents. Ready to hang from
any wall, no cutting required.
Lewis Import Mart, Dept. HG127, 125 Somerset St., N. Plainfield, N. J. 07060
The newest innovation in artistic natural em-bedments. Beautiful creations of nature such as butterflies, orchids and creatures of the sea suspended in polymer on walnut bases. The newest innovation in artistic natural em-bedments. Beautiful creations of nature such as butterflies, orchids and creatures of the sea suspended in polymer on walnut bases.

**Christmas Gift!**

*04  IN  Hermit Crab         D4-3N  Calico  Crab
D4-2C  Orchid  and  Bee    D4  11M  Scorpion
D4  2M  Butterfly  D4-4N  Blue  Crab

**FLAG PAPERWEIGHT**

- $1.98
- Mailing 70c  each
- Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.
- Satisfaction guaranteed.

**FOR THE FAMILY THAT HAS ALMOST EVERYTHING**

The original **TOASTREAT® SANDWICH MAKER**

- for the most delicious, gourmet sandwiches you've ever tasted. Great for the family... puts zest in entertaining. What makes this machine different and better... it cuts the crust, completely seals the edges and delivers a tastetreat in just 60 seconds.
- Easy to use, easy to clean (teflon coated), compact (14 3/8"x16"x7") high, 115 watts. A fabulous gift for all occasions. $295 ppd. Toastreat to use over range, on outdoor grill or in fireplace, $10 ppd. Party-Pack of 10, $90 ppd.

**CUM RYA RUG WALLHANGING AND EMBROIDERY KIT CATALOGS**

**TILLALLA INC.**

Box 484 Dept. G-12-71
New York, N.Y. 10021

**POCKET CALCULATOR**

Metal machine fits in the palm of the hand and is light in weight to be carried to supermarket, department or furniture store, lumber dealer. Great for adding, subtracting and multiplying costs, yardage. Instructions included. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**FANCY FEET**

Pretty posies on your toe tip! Soft shoes to go gaily with your holiday and at-home costumes whatever the color. Hard leather soles and half inch heels in your choice of navy, red, hot pink, lime, yellow, white or black leather. Sizes 5½-10, narrow or medium widths. $16 plus 90c post. Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. TK, Hingham, MA 02043.

**MARKED CARDS**

Deck of tricksters has tapered edges for sure touch selection. There is a variation in the back design that lets you distinguish any card held by opponents. Deck comes with complete instructions plus 21 different tricks. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #161. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**PRETTY PEDESTAL**

Unusually designed wooden curio case has two lights at top and bottom to display treasures to the best advantage. Shelves are glass. Antique white or gold finish, 55" h., 15" sq. $159.95 exp. coll. Catalogue of Victorian furniture, fabrics, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 Andover, Atlanta, GA 30327.

**FIDDLEBACK FLATWARE**

For traditional table settings—fiddleback antique coin silver design rightly reminiscent of early America. 50-piece satiny smooth service for eight includes eight dinner knives, eight dinner forks, eight salad forks, eight soup spoons, 16 teaspoons and two serving spoons. $19.95 ppd. Seth & Jed, Dept. G-12, Great Barrington, MA 01230.
LECEMBER, 1971

LET THERE BE A LIGHT

For emergency break glass! Smokers find puffs splen-didly thick in the lonesome cigarette slashed behind the window. A likely spot for any smoker or past-smoker you know (with a sense of hu-mor). How about one for your party room? $1.98 plus 30c post from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

You'll find out soon enough with "The Record of my Ancestry," an entry book with space for nine generations of family and relations (72 genealogical lines). See-through windows show personal history at a glance. Directions included. $15 in cloth, $20 in Fabricoid, $30 in leather. Ppd. Fred-eric S. Bailey, HG19, Box 17, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167.

CRITTERS-REJECTS

"Animals Nobody Loves" is a book by Ronald Rood, the naturalist, in defense of such unloved crea-tures as fleas, spiders, vultures, wolves, rats and bats. Mr. Rood also wrote "The Loon in My Bathtub." 215 pages in hard cover with pictures. $6.95 plus 35c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 6651 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, VA 22042.

MONOGRAM MARKS IT

Handsomely engraved two- or three-letter monogram is 24k gold-plated brass and quite ele-gant enough to use as a book mark in DeBrett's Peerage! Mark-er will be happy making a copy of Agatha Christie's latest or one's Latin assignment, too. Two inches high. $2 ea. Specify initials. Ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South St., Dundee, IL 60118.

NO MORE SUDS

In the eyes, that is? Foam sponge shower goggies with clear plastic lenses permit shower takers to watch while eyes are protected from both water and soap. A self-adjusting elastic strap secures goggies so one size fits all comfortably. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
Perfect Gift — Use it anywhere — Ideal for Power Failures

Your new 1-2-SEE Convertible Lamp is actually two lamps in ONE. Place it on a table, stand, or simply press the stem a half turn and hang it on the wall. Converts from regular plug-in lamp to battery power, just by pushing a button. Ideal for foilios, mobile home, office or porch.

This handsome, high quality lamp is O.K. Approved, and makes a perfect gift. See your local lamp dealer or order by mail. Model 720 (battery not included) $18.95. Model 720 B (includes 6 volt battery) $22.95. Another Quality PAULIN Product

ELEGANT SIMPLICITY

The EXCITING NEW “natural” look of Crystal and Cork for today’s Kitchen. These air-tight seal jars with their ELEGANT SIMPLICITY permit the beauty of food to show through. Can be used for 101” different foods, from spaghetti to wine, cookies to dried beans, cereal, rice and many many more. 13” spaghetti jar $6.95 plus 95c post.

GRAHAM’S OF FLORIDA
3273 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY HG-12
PORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33308
Send for Free catalog

PIXIE RAIN HAT

Keep your hair dry, unwrinkled, your makeup fresh with this charming bonnet. White brocade vinyl folds flat for pocket, purse, pops on in a jiffy. One size fits all. $2.00 ppd.

SLEEP CAP

Look pretty, hold your hair-set in place comfortably while you sleep. Pre-shaped not to slip, slide off or flatten hair. Ends press together to fit all head sizes. Washable mesh $3.00 ppd.

KEEP-SET

Desert House, Placentia, Calif. 92870

JUICY PACKAGE

Seedless navel oranges and large Indian River grapefruit both loaded with rich juice come packed with a box of coconut patties. One quarter bushel, $7.75; 1/2 bu., $8.85; 1 bu., $9.95; 3/4 bu., $12.75. Ppd. What a sunshine treat for wintry days. Poinsettia Groves, HG12, Box 1388 E, Vero Beach, FL 32960.

BELLE FOR ALL TABLES

Who can resist a little table bell of pure white Limoges porcelain painted with charmingly drawn bees, beetles and butterflies in delicate colors. The ring atop the bell is touched with gold. 3” high. Truly a treasure for a collection of bells. $8.95 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

CHARMS ‘N TREASURES

Looking through the 160-page color catalogue with 8500 items took us well over an hour and every minute was fascinating. There are charms galore, including state seals, college emblems, zodiac symbols, religious, holiday and special occasions. Pins, necklaces, bracelets, too. $1 ppd. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, NY 10013.

BANISH DRIPS

If the annoying (and wasteful) drip-drip of leaky faucets has you at wit’s end, save your sanity and water, too, with ball sealers. Replace old washer-drop with these nifty neoprene balls. That’s all! Grease or oil won’t faze them. Set of 12 in assorted sizes, 79c plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CHAOS COORDINATOR

On any busy day at home or office when telephone messages and memos are flying around this handsome revolving cork desk organizer is a godsend. With memo paper, stick pins and pencil. It’s 4” square, stands 6 1/2” high on a nickel finish base. $6.95 plus 35c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SEE-EASY THERMOMETER

Winter’s in the air; you need to know the temperature. See through thermometer sticks outside a window and lets you size up the season in a wink. Even youngsters can read the exact degrees. 3”” by 2 1/2”, $1.79 plus 20c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
SHOPPING AROUND

MARK OF REVERENCE
The famous praying hands are now made into a lovely book mark in gold color with the hands mounted in makebelieve mother of pearl. A thoughtful Christmas extra gift for boy or girl. Put it in his stocking. 2¼" high and just $1 p.p.d. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SWEET STEPPERS
Tread lightly, softly and in complete comfort in white garment leather flats. Foam rubber lined, ribbed rubber soles. Great for nurses and hospital volunteers. 4A/6-12, 3A/5½-12, 2A and A/5-12, B/3-12, C/4-11, D/5-10. $17 plus 75c post. Add $1 for sizes over 10. Free catalogue. Naturalizer Shoes, HG12, Box 187, Lombard, IL 60148.

VIEW FINDER
Smudges wipe clear in a jiffy and glasses sparkle all day with just one application of magic cleaner. Handy pocket vial of sturdy plastic has applicator, gives hundreds of cleanings. Just dab on and wipe with tissue or handkerchief. Helps prevent fogging. $1 p.p.d. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FOOT WARMERS
Style by the fireside! Toasty toes are yours when you bask by the hearth in these soft suede slippers. Cuffed with cozy matching acrylic shearing to warm the tops of your feet too. Choice of beige, fern green, sapphire blue or gold. Full sizes 8 to 13, $10 ppd. Free catalogue. Shoecraft, Inc., HG12, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017.

HAVE A HAPPY!
"Have a Nice Day." What a cheery way to beat the doldrums and bring a spot of happiness into someone's life. A merry mite smiles from a plaque for a little smile from a plaque for a little one application of magic cleaner. Handy pocket vial of sturdy plastic has applicator, gives hundreds of cleanings. Just dab on and wipe with tissue or handkerchief. Helps prevent fogging. $1 ppd. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105.

LIKE THE REAL THING
Vega is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women on request. Vega Co., HG12, Box 465, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10019.
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Vitamin E
applied directly to the skin

Formula E
does wonders for:

- Wrinkles
- Stretch marks
- Facial lines & creases
- Dry, rough skin
- Surface scars, lines, wrinkles, creases, dry and rough areas
- Blemishes & eczema

"...After faithful application of Formula E, I am pleased to say that it has completely eliminated all visible signs of stretch marks, and has also immediately removed all scars resulting from blemishes." Mrs. W. M., Yonkers, N.Y.

"...I began to notice improvement almost immediately. Most of the lesions are gone and I find my skin is softer." Mrs. P. K., Roosevelt, N.J.

"...and in the short period of four weeks I have seen a fantastic transformation. Wrinkles seem to be disappearing. I have more natural color— in other words the clock is turning back." Miss E. M., N.Y.C.

You've been hearing and reading all about the incredible results doctors have been getting with Vitamin E. Pamphlets, magazine articles, even books have been written about its astounding properties. It's become one of the most precious ingredients of some of the finest cosmetics and facial creams on the market.

Introducing FORMULA E not a "cover-up" or just an "ingredient" but pure liquid Vitamin E for your skin. Unadulterated, uncut and absolutely natural, to give your skin 100% of its amazing benefits. 100% of its thrilling effectiveness. 100% of the incredible beauty-power locked in every precious drop. Therefore, only a few drops are needed. Formula E goes further, lasts longer, gives you better results than you ever dreamed possible from a fine beauty product. And best of all, it's nature's own gift, just waiting to be used. Not one drop, not one molecule is man made or manufactured.

You'll be interested to know that it takes 400 pounds of vegetables to produce the 11,000 units of Vitamin E contained in a single precious ½ oz. vial of our Formula E. Formula E is not a cream, not a lotion. It does not have to be massaged or applied in a complicated manner. Formula E is an essence of nature that has properties women have searched for all through the centuries.

Apply it to your problem areas: blemishes, stretch marks, surface scars, lines, wrinkles, creases, dry and rough areas.

Natural!
Undiluted! 11,000 units of Vitamin E
Top potency for top results!

You'll be amazed. Watch for results. Money back if you're not pleased. Why does Vitamin E work? First noted in 1922 and designated as a Vitamin in 1924, it had to wait for forty years to gain its rightful recognition as one of nature's most effective anti-oxidants. Its beneficial properties reduce your tissues' and cells' "hunger" for oxygen and conserve their precious oxygen supply. But don't take anybody's word for it. You have to experience the thrill of a clear, glowing skin yourself to know what Vitamin E can do. Formula E is not sold in stores and is exclusively available only through Naturalon Ltd., with unconditional money back guarantee. Try it and watch yourself become lovelier every day.

Guaranteed: To be pure Alpha Tocopherol (Vitamin E).
No mixed tocopherol (Beta, Delta, Gamma, Zeta).
Not water dispersible. Oil base only.
No wheat germ oil filler.

Naturalon Ltd., Dept. HG-1
509 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

Please rush me Formula E skin care
( ) ½ oz. vial $7.95
( ) Special double-vial offer $14.95
I understand that if I am not completely satisfied within 15 days, my money will be refunded unconditionally.
Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of $...

Name
Address
City
State Zip

No C.O.D.'s. N.Y.S. residents add 5% sales tax.
Crystal Salad Bowls

Superbly thin-blown bowls show off color-
ful salads, pretty desserts, fresh fruits or ice cream... even do duty as finger bowls
with a leaf of lemon verbena. Graceful
enough for the most distinguished dinner
cereal. If you're short of shelf space, you'll
like the way they stack neatly. Set of 4;
Superbly thin-blown bowls show off color-
Crystal Salad Bowls

hand blown, from Portugal...

7427       1 Set. $5.00. 2 Sets. $9.85 ppd.

Please, your zip code is required.

Developed, Evaston, Ill. 60204

---VIBRATOMIC

MASSAGE PILLOW

Helps relieve tension, minor muscular pain
and helps increase circulation.

Know the benefit of delightful and gentle massage among such
one to another. The gentle touch is a help, relax
and relieve your pain too. Help to shift into a tranquil
kind of rest, of you are in a steady need of your Muscle
Pleasure. The pillow, wrapped in a theater, is
made of Montex, the best non-flattening material
ever invented, and fills the pillow, audience and regular
pressure—direction, manipulation. Made of non-allergic
mechanical foam, with top supplied, mended material

SWEDISH HEALTH PRODUCTS

Dept. HG, 72-13 35th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11372

Say it with

SOAP

With this unusual gift certificate, Friends will
remember you all year long when they receive
each month a different kind of first quality
lavender bath soap from around the world.
Offer them a celebration of life: the vitality of
Pine scented Norwegian Saunas, the freshness
of Swiss mountain herbs, the fragrance of ori-
tental jasmine, the perfume of a French rose.
These and more bathing pleasures your friends
and relatives will enjoy all year long through
this unique gift idea. Your gift will present
a festival of natural, healthful soaps

CELEBRATION ENTERPRISES

P.O. Box 31, N. Chelmsford, Mass. 01863
Top quality American Bath soaps also
forwarded monthly—$12.95.
We in turn will send you a confirmation, send
your friends a certificate, and then forward
your bath size gift for each of the next 12 months.
Please ask for our catalogue of soaps.

(4) Unlimited aid from friends.
(b) Beware of a jealous man.
(c) Expect a favorable change.
(d) Money is on the way.

The Answer is (c)

A new 64p. book, Your Destiny
in 36 Cards, shows you the simple
methods used by psychics to pre-
dict the future. Learn how to
read ordinary cards, and you will
learn about the future—NOW!
Order now for immediate
shipment of your book. Send
$1.00 to: TAROT BOOKS,
BOX 42124, Atlanta, Ga.
30311. Satisfaction or refund.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT

This might be the perfect way
to save for that proverbial rainy
day. It's a knitted sock with a
change purse clasp attached
to the top. The sock is long enough
to hold a trove of cash plus lots
of loose change. $1.98 plus 20c
post. Order from Anthony Enter-
prises, HG12, 585 Market St.,
San Francisco, CA 94105.

GLEAMING GLASS

To enhance a window or white
curtains with stained glass hangings.
Actually, each one is a full color
transparency of a famous church
window in Salzburg, Vienna, or
Innsbruck. Superbly set between
two rectangles of glass with hand
lead painted borders and frames. 5" by
7" with sturdy hanging chains.
$1.98 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412,
Evaston, Ill. 60204.

SUPER SOURDOUGH

Any San Francisco fan knows the
joy of fresh, crispy sourdough bread. "Old Fashioned San
Francisco Sourdough Starter" shares the
secrets—ingredients, recipes, directions.
Make this specialty your own with delectable breads,
rolls and waffles. $1.98 plus 15c
post. from Anthony Enterprises,
HG12, 585 Market St., San Fran-
cisco, CA 94105.

SNUG AS A BUG

Fleecy-lined storm boots skirt
over icy streets and snowy roads
and keep the wearer's feet won-
derfully warm. Crépe soles,
sueded uppers with Dynel moul-
ton and genuine leather trim.
Wear with heels or flats. State
shoe size. Brown or black in sizes
4 to 10. $21 plus 90c post. Free
catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. XJ,
Hingham, MA 02043.

THROW-AWAY BIKINI

If lingerie-washing's one bugaboo
you can do without, try these dan-
dy disposable panties. Great for
traveler's—or any on-the-go lass
who hates to labor over basin.
Bikini-styled in blue and pink.
One size fits all. A unique bon
voyage gift! Only $1.29 for five.
Add 15c post. Anthony Enter-
prises, HG12, 585 Market St.,
San Francisco, CA 94105.

LUSH VIOLETS

Rich cluster of African violets
is already done in needlepoint.
The tones are violet, gold, green
and brown. Choose ivory or pink
for the background to be worked
on 13" by 18" canvas for a pillow
foam, handbag, footstool or pic-
ture. $6.95 plus 55c post. Add
$3.50 for ivory or pink back-
ground yarn. The Stitchery, HG12.
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.
CENTURY OF LIGHT
Night light stays soft and cool and is said to last for one hundred years. Plug it into wall socket in cellar, garage or dim area and forget it. Continuous operation costs only 2¢ a week. Splendid safety for older folks.

$1.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SLIM SPLENDOR
Shoes of real elegance with a continental flavor; they’re fit for a princess with the royal fleur-de-lis motif embroidered on the tongue. Black or brown satin kid, 2” heel, 5 and 4A widths, 6-13, 3A, 2A, A and B widths 9½-13. $35 plus $1 post. Free catalogue. Mooney & Gilbert, HG12, 31 W. 57th St., New York, NY 10019.

WICKER LAMP
Jaunty lamp has three-way switch; comes in white, black, gold, light or royal blue, avocado, lime, Kelly, red, raspberry, orange, hot pink, light pink, brown, mustard, yellow, purple, turquoise or lilac. 26” h. $39.47 ppd. Deduct 10% for natural wicker. 62-page catalogue and color chart, $1. Joan C. Luchs, HG12, 8010 Old York Rd., Elkins Park, PA 19117.

SIX PENDANTS IN ONE
An elegant pendant that comes with six genuine stones of different colors to make a quick change for contrasting or matching any costume. Antique filigree setting in 14k gold, $80 ppd. Also ladies’ ring or men’s ring or cufflinks. Free catalogue and ring size card. ChangaStone Corp., HG12, Box 55, Wykagyl Sta., New Rochelle, NY 10804.

SHOPPING AROUND

THE $5.95 FACE LIFT

Amazing secret lift smooths out wrinkles, crow's feet, sagging and crepey skin the moment you put it in place

NOT A CREAM! NOT A COVERUP! NOT A TREATMENT!

Now the closely guarded secret of Hollywood stars is out. The instant face lift that helps smooth away ugly lines, sagging skin and revealing wrinkles around your face, neck and chin—without surgery—is yours for only $5.95. Many Hollywood stars who are 40, 50, 60 and look "forever young" use this wonderful safe little device. Invented by a Hollywood makeup genius it’s guaranteed to make you look younger instantly. Easy and natural to use, you can put it in place in the privacy of your own home. No one—not even your doctor can discover it.

DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN ACHIEVE "FOREVER YOUNG" RESULTS

Movie stars and tv personalities know their face is their fortune. Mark Traynor, master Hollywood makeup artist, created the Traynor Lift for closeup shots, personal appearance and tv shows where the camera magnifies even the tiniest wrinkle, sags and tell-tale age lines. The Traynor Lift causes wrinkles and sags to literally disappear. Now you too can benefit and achieve the same amazing "new youth" results so vital to motion picture and tv stars—now for the first time available to you, simply by mailing the coupon below.

The Secret of the Traynor Lift.

Revealing lines around your neck, chin and mouth are caused by facial muscles that weaken to the tug of gravity. The Traynor Lift wins the battle against gravity. It works on the same principle as face lifting surgery without surgery. Lifts and supports to give you a real face lift. Your beauty kit includes hidden attachments that slip on easily...create a gentle tension on the areas you want to smooth out. Not a treatment, instead you simply set the lifts to hidden locations behind your ear concealed under your hairdo. No one knows you’re wearing it. Safe, natural, comfortable—you’ll quickly forget it’s on. Wear it wherever and whenever you wish and expect compliments on your new young look.

Make this no-risk close-up test.

Everyone must notice the dramatic new you or it costs you nothing. Possibilities for an exciting new life, admiring glances, new fun and enjoyment are endless. If you don’t receive instant compliments, see amazed faces, and receive the thrill of your life...if they don’t ask what exciting miracle happened to you, what wonderful change took place—then this little test will have cost you nothing. Simply return the Traynor Lift and your purchase price will be refunded in full no questions asked.

FAMOUS BEAUTY SALONS CHARGE UP TO $25

"An old movie studio trick is finding its way into beauty salons."

"...as much as 20 years off a woman’s face."

"One Los Angeles musical comedy star said: I wear lifts for all singing engagements and any big party out here."

"The lifts...cost $25."

What Appreciative Users Say!

"I have been searching for this product for 2 years..."

"I wear the face lift each day..."

"I have been an instructor in cosmology for the past two years of Alfred State College..."

What Appreciative Users Say!

Meet Mark Traynor, Famous Makeup Artist

You’ve read about his beauty creations in Vogue, Harpers Bazaar, Seventeen, Good Housekeeping and other national magazines. He’s appeared on the Johnny Carson show, Mike Douglas, David Frost, Merv Griffin and others. Renowned as a stylist and makeup artist to many famous stars, his famous Traynor Lift is used to bring a new young look to many famous personalities.

REPRINTED FROM LEADING N.Y. NEWSPAPER

Dear Mr. Traynor

I’ve given the secret of my young face to all of my friends:"  

Mrs. C. D., St. Petersburg, Fla.

"I have been searching for this product for 2 years..."

"I have been an instructor in cosmology for the past two years of Alfred State College..."

THE $5.95 FACE LIFT

Now for the First Time—Available to American Women

WORLD GIFT SHOP

606 Post Road • Westport, Conn. 06880

Please send me the Mark Traynor Face Lift for just $5.95 on full money back guarantee if I am not thrilled and delighted. Please add $0.50 postage and handling with each order. Enclosed is ________________

ADDRESS

CITY _ STATE ZIP

SAVE $2.45—Order two face lifts for $10.95

Extra sets are perfect to help neck, chin and other facial areas.
**Picture... "COUNTRY CHARM" EARLY AMERICAN APPLIANCES...and You!**

**AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RANGE...**

...authentic CAST IRON reproduction from original patterns. Combined with the Early American charm of this handsome antique is the convenience of fully automatic oven and burner controls, and an easy-care porcelain top. Coffee mill uniquely houses clock, oven timer and minute minder. Fits modern range space. Prices start at $435.00, plus freight charges.

**CAST IRON WALL OVEN...**

Front is CAST IRON with handsome door conceals all controls, clock and door models. Prices begin at $267.50, plus freight charges.

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE within 10 days.** You take no risk!

**FREE "Country Charm" Appliance Folder Upon Request.**

**BOO T-EZE**

P.O. Box 477, St. Louis, Mo. 63166

**EASY DOES IT**

Save those expensive fashion boots! Handy BOOT-EZE allow boots to air dry while self-adjusting spring action gently supports boot leg, makes polishing and storing easy. BOOT-EZE slip in and out easily with simple tip control. Extra length accommodates ankle-to-toe over-the-knee styles for men, women, children. Ideal gift. Only $3.19 pri., $6.00, 2 pr.; $8 70, 4 pr. Send Check or M.O. NO COD's please

**DOG WASTE GONE with DOGGIE DOOLEY®**

ONLY $8 PER CARAT
FINE CUT • 58 FACETS
PURE WHITE • FLAWLESS

STRONGITE is a remarkable, hard and brilliant synthetic stone—the most convincing laboratory-made product, at a fraction of the cost of a diamond. STRONGITE'S amazing hardness enables us to offer you an UNCONDITIONAL LIFE TIME GUARANTEE in writing against scratching, chipping or loss of brilliance. Available in every popular gem shape, up to 20 carat diamond size, and larger. Write for FREE BROCHURE showing wide variety of settings for men and women.

**THE STRONGITE CO.**
Dept. 96, 2 W. 47 St. • New York, N.Y. 10036

**TV SOUND CONTROL**

Curl up in bed or that easy chair, watch “the tube” and click off the sound when you feel like some silence. TV control unit operates up to 20 feet from set. Stops the sound when phone rings, commercials begin or the baby cries. $2.98 plus 30c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, S85 Market St., San Francisco, Ca 94105.

**TUNEFUL WALNUT**

Satiny smooth polished walnut boxes are tuneful delights. The smaller box, 5¾” by 3½” by 2¼”, has 36 notes and plays “The Last Waltz” and “Spanish Eyes”, $45; the larger one, 6” by 4” by 2¾”, has 50 notes and plays “Hawaiian Wedding Song” and “Tiny Bubbles”, $68. Pd. Hildegarde’s, HG12, 897 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

**NUTS FOR GOLF**

Anyone who’s nutty for golf likes this gag award almost as well as a hole in one. Masonite back brown shield bearing a golf ball on a green and a variety of real live nuts from a pistachio to the steel variety. You pen in name. 6¾” by 5½” w. $1.98 plus 30c post. Specify #530. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Ca 94105.

**GRANDMOTHER’S BEST**

“Honeycomb” spread in all white washable cotton or green, yellow, rose, brown, avocado, colonial red, indigo, delft or light blue, all on white. Doubles including fringe, 9¾” by 11½”, or single, 8½” by 11”, $50. King, with seam under pillow, 120” by 120”, $90. Pd. Catalogue, 25c. Virginia Goodwin, HG12, Dilworth Sta., Charlotte, NC 28203.

**CLEAN CRISP PINE**

Just right in size and surprisingly suited to almost every room in the house. Hepplewhite style in strongly grained pine by country cabinet makers. Honey or antique pine, maple or walnut finish. Antique brass hardware. 29” h., 34” w., 17¾” d. Finished, $69.95, kit, $49.95. Exp. chgs. coll. Yield House, HG12, North Conway, NH 03860.**
Milk Can Cookie Tin

Tin is rustproof stainless steel and what better for keeping cookies in perfect condition? Copy of any old milk can with "Cookies" embossed on the front 3/4" by 9" holds 3 qts. Why not fill one with your home baked beauty and give it for a special Xmas gift? $2.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

Replacement Hood

Bonnet for portable hair dryers become tired so quickly, and replacements are hard to find. Wildflower pattern hood fits all table model dryers, attaches with a clamp and a turn of the hose. A new hood increases the dryer's life, too. $2.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Handmade Planter

It took centuries to develop the skills needed to make this stunning planter. Loving hands have crafted each exquisite detail, so that no two look alike. 6 1/4", 3 1/4" h.—amply sized for most house plants. In copper, $5.95, brass, $6.50. Add 50c postage. Baxwood Crafters, Dept. PHG-12, 1171 Commercial Dr., Lexington, KY 40505.

Closet Clutter-Freer

If there's a crush in your closet (and your clothes show it), organize the disorder with brass-plated steel hanger aids. They bend to fit all rods. Set of six spaces 36 hangers, covers 18" Smoothly scalloped without sharp edges. Save on cleaning and ironing. $1.99 ppd. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

Go-Go Pedals

Traffic becomes less traumatic with funky far-out car pedals. A giant bare foot clamps tightly on the accelerator, while a small foot fits the dimmer switch. Colorful cast aluminum for all cars. Large foot, 8 1/2". $4.98 the set. Add 50c handling and order from Henry R. Smith Studios, Dept. HGD1, 39 Crestline, Wayne, PA 19087.

1000 Name & Address Labels $1

Finest quality name & address labels handsonically printed. 1000 for $1.00. Red, White & Blue American Flag Labels Deluxe quality 2½ x 1"—$3.00 for $2.00. Your personalized Horoscope Labels—Give name & address & Zodiac Sign for birthdate—$3.00 for $1.50. Gold Labels 250 with 125 Initials set $3.00. QUIK-STIK Self-Adhesive Labels 500 for $2.00. Deluxe size 2½ x 1½" 300 for $2.50. Inc. 10c postage & 5% Ca. Tax. Write for money raising plan. Free Gift Catalogue.

Handy Labels

811 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230

Shopping Around

Bird 'n Nest Ornaments

"Happiness and good fortune come to those whose Christmas tree shelters a bird's nest in its branches," the legend goes. So here's our colorful little bird with a real feather tail and gold en nest, all ready to be clipped onto YOUR tree. Clever package trim or with gift money for a nest egg! Delightfully handmade, about 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" high overall.

Order No. 8066 $2.50, 2 for $4.85 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

Downs

DEPT. 412-T

Evanston, Ill. 60204

Jolly Jotfolder

to personalize or not—legal sized, lined pads in faded blue, brown, yellow in unbleached muslin cover with leather monogram strip. Jotfolder with 4 pads (50 sheets each), monogrammed cover: smaller (5x8"), 6.00; larger (8x12"), 10.00. With pads monogrammed or with name: smaller, 14.00; larger, 20.00. Refills, 4 for 5.00 A jolly gift! Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. Print name clearly, and specify colors in order of preference. Ours alone, in Stationery, at all Lord & Taylor stores

Space Saving Wizard

puts a towel rack behind doors. Hangs from standard flush door or can be permanently attached to door or wall to add 5 towel bars. Extends 3" from door, 30½" high by 17" wide. Danish nickel (SDTR-1N) or brass plate (SDTR-1B). Easily installed. $12.45 ppd.

St Nicholas Boutiques

Santa Claus, Indiana 47270

beautiful lamp with goldtone figure of your favorite sport or pet

Walnut Finsh base—overall height 17"

All Popular Figures available in stock. Available with 5" or 7" High only $14.95 Complete with engraved name of pet (both names engraved). Order Will be shipped at warehouse. Any 3 for $2.95. Add 50c postage with pet figures available. Any 2 lamps for only $27.95. Wheelchair figure guaranteed for seven years. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for information and price list.


Handicrafts guaranteed for seven years. Satisfaction guaranteed. Free catalog eagerly awaited... Send 50c. No COD's—Check or M.O. in advance.

Kwash Delivery Guaranteed

Send Check or Money order for $5.00 to: STERLING TROPHIES, INC. 401 Main St., Catskill, N.Y. 12414

Please send me lamp with the following:

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Enclosed is check or money order for $
SHOPPING AROUND

STOCKING STICKER
Sagging stockings, straying shoulder straps stay neatly in place with roll-on liquid body adhesive that works wonders yet washes off in water. Roll on skin, and press garment into place. Great for men's socks, too. 2-oz. bottle, $2.98 plus 15¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SUPER STACKER
Heavy duty rack holds a half cord of wood neatly stacked and ready for the fireplace. Matte black wrought iron rack folds flat for storage. 4" by 4" by 14" deep. Keep the wood in the cellar, on the porch or a corner by a door near the hearth. Holds up to 1500 lbs. $29.98 plus $2.75 post. Harriet Carter, Dept. 6316, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

PRETTY YOUR PURSE
Color coordinate your handbag while you organize it as well. Thai silk purse accessories make any bag elegant and orderly. Hand-made glasses, key and cigarette case in blue, pink or gold print. Cleaning instructions included. All three pieces are $11.95 ppd. and delivery is immediate. Write The Dynasty, Dept. DE 121, 3203 Bader Ave., Cleveland, OH 44109.

19TH HOLE PICK-UP
Great set-up for a favorite foursome—four hollow balls, four tees plus an extra. Each ball is hollow and holds an ounce and a half of a pick-me-up to make the golf game blazing even before the famous 19th hole. $1.98 plus 20¢ postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CHART YOUR PAST
If your ancestry intrigues you at all you will find this ancestral chart a fascinating task and the finished product on heirloom parchment a valuable possession. Perfect for framing, it's a treasure to pass on to the children. 24" by 18". $2.50 plus 30¢ post. Three for $6 plus 50¢ post. Formco, HG12, Box 3828- CB, Long Beach, CA 90803.

LIMOGES FOR SEWERS
With the home sewing boom in bloom, a fine Limoges thimble and pedestal pin cushion for any and all needlers. Pastel flowers delicately hand-painted on white French china. Red velvet cushion has braided ribbon trim. Cushion is a petite 2" high. Thimble, $3.50; cushion, $6. Ppd. Two delicate delights from Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.
SHOPPING AROUND

TAPE CAROUSEL
Super Susan holds tapes in 12 inches. Hand-crafted pine finished in honey tone, antiqued, maple or walnut. Swivels, portable and comes finished or in kit. 4" Cartridges; 22" h. by 10½" sq., $18.50; Kit, $12.50. Cassettes, 7½" by 4"; 16½" h. by 8½" sq., $17.95; Kit, $12.35. Add 80c West of Miss. Yield House, HG12, 125 Somerset St., N. Plainfield, NJ 07060.

TREASURE OF THE ANDES
Wall hanging depicting a dari brown figure of a flute player against an off-white ground it is native to the mountains. 24" by 36", $18.50 plus $1 post. Lewis Import Mart, HG12, 125 Somer set St., N. Plainfield, NJ 07060.

KEYED FOR KEEPS
Sterling silver for the keeper of keys, hunted down in town for Christmas. Dangling dandy of the old-fashioned split-ring variety, a tastefully monogrammed silver disc (shown), $6 or heart, $8 distinguishes its purpose. Ppd. Underline last initial; allow two weeks delivery. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 6651 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, VA 22042.

THROW IN THE TOWEL
It’s debatable if crying actually helps anyone’s golf game, but if you must, use a colorful towel to dry those crocodile tears. Gay red, orange or blue with transparent glass. Great looking and you can see at once when to refill. Mill’s fine mechanism adjustable for different grinds. $8.95 set ppd. Add 50c post. W. of Miss. Seth & Jed, HG12, Gt. Barrington, MA 01230.

THE Odoless CAT TOILET

SAFETY FIRST
SADDLE SEAT
Kids practically beg to be toilet-trained with this clever seat. Trimmed with gay western motif, it has attached, adjustable stirrups for extra appeal. Of durable, high-impact, washable plastic. Adjustable clamp to fit any size toilet securely. $3.98 + 95c hdlg.

MATTERHORN HAT

THREE, DISTINCTIVE-
NECKLACES FROM JERUSALEM
4 Stunning, antique-looking, hand-crafted necklaces direct from Jerusalem.
A. Meaningful friendship chain—Bell-shaped, filigree tassels encrusted with turquoise or coral.
B. Globe-shaped, open work medallion set with turquoise and featuring delicate, dangling chains and balls.
C. Oblong medallion with coral at either end. Turquoise stones.
D. Elongated medallion featuring antique, engraved coins. Set with coral. All chains available in either gold or silver. Gift-wrapped. Priced at $7.95 each, postage paid. Send cash, check or money order to BARBARA BAXTER GIFTS P.O. Box 831, Arcadia, California 91006.

MEN’S RELAXIN’ SLIPPERS
Heavy-duty red deerskin suede with thermal knit lining . . . warm, snug in sub-zero weather. Men’s sizes: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. $10.00 (add 35c handling charge).

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49501

FREE CATALOG
DEER SKIN TRADING POST
P.O. Box 151, Arcadia, California 91006

FREE CATALOG
JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
113 MADISON AVE., P.O. BOX 195
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101
SAFE AND EASY
Ironing board holder hangs over door or mounts on wall in your ironing area. Board’s stand slips over two hooks out of the way. Prevents cupboard tangle and accidents, yet ironing board is always handy. $1.49 plus 25c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

CARS 1895 TO 1930
Once the guys in the family open the “Wonderful World of Automobiles” on Christmas morning, the day is made! 288 page, 8½” by 11” catalogue is crammed with quaint motor buggies, illustrations of horns, goggles, tools plus cartoons and ads. $5.95 plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, Dept. 6320, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

A WORK OF WISDOM
Ten enchanting little owls ready for stitching on a knife edge pillow in moments you need a little serenity. Kit includes stamped silk/rayon pillow, back, crewel wools—yellow, red, pink, turquoise, lavender, green, blue, orange, black, zipper, needle. 12” by 16”, $6.35 ppd. Stitching Studio, HG12, 2 Bridge St., Plattsburg, NY 12901.

ZIP ZIP HURRAY
If you’ve ever suffered from stubbom zippers that just won’t zip—take heart. Now there’s a pull that’s not only practical, it’s gold-plated and pretty as can be. Adds an extra 18” of length—saves you immeasurable strain. Close and open zips with ease. $1.25 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

GREAT GOBELINS
You know Gobelin tapestries as museum pieces. Imagine them miniaturized and just the right size for special wall hangings. These are 10” by 11¾”, hand-bound and fitted with a rod ready to hang in all their handwoven beauty, copied to a turn in soft colors by Belgian artists. $15 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, IL 60204.

ENTER IN PEACE
Handsome brass-finished door knocker cast in the form of the peace symbol is 4” in diameter. It’s a beauty and so appropriate at Christmas and always. Knocker is both rust and corrosion proof; comes with two screws. We’ve put it on our Christmas list. $3.95 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Suburbia, Dept. 308, 366 Waccouta, St. Paul, MN 55101.
SHOPPING AROUND

TRUMAN MEMORIAL

For the Truman devotees or Wedgwood collectors, a must!

Created exclusively for The Jones Store, by Wedgwood, the Harry S. Truman commemorative coffee set is in the traditional blue and white Jasper with raised silhouette and laurel border. 4½" dia. Base; $81.50, 24"; $92, 30"; $106.50, 36"; $115, 42"; $185, 48"; $223, 54"; $257, 60". Base only for tops to 36", $48; to 60" by 36" rectangle, $75. All 30" h. Add $30 for white, pumpkin or yellow. Ppd. The Woodshed, HG12, 315 Sunrise Hwy., Lynbrook, NY 11563.

GOLFERS GERONIMO

If most of your golf balls seem to land in the rough—forever—try parachute balls. They sail down in the rough—forever—try parachute balls. They sail down a colorful mini-parachute. Delightful spoof for a mid-winter vacation in some nice-to-golf-in spot. Three for $1.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

LOOK LIKE A GODDESS

Diana is noted for her arch-ery, and so is the Diana shoe. Hence good looks plus perfect fit. Baby calf: black, gray, white, filly brown, malt with chocolate, bone with malt, navy with light blue. For widths AAAA to EE 2½ to 10, $21.95; 10½ to 12, $22.95. Add 75c post. Free catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG12, 45 Winter St., Boston, MA 02108.

GOOFY GOLF PLAQUE

Now you can be "World's Greatest golfer" without being your club’s champ. Send away for Anthony’s goofy plaque. Brown masonite is 6½” h. by 5½” w. and bears half a golf ball and gold letters. Lots of room for the "champ’s" name—you pen it in. Order #527 for $1.98 plus 30c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS, breathtaking patterns from time immemorial, that blend so perfectly with modern decor, Captivate the romanticism of the alluring East into your living room, dining room, bedroom, foyer, den, office or showroom. Transform any ddrab area into a charmingly elegant setting. Exquisitely beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back of the rug, out of natural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have ever had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and cozy under your feet. Require very little maintenance. Hide all spots and stains. Guaranteed imported. AS LONG AS SUPPLY LASTS for the last time ever at these incredible prices: approx. 5' x 7' $29.95 ppd; all sizes approx. 34.95 ppd; 8' x 10' $49.95; 9' x 12' $59.95; 9' x 15' $89.95. But you must act now. Specify red, ivory, Wedgwood blue or green background. All orders received till Dec. 20th will be shipped before Christmas. Our 20th year of proven reliability, INTERNATIONAL RUG CO.

THE GIFT TREE

Box 55, Dept. HG12-1
Kensington, Md. 20795

MUSICAL JEWELRY

THE YEAR AROUND

A handsome seat for hearthside, den, top of stairs. Opens wide bench top, drop down front and there’s space for 100 albums in non-slip grooves. Doubles up, too, to store linens, blankets, books, just about anything. Both top & front close tightly with magnetic latches. 17¼H x 16D x 30W. Solid northern pine, with hand-agarbified finishes of bone, tone or maple, antique pine or walnut. $29.95. Kit. Ready to assemble & stain. $19.95. Both are Expto. Chgs. Col.

THE STERLING SILVER YO-YO

A new way to unwind for your favorite tycoon...it’s guaranteed to be the most unique gift you’ve ever given. Gift boxed, $10.00 plus 65c postage and handling.


Make your own Glögg and Coffee Liqueurs

THE YEAR AROUND!

These recipes will give you a drink with an aroma and taste I know you’ll enjoy! Glögg and 2 Coffee Liqueur recipes: $2.00. Glögg alone: $1.00. Send self addressed, stamped envelope to:

LJURE ENTERPRISES P.O. Box 11356, Tacoma, Wa. 98411
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THE STERLING SILVER YO-YO

A new way to unwind for your favorite tycoon...it’s guaranteed to be the most unique gift you’ve ever given. Gift boxed, $10.00 plus 65c postage and handling.

AUTOMOTIVE MOTIF
unique car prints of England's amous touring and racing cars take fine wall decoration. Hand-rigged in color on rich parch-ent paper: Rolls Royce "Silver ghost" 1913, Mercedes Sport-vaeton 1910, Rover Trophy Winner 1907, Mercor Racer 1909. $1.50 by 9". Four for $3.85 plus 15c postage. World Co., HG12, 2irst St., East Norwalk, CT 06855.

RIM TRIVETS
Straight out of Pennsylvania Dutchland come trivets of cast-rion and highly polished brass. They sport traditional tulips and hearts design with the center a hex symbol or any Gothic initial. 71/4" dia., plastic boots for the egs. $5.95 each; two for $11; three for $16.50. Ppd. Rainbow House. Dept. PHG-12, Box 18762, Oklahoma City, OK 73118.

RED. WHITE AND BLUE
Men proclaim their allegiance with an enamel lapel pin of our flag. Veterans and all proud Americans wear the handsome pin on business suits and sports jackets all across the land and on travels throughout the world. $1.98 plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SOUND SCREEN
Thousands use sound screen's "steady breeze in a pine forest" sound to mask unwanted outside noise for sleep, study, relaxation. The answer to urban noise pollution. Model 500 one speed adjustable, $28. Slightly adjustable, $28. Travel case, $5. Ppd. Write to Metropolitans Teletronics Corp., HG11, 325 Whittier Ave., Floral Park, NY 11001.

PROTECTION!
Non-allergenic foam fleece mask slips over mouth and nose to protect from sick room germs, sprays. One size fits all and is washable and reusable. Particularly good for paint spraying or any Gothic initial. Non-allergenic foam fleece mask

GLASS WARDROBE
A gracious show of initials makes "steady breeze in a pine forest" sound to mask unwanted outside noise for sleep, study, relaxation. A gracious show of initials makes any Gothic initial. 25" dia., plastic boots for the egs. $5.95 each; two for $11; three for $16.50. Ppd. Rainbow House, Dept. PHG-12, Box 18762, Oklahoma City, OK 73118.

SOUTHERN FARMHOUSE
P.O. Box 51 — Chattanooga, Tenn. 37401

MODERN DESK PHONE
With ringcr, fulk plug & cable
$14.95 Los fca f full plug & cable
Contemporary style to blend with decor. Just plug in and use with additional service charge.

CINDERELLA PHONE
With dial plug & rale
$29.95 Los fca dial plug & cable
Lightweight, beautiful, high-fashion style. Colors: white, beige, blue, pink, green. ( libre style (Buzzer, if needed, @ $10 addl.)

25FT. PHONE EXTENSION CORD
Make every phone reach to all parts of house. Easy to install. With 4-prong plug & jack... $2.95

Send $1 for catalog: full refund with 1st order.

Send $1 for catalog: full refund with 1st order.

SOLBY BAYES
45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108

WASTECAN TROLLEY
Now you see it, now you don't! This ingenius under cabinet trolley saves you a considerable amount of steps in kitchen—and hides that ugly kitchen catch-all to boot! It attaches easily to left or right hand cabinet &-door in minutes, detaches just as easily. Any size wastecan glides out to meet you as cabinet door opens, disappears like magic as door closes. Have wastecans wherever you need them, without offense. Great, too, in bathroom. Honey tone pine stain finish. 16"L 12"W. Nothing like it at any price! Just $6.50. Postpaid.

Send 25c for special 76-page catalog—Over 1,200 items friendly pine furniture, home accessories, great gifts for everyone.

TITANIA!
the most BRILLIANT JEWEL ON EARTH! see the Saturday Even-"new Post & Reader's DIGEST"
about this amazing MAN MADE MIRACLE!
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WOBBLY DOOR KNOBS?
Hold 'em tight with genuine Plastic Wood. Handles like putty, hardens like wood. You can plane, sandpaper, varnish or paint it. In walnut, oak, mahogany or natural. In tube and can.

3-IN-ONE PLASTIC WOOD

FAVORITE TOOLS RUINED?
You reach for a tool. But rust and tarnish got to it first. Protect your investment with 3-in-One Household Oil. After cleaning, a rubdown with 3-in-One will help keep your tools rust-free. Save yourself the expense of repair and replacement. Keep 3-in-One alongside your tools.

3-IN-ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL

There's more to do...
Give More
To Christmas Seals

Hot off the Press!
1972 CATALOG FROM NORTH AMERICA’S FAMOUS SEED SPECIALISTS
160 Pages Featuring
1300 Varieties of FLOWER & VEGETABLE SEED

The ultimate Gardener's Guide to the best European & Canadian strains - now available in U.S.A.
Catalogs will be limited to regular customers or to gardeners who request a Free copy. Loaded with professional advice! Avoid the Xmas rush.
SEND A POSTCARD FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

HYDROPONICS IS A SYSTEM FOR GROWING PLANTS WITHOUT SOIL IN A NUTRIENT SOLUTION WITH EXCELSIOR OR SIMILAR MATERIAL TO HOLD THE ROOTS. AS AN EXPERIMENTAL METHOD, IT CAUSED A FLURRY ABOUT TWENTY YEARS AGO, AND MANY GARDENERS TOYED WITH IT FOR A WHILE, THEN LOST INTEREST. HYDROCULTURE, INC. OF GLENDALE, ARIZ., NOT ONLY REMAINED INTERESTED BUT WENT ON TO DEVELOP HYDROPONICS INTO A WALLOPING COMMERCIAL SUCCESS. HYDROCULTURE'S MAGIC GARDEN COMPLEX NEAR GLENDALE PRODUCES TONS OF TOMATOES AND OTHER VEGETABLES EACH YEAR IN THE COMPLETELY CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT OF SPECIALY BUILT GREENHOUSES. AN OFFSHOOT OF THE PROCESS IS GROWING OAT AND BARLEY GRASS FOR CATTLE FEED. IN JUST ONE WEEK A USABLE CROP IS PRODUCED FROM SEED AND ALL GRASS EATERS FROM RACE HORSES TO RABBITS THRIVE ON IT. THE MAGIC GARDEN, OPEN TO VISITORS ALL YEAR, IS AT 10014 WEST GLENDALE AVE., GLENDALE, ARIZ., 85301.

HITCHING A RIDE ON A CHRISTMAS TREE is one of the pesky gypsy moth’s ways of spreading into new territory. The U.S. Department of Agriculture does what it can to stop this, but obviously it is impossible to inspect every one of the millions of trees sent to market each Christmas. So keep your own eye peeled when buying this year’s tree. It’s only the eggs of the gypsy moth that winter over and these are very easy to spot. They’re always found on the trunk or larger branches of an infested tree and look like brownish blobs of spun sugar, oval in shape and an inch or so long. Each cluster has about 300 or 400 eggs but you can scrape them off and burn them with no great amount of difficulty.

The Poinsettia Christmas Trees in the East Room of the White House (see page 69) were made by arranging pots of plants in full bloom on a framework like this one, left, designed by Henry Callahan of Saks Fifth Avenue. To get the effect of a single mass of top-to-bottom color some pots were laid on their sides, some placed upright, and others propped on wooden blocks at various angles. To show off your own poinsettias, you might make a plywood stand of the right dimensions. Or you could adapt a ready-made plant stand from your local garden supply shop.
A weed is how you look at it. If you’re highly conscious of man’s dependence on nature for his sustenance, you’ll look at weeds as food every bit as nourishing as garden vegetables and considerably more interesting. But knowing which weeds are good to eat and how to prepare them is beyond the scope of most of us, accustomed as we are to gathering our food in supermarkets. Berndt Berglund and Clare E. Bolsby have taken the trouble to find out what wild plants are good to eat and how to turn them into good eating. In The Edible Wild (Scribners, $7.95) the authors tell how to find and identify some forty common plants, how and when to gather them, and how to use them in a variety of ways. Each plant is clearly identified by means of a line drawing, and some of the recipes—bacon-coated purslane, for example—may make you decide you’ve been cultivating the wrong plants all these years.

Sometimes I’ll try orchids, thinks everyone who has ever grown a house plant. But sometime rarely comes, mostly because orchids have a reputation for being difficult. Actually very few orchids are as temperamental as people think. Some are as easy to grow as geraniums, and only a few need real pampering. All of this is explained in Orchids You Can Grow by Harry Britton Logan (Hawthorn, $12.95). Mr. Logan believes all orchids are growable and so takes up the genera one by one. He tells everything pertinent about their native homes and habits and goes on to show how their needs may be met in your own living room or greenhouse. To put you on your mettle, there is also a chapter on how their needs may be met as geraniums, and a few need real pampering. All this is explained in a few orchitis are as temperamental as their native homes and habits and goes on. To put you on your mettle, there is also a chapter on how their needs may be met as geraniums, and a few need real pampering. All this is explained in a few orchitis are as temperamental as their native homes and habits and goes on.

A grand picnic by the shore of Lake Tahoe on the California-Nevada border last August included a fashion show, champagne, and a raffle in which one of the prizes was an antique automobile. The party was arranged by The League to Save Lake Tahoe, a group of deeply concerned people who are determined to save the lake—one of the world’s great beauty spots—from further ravages of the real estate developments that have already gone a long way toward ruining it. It is too early to say for sure, but Lake Tahoe probably has been rescued, thanks to the League and its public-spirited, publicity-conscious efforts. People involved with conservation drives in other places can learn from the Lake Tahoe picnic that a good lively party is the best possible way to gain popular support and take in some highly necessary dollars.

Every family has a dabbler, who may or may not also be the family gardener. Dabbling in plant science can lead to improved ways of gardening or, with children, to the development of an abiding interest in growing things. So now, for anyone who likes to grow orchids or greenhouse, or who takes up the genera ane and asks. To put you on your mettle, there is also a chapter on how their needs may be met as geraniums, and a few need real pampering. All this is explained in a few orchitis are as temperamental as their native homes and habits and goes on.

A grand picnic by the shore of Lake Tahoe on the California-Nevada border last August included a fashion show, champagne, and a raffle in which one of the prizes was an antique automobile. The party was arranged by The League to Save Lake Tahoe, a group of deeply concerned people who are determined to save the lake—one of the world’s great beauty spots—from further ravages of the real estate developments that have already gone a long way toward ruining it. It is too early to say for sure, but Lake Tahoe probably has been rescued, thanks to the League and its public-spirited, publicity-conscious efforts. People involved with conservation drives in other places can learn from the Lake Tahoe picnic that a good lively party is the best possible way to gain popular support and take in some highly necessary dollars.

Every family has a dabbler, who may or may not also be the family gardener. Dabbling in plant science can lead to improved ways of gardening or, with children, to the development of an abiding interest in growing things. So now, for anyone who likes to do...
BEST IN BOOKLETS

Because House & Garden wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do all it can to see your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

EATING AND ENTERTAINING

1. GAELIC LIGHT CRYSTAL

Seven bold statements from Galway Crystal. Patterns are transitional in spirit, beautifully hand-worked, and especially well suited to contemporary table appointments.

2. THE CORDIAL TOUCH


3. KITCHEN MAGIC from Eko Housewares. 63-page, 4-color booklet contains recipes grouped according to the different pots, pans, kitchen tools, and gadgets in the solid aluminum Eko Line.

4. THE CIVILIZED BRUNCH can be simple, or elaborate, but always spirited with the "Smar- noff Brunch Book!" Full color, 160-page "how-to" guide-delicious recipes for all kinds of food and drinks—like "Oysters Supreme," and "Smar- noff Storm-cloud.

5. HEAVENLY FOSTORIA CRYSTAL is perfect as a gift, or an indulgence for yourself! Full-color booklet shows the full range of colors, as well as the sparkling clear crystal. Each pattern has the classic styling and quality embellishments of the finest craftsmanship.

6. SPIRITED IDEAS fill Fleischmann's "Mixer Manual." Recipes for every kind of liquor and occasion—from the classic Manhattan to the festive Milk Punch. Bartender secrets are also included in this four-color illustrated booklet.

7. SPRING PLANTING subjects are described in Wayside Gardens' 208-page full-color catalogue. Everything is included—from annuals to trees, $2.

8. TIPTOE THROUGH THE ROSES—and berries, and flow- ering trees, and exotic flowers. A whole yardful of color is illustrated in the new "Roses '72" Spring Catalogue from Jackson & Perkins Co.

9. A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO THE ART OF DECORATING. Nettle Creek's 64-page, full-color book is filled with ideas and techniques for decorating with fabrics, accessories, pillows—plus tips on how to coordinate window treatments, chairs, and headboards; how to measure for perfectly fitting bedspreads and draperies, $2.

10. "HOW TO MAKE YOUR WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL, VOL. III." New, larger edition of this Kirsch guide features window decorating ideas from top decorators. 120 pages include 135 color photographs of room settings plus easy-to-follow instructions for making curtains and draperies for windows of all kinds. $1

11. ECLECTIC TASTE? Bas- sett Furniture's new catalogue has hundreds of different styles—all beautifully crafted. 30 pages of full-color room settings, plus answers to decorating questions. 50c.

12. THE MOOD OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. You can have it for your home with braided rugs made in the materials and designs of 1790. Colorful booklet shows patterns.

13. THE EXTRAORDINARY BULB. Duro-Lite bulbs are the easy, inexpensive way to manage a mood, light up a party, solve a problem. Pamphlet offers dozens of suggestions for "creative bulb use," 25c.

14. INTERNATIONAL ZEST. Hammary Furniture's newest catalogue has quality interpretations of Spanish, French and Italian classics. Fabrics are unusual, use of veneering on the wood pieces lend the wood beautiful, 40 pages.

15. EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT CARPETS is packed into two great little booklets from the Carpet & Rug Institute. Booklet Number 1 offers an intelligent approach to texture, color, fiber, performance—with lots of four-color room settings. Booklet Number 2 is a complete carpet and rug care guide, 25c.

16. REFLECT YOUR OWN GOOD TASTE with a gracefully shaped mirror to enhance your surroundings. Carolina Mirror's 30-page, folder catalogue has lovely mirrors of every size, shape, and description, $1.

CHRISTMAS

17. THE GIFT OF MUSIC will warm the hearth and heart every day of the year! Colorful booklet of suggestions for "creative bulb use." 25c

18. CHRISTMAS TREE DEC- ORATIONS (over 300) to de- light collectors young and old. Flat and three dimensional wood- en creations handcrafted by Em- gee in a style similar to that of the craftsman of Old Europe. $1

19. FRUITCAKES! Your group or club can raise funds easily this holiday season with Benson's Old Home Fruit Cakes. Free sample slices make selling easy. Booklet gives details of high profit margins, plus bonus plan and Ben- son's Hotline staff to offer advice.

20. 1. MAGNIN CHRISTMAS BOOK. A selective collection of fashions, furs, jewelry, at-home wear, children's gifts, etc. In all the world, a gift from L. Magnin means the most. Colorful 72-page catalogue. $1

21. 22 IDEAS TO HELP YOU LIGHT UP FOR CHRIST- MAS! This year, why not let your whole house join in the Christmas festivities by decorating it inside and out with lights. Full-color book has ideas for centerpieces, outdoor displays, etc., using the colorful varieties of General Elec- tric Christmas lights. Merry Christmas!

ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS

December, 1971

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #12
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14
15  16  17  18  19  20  21

I enclose:

$________ for 25c for postage and handling of my request for booklets
$________ for booklets circled requiring payment
$________ is my total remittance

Offer expires 2/15/72

Name ______
Address ______
City ______ State ______ Zip #____

Print legibly, please!
At length, we tumbled eagerly we climbed aboard the launch over the side of the launch once we were all of us drunk and bv a Crown of Thorns starfish a circular area about the size of champagne as an intoxicant for their bodies spilling out of their shells in a crumpled pile of gold, and as 1 swam through a great branchied and spikv as a herd of barnacle-crusted treasure chests, were the giant clams, the soft parts of the colors coruscating as the creatures quivered and undulated.

When it was time for lunch, we climbed aboard the launch and sat eating and drinking automatically. We did not need the

CORKSCREW continued from page 36

A spicy British Wassail Bowl always creates a party spirit for Diana Kennedy: 2 teaspoons grated nutmeg 1 teaspoon ground mace 1/4 teaspoon ground ginger 6 whole cloves 1 teaspoon cinnamon 1 cup sugar 1 cup water 2 quarts medium sherry 6 egg yolks

Bring the spices, sugar, water, and 1/2 cup sherry to a boil in a small saucepan and boil 3 minutes. Beat the egg whites and yolks thoroughly, and slowly add 1 teacup of the hot sherry mixture, beating all the time. Add the remaining sherry gradually, then stir in the remaining hot mixture. Heat, serve very hot in a large bowl. Float apples on top. A punch that packs a punch is a mere sweeping motion will clean the remainder of most carpets.

ARGOSHEEN and this method have been used by 17 airlines and by leading hotels, restaurants and hospitals up to 17 years. Whether a cleaner is safe before using it; and how to avoid rapid resoiling. Also included are special instructions for cleaning some of the new carpets with severe soil-release problems.

ARGOSHEEN CARPET CLEANER dissolves the heaviest stains gently while the ARGOM 1 Rug Mop blots up the soil and deepest stains. A mere sweeping motion will clean the remainder of most carpets. Guaranteed harmless no matter how you use it. Guaranteed to delight you when used as we suggest. The life of your carpet can be multiplied by actually removing soil instead of scrubbing it into the base of the carpet. You'll also like ARGOSHEEN for cleaning upholstery (including the new suede) and drapes. Write for information including tests which allow you to prove to yourself that cleaners cannot mix with the soil and dry to a powdery which can be tampered away, how to prove whether a cleaner is safe before using it; and how to avoid rapid resoiling. Also included are special instructions for cleaning some of the new carpets with severe soil-release problems. ARGOSHEEN and this method have been used by 17 airlines and by leading hotels, restaurants and hospitals up to 17 years. Two quarts of ARGOSHEEN with its all-purpose spotters will clean more carpets than a gallon of any other known carpet cleaner. For guaranteed to clean prewashed sheets send check with order. Gallon ARGOSHEEN $7.98, Quart $3.00, 20-oz. Aerosol $3.50. ARGOM Rug Mop (with free tub) $14.50 or Special 2 Quarts, Mop & Tub $10.00. Dept. TRM5 ARGO & COMPANY, 117, P.O. Drawer 2747, 182 Ezell, Spartanburg, S. C. 29302

Available locally from leading interior designers and carpet departments.

MANNY shouted that it was time for Diana Kennedy: Bowl always creates a party spirit for Diana Kennedy: 2 teaspoons grated nutmeg 1 teaspoon ground mace 6 whole cloves 1 teaspoon pondered ginger 2 quarts medium sherry 6 egg yolks

Mix mixture. Heat, serve very hot in a large bowl. Float apples on top. A punch that packs a punch is a mere sweeping motion will clean the remainder of most carpets.

ARGOSHEEN and this method have been used by 17 airlines and by leading hotels, restaurants and hospitals up to 17 years. Whether a cleaner is safe before using it; and how to avoid rapid resoiling. Also included are special instructions for cleaning some of the new carpets with severe soil-release problems.

ARGOSHEEN CARPET CLEANER dissolves the heaviest stains gently while the ARGOM 1 Rug Mop blots up the soil and deepest stains. A mere sweeping motion will clean the remainder of most carpets. Guaranteed harmless no matter how you use it. Guaranteed to delight you when used as we suggest. The life of your carpet can be multiplied by actually removing soil instead of scrubbing it into the base of the carpet. You'll also like ARGOSHEEN for cleaning upholstery (including the new suede) and drapes. Write for information including tests which allow you to prove to yourself that cleaners cannot mix with the soil and dry to a powdery which can be tampered away, how to prove whether a cleaner is safe before using it; and how to avoid rapid resoiling. Also included are special instructions for cleaning some of the new carpets with severe soil-release problems. ARGOSHEEN and this method have been used by 17 airlines and by leading hotels, restaurants and hospitals up to 17 years. Two quarts of ARGOSHEEN with its all-purpose spotters will clean more carpets than a gallon of any other known carpet cleaner. For guaranteed to clean prewashed sheets send check with order. Gallon ARGOSHEEN $7.98, Quart $3.00, 20-oz. Aerosol $3.50. ARGOM Rug Mop (with free tub) $14.50 or Special 2 Quarts, Mop & Tub $10.00. Dept. TRM5 ARGO & COMPANY, 117, P.O. Drawer 2747, 182 Ezell, Spartanburg, S. C. 29302

Available locally from leading interior designers and carpet departments.

WHITE OF MEbane

What a way to dramatize a dining room! A plush white setting furnished with pieces from White's Lorraine IV Collection. A choice of 14 different finish combinations, including the most stunning color finishes you've ever seen. For a complete showing of the Lorraine IV Collection, send fifty cents to White of Mebane, Dept. HG-12, Mebane, North Carolina 27302. And start coloring up your decorating with White.
The blanket bound to be beautiful.

“Starbound”, the blanket lover’s blanket 55% Acrilan® acrylic/45% Purrey® polyester. Bound in Moire. Monsanto Wear Dated three-year guarantee. In four bed sizes. From $9 to $17 at better stores. It makes a wonderful gift.

Another masterpiece from North Star by Chatham

CHRISTMAS TO TREASURE
continued from page 88

Mass. Putting all those ingredients together—our friends, our church, our family—is what makes my Christmas joyous.”

A husband’s imagination makes Christmas unique for Mrs. Stanley Kirk of San Rafael, Calif. “Three years ago, I was so tired at Christmas I was ready for Marley’s ghost to take me away, far away. Then suddenly my husband gave me an English butter for two weeks—in lieu of a winter vacation. Every year now I wait for Christmas and Stinson.”

“Stinson comes with a blue apron for polishing the silver—and his own ice tongs. Everything is so easy while he is here. We give two open houses—one the week before Christmas, one the week after—and the guests are invited to come to one or the other or both. Often if I’m out when the phone rings, Stinson answers by saying ‘The mistress is not at home’. That alone produces Christmas chuckles.”

In Mexico City where house staffs the year round are often large though changeable, Mrs. Thomas B. Catron feels “Christmas is having our three children with us, all at the same time. In a foreign country where so many of the American children go away to school there are lines and lines of parents and brothers and sisters and friends waiting at the airport, all holding their breaths together, hoping the planes won’t be late, hoping everybody will get through customs.

“Once our family is together, we decorate our tree—a tree cut from the foot of La Malinche volcano, named after an Indian mistress of Cortez, in the small village of Ame- caneca. All the tree-sales proceeds go toward an orphanage there. The tree is full and tall and having lost our ornaments one year in moving, we now decorate with tangerines. We go to the Merced Market and buy a case of tangerines complete with stems and leaves. With a darning needle and fishline, we get each tangerine to hang upright. A day or so after New Year’s they softly fall on their own. Then we make gallons of delicious juice.”

Nearer icebergs than volcanos is Juoko Suomalainen of Nokia, Finland where it certainly looks more like Christmas, even if Mexican poinsettias do grow 20 feet high.

“No Finn could like his Christmas without snow,” claims Mr. Suomalainen. “It is one of the things that give us peace in a simple way. In the twilight of Christmas Eve you can always see white smoke arising from the chimney of the sauna. It is this pure quietness, the Christmas peace, that makes Christmas holidays special for me, and I guess for all Finns. We are a strange people. Our ancestors came to this country because they loved quietness, and they found it. Christmas is something you cannot buy. It comes from childhood. My parents brought it from their own childhood, and I hope to give it to my children.”

Although the late Ogden Nash wrote about almost everything in the world himself, he used to read Rudyard Kipling on Christmas Eve, which he and Mrs. Nash regularly spent in an 1840 country house with their daughter, her husband, and their children. The Kipling poem was “Eddie’s Service,” a touching eleven-stanza story of Eddie, a priest, and his Christmas service attended only by an ass and an ox. “It was a family tradition, my father reading ‘Eddie’s Service’ every year,” says Mrs. J. Marshall Smith of Sparks, Md., “and Christmas wouldn’t have been Christmas if he hadn’t read it.”

Some years ago her father wrote “A Carol for Children,” with perhaps Mrs. Smith and her sister, Mrs. Frederick Eberstadt, in mind:

“God rest you, merry
Innocents,
Let nothing you dismay,
Let nothing wound an eager heart
Upon this Christmas day.”

Copyright 1935 by Ogden Nash. Copyright renewed © by Ogden Nash. First published in “The New Yorker.”